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Abstract
In recent years there has been increasing interest in understanding the extremal be-
haviour of strongly correlated systems.
The main questions can be put as follows. Is there a rescaling of the maximum of the
the process such that the rescaled maximum converges to a non-trivial limit? And if the
answer is yes, what limiting object do we obtain if we rescale the whole process in that
way?
In classical extreme value theory the answers to these questions are given for indepen-
dent, identically distributed random variables (see e.g. [51] and [66] for a review). We
start the introduction by recalling the main results for independent, identically distributed
random variables. Next, we turn to the special case of Gaussian distributed random vari-
ables. In terms of comparison this is the most relevant case for the rest of this thesis. We
then move on to certain strongly correlated random variables.
To understand the extreme value statistics of correlated systems it is a natural object
to consider branching Brownian motion. Already Bramson proved in [26] and [24] that
the level of the maximum is different from the one for independent, identically normal
distributed random variables. Much more recently, Arguin et al. [4] and Aı¨de´kon et al. [1]
obtained the full extremal process.
In this thesis branching Brownian motion is the key object. In Chapter 2 and Chapter
3 we study variable-speed branching Brownian motion. In this model each particle is
a time-changed Brownian motion. In this way we allow for a richer class of possible
correlation structures. In the weak correlation regime we prove the convergence of the
rescaled maximum and of the extremal process.
In Chapter 4 we extend the result in [4] and [1]. We add an additional dimension
in such a way that also the information on the genealogical structure is encoded. This
construction can be seen as an analogue to the 2d discrete Gaussian free field (see Biskup
and Louidor [13]).
Chapter 5 is devoted to the study of the partition function in the complex temperature
branching Brownian motion model in the glassy phase. This extends results by Madaule
et al. [59]. The key ingredients are a precise understanding of the extremal process of
branching Brownian motion and a clever way to compute moments of complex tempera-
ture partition functions.
In Chapter 6 we discuss the ageing phenomenon in the random energy model. This is
a dynamical question concerning a certain Markov jump process in random environment.
Again, a deep understanding of the extreme values of the energy landscape is needed.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1. Organization
Before starting the introduction let me explain its structure. As the title may suggest, a
key word of this thesis is extremal process and its whole content is in one way or another
linked to it. Hence, we start the exposition by the classical set up of extreme value theory
for independent random variables along with some historical remarks. This is content of
Section 2. At the end of this section we focus on the Gaussian case, in particular the
random energy model (REM) which is in terms of comparison the most relevant for the
remainder of this work.
In Section 3 we introduce a generalization of the REM where a certain correlation
structure is added to the random variables, which leads to a set of random variables that
are no longer independent.
Since a second main object in this work is branching Brownian motion (BBM), we
present some background and known results on its extremal behaviour in Section 4. The
remaining sections of the introduction then give an overview of the original contributions
of this thesis.
This is again divided into three main subjects. Sections 5 and 6. discuss results that are
deeply related to extremal process of BBM and to the generalized random energy model
and directly establish the convergence of certain extremal processes. Section 7 is devoted
to the study of partition function in a certain model we called branching Brownian motion
energy model. Finally, we discuss in Section 9 the ageing of the random energy model at
its critical temperature.
2. Classical extreme value theory
Studying extremal events has been of great interest for a long time. For example,
people were interested in studying the properties of unusual high floods of rivers or other
very rare events. We start with a quick historical overview which is very much inspired by
the one given by Emil Gumbel in [50]. The following simple question was already raised
by Nicolas Bernoulli in 1709 in his essay Specimina artis conjectandi, ad quaestiones
juris applicatae [11]. This example is taken from a book on the history of probability by
Todhunter [73] p. 195.
Suppose that there are n men that will all die within k years. What is the probable
duration of life of the last survivor?
Nicolas Bernoulli views this question the same as asking the following.
Take a line of length k with a fixed origin. Select n points at random on that line. What is
the expected maximal distance to the origin?
Extremal events are by definition rare events. The question how long do we have to
wait for a certain event was studied in Poisson’s law. There, the main underlying question
is ”How often do rare events occur?”. Interestingly it took roughly sixty years until in 1889
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von Bortkiewicz [75] analysed the statistical meaning of this result for certain time series.
He was interested in the number of suicides per year. The same author in [76] started
analysing extremes as he studied the distance between the largest and smallest value of a
realization of independent normal distributed random variables, which was then taken up
by von Mises in [77]. Historically, the first articles concerned with the general theory for
rare, respectively extremal events, mainly analysed the case of independent normal ran-
dom variables. This was in some sense natural, since by the ordinary central limit theorem
the occurrence of a normal event is approximately normal distributed. In this context also
Tippetts work [72] should be mentioned. He included very precise statistical tables that
were from a great practical relevance, so that the theoretically obtained results could actu-
ally be used. A more systematic study was initiated by Fre´chet in [43] and then extended
a year later by Fisher and Tippett in [42]. In these papers for the first time distribution
free results were obtained (in particular cases). It turned out that distribution functions can
be divided into different classes depending on the distribution of the maximal value. The
first sufficient criteria that tell in which class a distribution function falls was given by von
Mises in [78]. Gnedenko established in [48] necessary and sufficient conditions for this to
hold.
It should also be remarked that the first systematic notes on extreme value theory that
include theoretical distribution free results as well as a collection of material how they
should be applied was written by Gumbel [50].
We start our mathematical summary on extreme value theory from independent and
identical distributed random variables.
2.1. Independent identically distributed random variables. Let (Xi)i≥1 be inde-
pendent identically distributed random variables with common distribution function
F (x) = P(X1 ≤ x). (2.1)
To study the distribution of the maximal value of X1, . . . , Xn we set
Mn ≡ max
1≤i≤n
Xi, (2.2)
which is itself a random variable depending on the random variables X1, . . . , Xn. Our
first aim is to analyse P(Mn ≤ x) for n large and some x ∈ R. Using that the Xi’s are
independent and identically distributed, we can rewrite this probability in the following
way:
P(Mn ≤ x) = P (For all i ≤ n : Xi ≤ x)
=
n∏
i=1
P(Xi ≤ x)
= (F (x))n. (2.3)
Looking at the quantity in (2.3), we observe that it always converges to either zero, if
F (x) < 1 or to one, if F (x) = 1, as n tends to infinity. Hence, we would always observe a
trivial limiting behaviour. The question is, whether this can be repaired, i.e. whether there
are rescaling sequences an and bn such that
P
(
Mn − bn
an
≤ x
)
→ G(x), as n ↑ ∞, (2.4)
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where G(x) is a non-trivial distribution function (meaning not zero or one for all values
of x ∈ R). This question is deeply related to the tail behaviour of the distribution function
F . Performing similar manipulations as in (2.3) we have
P
(
Mn − bn
an
≤ x
)
= P (Mn ≤ anx+ bn)
= (F (anx+ bn))
n . (2.5)
Hence, we can reformulate our question in the following way : Given a distribution func-
tion F , can we always find rescalings an and bn such that (F (anx+ bn))
n converges to
a non-trivial limit G(x) as n tends to infinity? And if yes, what are the possible limiting
distribution functions G(x)? A remarkable theorem that answers both questions is due to
Fre´chet [43], Fisher and Tippett [42], and, in its most general form, to Gnedenko [48].
THEOREM 2.1. Let (Xi)i∈N be independent, identically distributed random variables.
Then there always exists a rescaling such that
P
(
Mn − bn
an
≤ x
)
→ G(x), as n ↑ ∞, (2.6)
for some nontrivial distribution function. Moreover, G belongs to one of the following
three types
(i) Gumbel-distribution: G(x) = e−e−x .
FIGURE 1. Gumbel distribution function
(ii) Fr´echet-distribution: For some α > 0, G(x) =
{
0 if x ≤ 0
e
−x
−α
if x > 0
.
(iii) Weibull-distribution:For some α > 0, G(x) =
{
e
−(−x)
−α
if x < 0
0 if x ≥ 0
.
The three distributions in (i), (ii) and (iii) are called extremal type distributions. Of
course there is also a theory how to determine in which universality class particularly
distributed (X
i
)
i∈N
belong. This can be phrased in terms of the tail behaviour of the
distribution function. Then a distribution function is said to be in the domain of attraction
of a Gumbel-/Fr´echet-/Weibull-distribution. For a detailed study we refer to [66, 58]. For
normal distributed random variables, we compute the limiting distribution of the maximum
precisely in Section 2.2.
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FIGURE 2. Fr´eechet distribution function. Blue: α = 1, Red: α = 2,
Green: α = 5
FIGURE 3. Weibull distribution function. Blue:α = 1, Red: α = 2, Green:
α = 5
Now, we extend the set of questions. We are interested in the following one. What
happens if we not only rescale the maximum, but all the values of the Xi’s in exactly the
same way as we had to rescale the maximum? Or stated in an easier way.
How are the values close to the maximal value distributed?
To study this question we consider the set of points(
Xi − bn
an
)
1≤i≤n
, (2.7)
respectively, more formally speaking, the point process EXn , called extremal process, that
is defined as
EX,n ≡
n∑
i=1
δ
(
Xi − bn
an
)
. (2.8)
Does this point process converges as n ↑ ∞ and if so, can we determine the limiting point
process explicitly? In the case of identically distributed random variables, the answer to
both questions is affirmative. We refer to [66], Corollary 4.19.
THEOREM 2.2. Let (Xi)i∈N be independent, identically distributed random variables
and an and bn as in Theorem 2.1. Then EX,n converges weakly to a Poisson point process
(PPP) whose intensity measure depends on its extremal type distribution. In particular:
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(i) If (2.6) holds with G = Gumbel-distribution , then EX,n converges weakly to a
PPP (e−xdx) in Mp((−∞,∞])1 .
(ii) If (2.6) holds with G = Fre´chet-distribution, then EX,n converges weakly to a
PPP (x−α1x>0dx) in Mp((0,∞]).
(iii) If (2.6) holds with G = Weibull-distribution, then EX,n converges weakly to a
PPP ((−x)−α1x<0dx) in Mp((−∞, 0]).
Hence the overall shape of the extremal process is always the same, it is a Poisson
point process with a certain intensity.
Since this thesis is mainly concerned with the study of strongly correlated Gaussian
processes the reference setting for us, is the case of independent identically distributed
Gaussian random variables.
2.2. Gaussian random variables. Let (Xi)i∈N be independent N (0, 1) distributed
random variables. In this particular case we answer similar questions as in Section2.1, in
a more precise way.
(1) How do we have to rescale the maximum Mn to obtain a non-trivial limit?
(2) What is the limiting distribution function?
(3) How are the values close to the maximum distributed?, respectively, what is the
limiting extremal process?
As we saw in (2.5) we have to study the tail behaviour of the distribution function. Since
the Xi’s are standard Gaussian random variables their distribution function Φ is given by
Φ(x) =
∫ x
−∞
e−x
2/2 dx√
2pi
. (2.9)
A standard tail estimate gives (see e. g. Eq. (1.2.11) in [18]), that for x large,
1
x
√
2pi
e−x
2/2(1− 2x−2) ≤ 1− Φ(x) ≤ 1
x
√
2pi
e−x
2/2. (2.10)
Using this crucial estimate one can prove the following theorem (see e. g. Section 4.2.2 in
[18]).
THEOREM 2.3. Let (Xi)i∈N be independent standard Gaussian random variables. Let
bn =
√
2 log n− log log n+ log 4pi
2
√
2 log n
(2.11)
and
an =
√
2 log n. (2.12)
Then:
(i) The rescaled maximum converges to a Gumbel distribution,
lim
n↑∞
P
(
Mn − bn
an
≤ x
)
= e−e
−x
. (2.13)
(ii) The limiting extremal process is a Poisson point process (PPP) with intensity
e−xdx,
n∑
i=1
δ
(
Xi − bn
an
)
→ PPP (e−xdx). (2.14)
1Mp(E) is the set of all point measures defined on E
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Since our motivation came from spin glass models, let us now build a bridge and
relate the setting in Theorem 2.3 to the simplest spin glass model, the random energy
model (REM). The REM was first introduced by Derrida in [31] and [32]. It is a stochastic
process with state space is theN dimensional hypercube ΣN = {−1, 1}N . To each s ∈ ΣN
we associate an independent N (0, N) distributed random variable. This is in fact closely
related to the setting in Theorem 2.3. Set
n = 2N (cardinality of SN)
Yi ≡
√
NXi where Yi is the r.v. attached to the i’th element of ΣN . (2.15)
Let us now consider the rescaling from Theorem 2.3.
Xi − bn
an
=
Yi −
√
Nbn√
Nan
=
Yi −
√
Nb2n√
Na2n
. (2.16)
Setting
bREMn ≡
√
Nb2N =
√
2 log 2N − log (N log 2) + log 4pi
2
√
2 log 2
aREMn ≡
√
Na2N =
√
2 log 2N (2.17)
we have
COROLLARY 2.4. In the random energy model with rescaling as in (2.17)
(i) the rescaled maximum converges to a Gumbel distribution.
lim
n↑infty
P
(
Mn − bREMn
aREMn
≤ x
)
= e−e
x
. (2.18)
(ii) the limiting extremal process is a Poisson point process(PPP) with intensity e−xdx.
n∑
i=1
δ
(
Xi − bREMn
aREMn
)
→ PPP (e−xdx). (2.19)
2.3. The REM on a tree. Since branching Brownian motion is a Gaussian process
labelled by a tree that encodes the underlying branching structure. Let us start to think
about a very easy model that we can label by a tree, namely a version of the random
energy model.
Going back to the last section we remember that the random energy model was defined
on the hypercube ΣN . We can identify ΣN with a binary tree of depth N .
We obtain the random energy model if we attach to each leave of this binary tree an
independent N (0, N)-distributed random variable. We can associate a distance to this
binary tree in the following way. If we take two leaves i and j we count the number of
branches they share starting from the root. We could also describe that by adding a time
dimension to the tree. At time 0 we start with one particle that splits instantaneously into
two. After time 1 each particle splits again into two particles and so on. For example, after
time N = 3 we obtain the tree in Figure 4. The distance d(i, j) between two leaves i and
j (which correspond to two particles) in the tree is than given by
d(i, j) = time of the last common ancestor of the particles i and j (2.20)
Another canonical tree in the study of branching processes is the tree generated by a
Galton-Watson process. Let us start by recalling what a Galton-Watson process is. We
2. CLASSICAL EXTREME VALUE THEORY 7
(a) Hypercube S
N
for N = 3
(b) Binary tree of depth N = 3
FIGURE 4. Correspondence between the elements of a binary tree of depth
N and the N dimensional hypercube.
start with one individual at time zero. After an exponential time T with mean 1 it dies
and gives birth to k offsprings with probability pk. We only want to consider supercritical
Galton-Watson processes. Hence, we assume for simplicity that p0 = 0(
∑∞
k=1 pk = 1).
Each of the new individuals is subject to the same splitting rule.
At time t there are n(t) individuals, (ik(t), k ≤ n(t)), alive. We can define the ge-
nealogical distance of two individuals ik(t) and il(t) by
d(ik(t), il(t)) = time the two individuals ik and il had a common ancestor for the last time.
(2.21)
FIGURE 5. Distance of two individuals in the Galton Watson tree.
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This leads to a tree- the so called Galton-Watson tree. Let us now combine the Galton-
Watson tree with the random energy model. We associate to each leave of the Galton-
Watson tree at time t independent N (0, t)-distributed random variables,
(Zi(t))1≤i≤n(t). (2.22)
With our choice of the parameters of the offspring distribution, we have that
En(t) = et. (2.23)
Moreover, it follows that (see e.g. Chapter 10 in [6])
n(t)
En(t)
→ C as t ↑ ∞, (2.24)
where C is some random variable with expectation one. Using (2.24) one can prove the
following (see also Section 4.6 in [18]).
THEOREM 2.5. Taking the random function
ut(x) = t
√
2− ln(t)
2
√
2
+ x+
log(n(t)/En(t))√
2
(2.25)
we have
(i) P (M(t) ≤ ut(x))→ exp
(
− 1
4pi
e−
√
2x
)
(ii)
∑
k≤n(t) δu−1t (xk(t)) → PPP(
1
4pi
e−
√
2xdx).
We could also reformulate the results in Theorem 2.5 using the following u˜t(x).
u˜t(x) = t
√
2− ln(t)
2
√
2
+ x, (2.26)
instead of the ut(x) as defined in (2.25). Then we have, that
(i) P (M(t) ≤ u˜t(x))→ E
(
exp
(
− 1
4pi
Ce−
√
2x
))
,
(ii)
∑
k≤n(t) δu˜−1t (xk(t)) → E
(
PPP
(
1
4pi
Ce−
√
2xdx
))
,
where (i) and (ii) the expectation on the right hand side is taken over the random variable
C. Hence, we have to options to encode the randomness coming from the underlying
Galton-Watson process. Either we choose a random shift ut(x) of the maximum or we
take a deterministic shift but obtain a randomly shifted Gumbel distribution in the limit
(resp. a random intensity in the Poisson point process). A similar phenomenon appears
later when we study the extremal process of Branching brownian motion.
3. The Generalized Random Energy Model
We turn to models where the random variables are no longer independent but have
a certain correlation structure. The following so-called generalised random energy model
(GREM) was proposed by Derrida in [33] as a generalization of the random energy model,
discussed in the previous subsection. Since a Gaussian process is fully characterized by
its covariance function. From now on, we use this description. Let us briefly go back to
the REM on a binary tree. There, the covariance is given by
Cov
(
xNi , x
N
j
)
=
{
N if i = j
0 if i 6= j . (3.1)
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In particular, the covariance does not depend on the distance of i and j in the binary tree
(if they are not the same). This changes in the generalized random energy model (GREM),
where
Cov
(
xNi , x
N
j
)
=
{
N if i = j
N · A
(
d(i,j)
N
)
if i 6= j , (3.2)
where d(i, j) is defined in (2.20) and A : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] has the following properties:
(i) A(0) = 0 and A(1) = 1.
(ii) A is an increasing stepfunction.
If A also satisfies
(iii) A < x for all x ∈ [0, 1].
FIGURE 6. Example for a function A : [0, 1 → [0, 1] that satisfies (i), (ii)
and (iii). In particular, it is a step function with A(x) < x for x ∈ (0, 1).
Bovier and Kurkova in [22] proved the convergence of the properly rescaled maximum to a
Gumbel distribution and established the convergence of the extremal process to a Poisson
point process. To omit too much notation, we state their results in a rather informal way.
THEOREM 3.1. In the GREM where A satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) the following is true.
1. The level of the maximum coincides with the one in the REM.
2. The maximum rescaled exactly as in Corollary 2.4 converges to a Gumbel distri-
bution.
3. The extremal process converges to the same Poisson point process as in 2.4.
In the more general case whereA(x) is allowed to be larger than x the picture changes.
In [22] the following was shown
THEOREM 3.2. In the GREM where A satisfies (i), (ii) but A(x) > x for some x ∈
(0, 1) the following is true.
1. The first order of the maximum depends on the concave hull of A, which we call
̂
A and its right derivative by
(
̂
A
)
′
, more precisely
M
n
√
2 log(2)N
∫
1
0
√
(
̂
A
)
′
(x)
→ 1, (3.3)
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FIGURE 7. Example for a function A : [0, 1→ [0, 1] that satisfies (i), (ii),
but there exists x ∈ (0, 1) such that A(x) > x.
as n ↑ ∞ in probability.
2. The maximum can be rescaled such that it converges. The resulting limit to a
shifted Gumbel distribution.
3. The properly rescaled extremal process converges to a cascade of Poisson point
processes. .
A cascade of Poisson point process is a concatenation of different Poisson point pro-
cesses. So we generate the first Poisson point process. And then for each point we generate
independent copies of the second and at these points to this point and so on. Mathemati-
cally this can be made more precise , we refer to Ruelle [68]. Let us first make some com-
ments on Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. We want to point out a few things about the genealogical
structure of extremal particles in the two settings. Consider two extremal particles at time
N . Then we follow their paths backward in time and ask the question:
When will the two trajectories meet (with high probability)?
Interestingly, the answer heavily depends on the properties of A.
- In the setting of Theorem 3.1 the answer is that they will meet at time zero. So
their paths split directly and are independent.
- Turning to the setting of Theorem 3.2 this is no longer true. With positive prob-
ability the paths can meet at a Nh, for each discontinuity point h of the concave
hull
̂
A with A(h) > h. This leads to a ”restart” of a extremal process in these po-
sitions and causes that the extremal process has a concatenated structure. At each
time Nh an extremal particle has already to be maximal and then all extremal
particles produce extremal particles at a later time.
This model can be further extended to the continuous random energy model (CREM),
where more general functions A are allowed. As already seen from Theorem 3.1 and 3.2,
it is expected that the extremal process depends heavily on the properties of A. Bovier and
Kurkova in [23] showed that the leading order still depends on the concave hull of A but
they did not obtain further information on the subleading orders of the maximum and the
properties of the extremal process. For a more detailed description see [14]. It turns out
to be useful to first study basically the same model but on a slightly different tree, namely
the Galton-Watson tree, where certain technical tools are available.
This is closely related to a stochastic process called branching Brownian motion (BBM).
Hence, we first introduce BBM. And then come back to the its relation to the CREM.
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4. Branching Brownian motion
Branching Brownian motion was already introduced in [65], [71] in the late 1950’s
and early 1960’s. Seminal contributions were made by McKean [64], Bramson [26, 24],
Lalley and Selke [57] and Chauvin and Rouault [28, 29] in the 1970’s and 1980’s on
its connection to the Fisher-Kolmogorov-Petrovsky-Piscounov (F-KPP) equation and its
rescaled maximum. The later is even more classical and was already studied by Kol-
mogorov, Petrovsky and Piscounov [56] and Fisher [41] in 1937.
In the last years there has been a revival of the interest in branching Brownian motion.
Hence, a number of very nice lecture notes or review articles have been written. There
are nice lecture notes by Shi [69, 70] focusing on spinal decomposition. Concerning the
branching random walk and its maximal displacement there are lecture notes by Zeitouni
[79]. The extensive lecture notes by Bovier [18] cover most of the material of this intro-
duction. There is the following intuitive construction of branching Brownian motion.
1. Start a standard Brownian motion X at X(0) = 0.
2. After an exp(1) distributed time T the Brownian motion splits into k particles
with probability pk that we choose such that,
∞∑
k=1
pk = 1,
∞∑
k=1
kpk = 2,
∞∑
k=1
k(k − 1)pk ≡ K <∞. (4.1)
3. Each of the new particles moves according to independent Brownian motions
starting in X(T ).
4. Each particle is then subject to the same splitting rule.
FIGURE 8. Picture of branching Brownian motion (taken from Matt Roberts).
We denote the number of particles of BBM after time t by n(t) and the set of particles
at that time by
{xk(t), k ≤ n(t)}. (4.2)
Alternatively, we can view branching Brownian motion as a Gaussian process, indexed
by the leaves of a Galton-Watson process. Let d(·, ·) as in (2.21). Then, for a given
realization of the Galton-Watson process, the collection {xk(t), k ≤ n(t)} is the Gaussian
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process with mean zero and Covariance
E (xk(t)xl(t)) = d(il(t), ik(t)) (4.3)
Thus BBM is the analog to the CREM introduced at the end of Section 3 with A(x) = x,
when one replaces the binary tree by a Galton-Watson tree.
4.1. BBM and the F-KPP equation. A crucial tool in the study of extremal particles
of BBM is the deep connection between BBM and a certain partial differential equation,
the Fisher-Kolmogorov-Petrovsky-Piscounov (F-KPP) equation:
∂tv(x, t) =
1
2
∂2xv(x, t) + F (v), (4.4)
where (in our setting)
F (v) ≡ (1− v)−
∞∑
k=1
pk(1− v)vk. (4.5)
The F-KPP equation is a well understood reaction-diffusion equation. It was first studied
by Fisher in [41] and Kolmogorov, Petrovsky and Piscounov in [56]. Fischer used this
equation in [41] to model the evolution of biological populations. It accounts for: birth v,
death:−v2 and diffusive migration ∂2xv. The fundamental link between BBM and the F-
KPP equation (4.4) is generally attributed to McKean [64]. However, it already appeared
in Skorohod [71] and Ikeda, Nagasawa, and Watanabe [53, 54, 55]. They observed that
expectations of certain functionals of BBM particles solve the F-KPP equation.
THEOREM 4.1. Let f : R → [0, 1] and {xk(t) : k ≤ n(t)} BBM. Set, for t ∈ R+ and
x ∈ R,
u(t, x) = E
n(t)∏
k=1
f(x− xk(t))

Then v ≡ 1 − u is the solution of the F-KPP equation with initial condition v(0, x) =
1− f(x).
This lemma has a lot of consequences. Let us first remark that the implications of
Theorem 4.1 on the study of the maximum.
REMARK. Two main implications of Theorem 4.1 are the following.
(i) Similar to (2.3) we have
P (Mn ≤ x) = P (For all k ≤ n(t) : xk(t) ≤ x) (4.6)
= E
n(t)∏
k=1
1{xk(t)≤x}
 . (4.7)
Hence, 1− u(t, x) = 1− P (Mn ≤ x) solves the F-KPP equation.
(ii) Theorem 4.1 is also applicable to Laplace functionals which encode all informa-
tion on the extremal process. We come back to that later.
Therefore, understanding solutions of the F-KPP equation is a key tool to study the
behaviour of extremal particles of BBM. In the following we state some basic results on
the F-KPP equation. A key feature of the F-KPP equation is that it admits travelling wave
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solutions.. A travelling wave solution u to the F-KPP equation (4.4) with speed λ is a
solution such that
d
dt
u(t, x+ λt) = 0. (4.8)
A computation shows that this implies u(t, x+ λt) = wλ(x), where wλ(x) is the solution
of
1
2
∂2xwλ(x) + λ∂xwλ(x) + F (wλ(x)) = 0 (4.9)
We are looking for solutions that decay to zero at plus infinity. Therefore, for large positive
x, wλ must be close to the linearised equation
1
2
∂2xwλ(x) + λ∂xwλ(x) + wλ(x) = 0 (4.10)
Now one has to distinguish two cases λ 6= √2 and λ = √2.
(i) λ 6= √2: There are two linearly independent solutions to (4.9) of the form
e−b±x with b± = λ±
√
λ2 − 2. (4.11)
(ii) λ =
√
2: There are two linearly independent solutions to (4.9) of the form
e−
√
2x and xe−
√
2x. (4.12)
Using a phase space analysis Kolmogorov et. al. in [56] and Uchiyama in [74] proved,
that in both cases the heavier tailed solution describes the correct asymptotics of the trav-
elling wave solution. Moreover, they proved that travelling wave solution are unique up to
translations.
THEOREM 4.2. Let F satisfy the following assumptions.
(i) F ∈ C1([0, 1]): F is a continuously differentiable function from [0, 1] to R.
(ii) F (0) = F (1) = 0, F (u) > 0,∀u ∈ (0, 1) and F ′(0) = 1, F ′(u) ≤ 1,∀u ∈ [0, 1].
(iii) 1− F ′(u) = O(uρ), ρ < 1.
Then, for λ ≥ √2, (4.9) has a unique solution up to translation, which satisfies
0 < wλ(x) < 1, wλ(x)→ 0 as x→∞, wλ(x)→ 1, as x→ −∞. (4.13)
We are interested in the properties of extremal particles in BBM. We will see that
that the relevant case for the study of BBM are the travelling waves with speed λ =
√
2.
This might have been guessed from the fact that ut(x)/t =
√
2 + o(1) in the i.i.d. setting
in (2.25). The convergence to the travelling was completely analysed by Bramson in
[24]. The following is a slightly specialized version of Theorem A and B in [24]. The
formulation below is taken from [17].
THEOREM 4.3. Let v be a solution to the F-KPP equation (4.4) satisfying Assumption
(i)− (iii) from Theorem 4.2 and 0 ≤ v(0, x) ≤ 1. Then there exists a function m(t) such
that
v(t, x+m(t))→ ω(x), (4.14)
uniformly in x, where ω is a solution (4.9), as t ↑ ∞, if and only if
(i) for some h > 0, lim supt→∞
1
t
ln
∫ t(1+h)
t
v(0, y)dy ≤ −√2, and
(ii) for some ν > 0, M > 0, N > 0,
∫ x+N
x
v(0, y)dy > ν for all x ≤ −M .
Moreover, if limx→∞ ebxv(0, x) = 0 for some b >
√
2, then one may choose
m(t) =
√
2t− 3
2
√
2
log t. (4.15)
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To emphasise the importance Theorem 4.3 observe the following. Taking initial value
v(0, x) = 1− 10≤x = 10>x (4.16)
satisfies the Conditions in Theorem 4.3. Hence, we have the following Corollary.
COROLLARY 4.4. Let Mn = maxk≤n(t) xk(t). Then, with m(t) as in (4.15), we have
P (Mn −m(t) > x) = 1− P (Mn −m(t) ≤ x)→ 1− w√2(x), (4.17)
as t ↑ ∞ and where w√2(x) is a solution to (4.9) with λ =
√
2.
Observe that the rescaling factor differs from the one in the i.i.d. case which is equal
to
√
2t− 1
2
√
2
log t. (4.18)
Therefore, we see that already on the level of the maximum BBM differs from the i.i.d.
case. This tells us that the particles start to feel the correlations and do not behave as in
the independent case. This effect is so weak that it is not seen in the linear term (which
still is
√
2t) but in the logarithmic correction.
4.2. The derivative martingale. One can also represent the travelling wave w√2(x)
in a stochastic way. Namely, we can write the travelling wave as an expectation over a
randomly shifted Gumbel distribution. The following theorem is due to Lalley and Selke
in [57].
THEOREM 4.5. Let w√2(x) be as before. Then
w√2(x) = E
(
exp
(
−CZe−
√
2x
))
, (4.19)
for some constant C > 0 and Z is a random variable. In particular, Z is the limit of the
so-called derivative martingale Z(t),
Z = lim
t→∞
Z(t) ≡ lim
t→∞
∑
k≤n(t)
(
√
2− xk(t))e
√
2xk(t)−2t. (4.20)
We remark that the limit of Z(t) exists almost surely. Moreover, Z encodes certain
informations about the early history of the process. Intuitively speaking, Z answers the
following question:
How many particles are generated at the very beginning (and that evolve independent
afterwards) that have a chance of being extremal at time t?
Hence, it is not surprising that it appears as a random shift in (4.19). If there is a higher
number of candidates in the beginning, the maximal one will get higher. In contrast having
less candidates reduces the maximal value.
Let us compare (4.19) with the analogue result in Theorem 2.5. In Theorem 2.5 also
a random shift appeared, namely C, that was simply counting the number of individuals.
The random variable Z additionally weights the position of all particles. We will see in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 that also different shifts can occur that are again limits of certain
martingales.
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4.3. The extremal process of BBM. The question whether the properly rescaled
maximum of BBM particles converges was, as already mentioned, answered by Bram-
son in [24] and a more probabilistic interpretation of the limiting law was given by Lalley
and Selke in [57]. The question about the convergence of the extremal process stayed
unanswered until it was more recently answered by Arguin, Bovier and Kistler in [4] and
by Aı¨de´kon, Berestycki, Brunet and Shi in [1]. See also [49] for a comparative review.
There, it was shown that the limit of the extremal process exists and is given by
lim
t↑∞
E˜t ≡ lim
t↑∞
n(t)∑
k=1
δxk(t)−m(t) = E˜ , (4.21)
exists in law, and E˜ is of the form
E˜ =
∑
k,j
δ
ηk+∆
(k)
j
, (4.22)
where ηk is the k-th atom of a Poisson point process with random intensity measure
CZe−
√
2ydy, with C and Z as in (4.20), and ∆(k)i are the atoms of independent and iden-
tically distributed point processes ∆(k), which are the limits in law of∑
j≤n(t)
δx˜i(t)−maxj≤n(t) x˜j(t), (4.23)
where x˜(t) is BBM conditioned on the event {maxj≤n(t) x˜j(t) ≥
√
2t}s.
FIGURE 9. The extremal process consists of two elements: A Poisson
point process representing a local maxima (in red) and independent copies
of the cluster process ”glued” to each Poisson point (in blue).
To understand this result it is helpful to think about the following question concerning
the path an extremal particle at time t has taken.
Was such an extremal particle at time t among the leading particles for
a long time or is it more likely that it was in the bulk of particles nearly
all the time and was then just selected from a lot of particles at the very
end?
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The answer to this question was obtained in [3]. A leading particle at time t was, with
high probability, of order
√
t below the maximal particle at time s for r < s < t − r,
where r is very small compared to t. In particular, it was located in regions where many
particles can be found.
This implies a very natural second question.
If we select two extremal particles at time t (e.g. whose position is
> m(t) − d for some constant d) and follow their paths backward in
time, when will these paths merge?
This question has also been studied in [3]. Its answer is very convincing in view of
the answer of the first question raised here. There are actually two cases. Either the paths
merge more or less directly or they merge at the very end (cf. Figure 10).
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FIGURE 10. Illustrating the two cases when the paths of two extremal par-
ticles at time t merge (Picture by Nicola Kistler).
Now, let us think about the consequences for the structure of the limiting extremal
process. In the first case they spend almost all their time together and so their positions
are also very close at time t. Hence they belong to the same cluster (see Figure 9). In the
second case they moved independently from each other almost all time and therefore also
there positions at time t are basically independent. This means that they are both points of
the Poisson point process, that already appeared when we discussed the extremal process
of independent random variables.
Putting these observations together we obtain the structure described in (4.22).
5. Variable Speed Branching Brownian motion
In the remainder of this introduction, we give a brief outline of the original results of
this thesis that are presented in detail in Chapters 2-6. This section is devoted to the study
of variable speed BBM and discusses on a heuristic level the content of Chapter 2 (see
[20]) and Chapter 3 (see [21]) of this thesis. Additionally, we comment on related articles
that were written in the past years by other groups on very related issues. One should
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mention that instead of changing the Brownian movement one could also make according
changes to the underlying Galton Watson process (e. g. speeding up or down the rate at
which branchings occur). That leads to exactly the same model.
We want to point out that this section is not a formal and technically correct descrip-
tions of the results obtained and their proofs. We refer the interested reader to Chapters 2
and 3 , respectively [20] and [21], for exact statements of the theorems and their proofs.
To allow a richer class of covariance functions we study variable speed branching
Brownian motions. In view of the GREM and CREM that is a natural extension of BBM.
It was first proposed by Derrida and Spohn in [34]. For a given realization of the Galton-
Watson process {xAk (t), k ≤ n(t)} is the mean zero Gaussian process with covariance
E
(
xAk (t)x
A
l (t)
)
= Σ2(d(il(t), ik(t)), (5.1)
where
Σ2(s) = tA
(s
t
)
. (5.2)
The function A : [0, 1] → [0, 1] in (5.2) should be a non-decreasing function with
A(0) = 0 and A(1) = 1. By (5.1) the movement of each particle is a time changed
Brownian motion BΣ2(s) and the particles are subject to the same splitting rule as in ordi-
nary branching Brownian motion. We call Σ2(s) speed function and say that the Gaussian
process defined in (5.1) is a variable speed BBM with speed function Σ2.
Observe that the function A in (5.2) plays exactly the same role as in the CREM. Just
the underlying tree is a Galton-Watson tree in contrast to the binary tree in the CREM.
5.1. Two linear segments. In Chapter 2 we study the case where A consists of two
linear segments. Namely, we choose its derivative A′ as
A′(s) =
{
σ2b 0 ≤ s < b
σ2e b ≤ s ≤ 1 , 0 < b ≤ 1. (5.3)
We normalise the total variance by assuming (see Figure 11)
σ2b b+ σ
2
e(1− b) = 1. (5.4)
FIGURE 11. A is chosen to be a function that has slope σ
b
until time b and
then slope σ
e
. The figure shows an example where σ
b
< σ
e
.
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Improving results by Fang and Zeitouni in [39] on the maximal displacement, we prove
the full convergence of the extremal process. We prove the following.
1) σb < σe: In the case where the first slope is strictly less than one the
limit is again a decorated Poisson point process with a random intensity
measure (as in (4.22)). The random intensity measure is a martingale
limit (called McKean martingale) depending only on the first slope. The
decoration process only depends on the second slope and has a similar
form as (4.23).
2) σb > σe: In the case where the first slope is larger than one the
limiting process is a cascade of extremal processes of ordinary BBM’s.
The precise statement can be found in Chapter 2, Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3. Let
us discuss the difference between the behaviour of the particles in the two cases. To this
end we describe the most likely path of a particle reaching the maximal height.
FIGURE 12. Path of a particle that is extremal at time t if σ
b
< σ
e
.
If σ
b
< σ
e
the particle reaching the maximal height at time t is likely to be at position
√
2σ
2
b
bt ± O(t
1/2
) at the time of the sp ed change. Hence, it is much below the maximal
particle at this moment (see Figure 12). This implies that the maximal particle is selected
from exponentially many particles and only one of these particles will reach the maximal
height at time t.
The situation is different when σ
b
> σ
e
. In this case an extremal particle at time t
already has to belong to the leading particles at the time of the speed change (see Figure
13). Moreover, each par icl , that is extremal at the time of the peed change, will produce
a finite number of extremal particles at time t. This phenomenon leads to the concatenated
structure of the extremal process.
5.2. The weak correlation regime. Our aim is to generalize these results to arbitrary
time changes. Assume th t the func on in (5.2) has the following properties (see Figure
5.2):
(i) The slope σ
b
of the tangent to A at 0 is smaller than 1.
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FIGURE 13. Path of a particle that is extremal at time t if σ
b
> σ
b
.
(ii) The slope σ
e
of the tangent to A at 1 is larger than 1.
(iii) A(x) < x for all x ∈ (0, 1) and A(0) = 0 and A(1) = 1.
FIGURE 14. A function A : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] satisfying the assumptions (i)− (iii).
In Chapter 3, respectively [21], we prove the following result for any A that satisfies
properties (i) − (iii) (and some weak regularity in a neighbourhood of zero and one) on
the extremal process.
The structure of the extremal process is ’universal’, in the sense that it
only depends on the slopes at 0 and 1. In particular, it is not affected by
the form of the time change between 0 and 1.
The precise statement can be found in Chapter 3, Theorem 1.2. The precise requirements
on A are conditions (A1) − (A3) in Chapter 3. To this end, we want to compare the
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extremal behaviour of a variable speed BBM (with general functionA) with the one where
A consists of two linear segments.
We extend the standard Gaussian comparison techniques so that we can handle the
case of variable speed BBM’s. A key ingredient is again the correct localization of the
path taken by a particle, that is extremal at time t. The idea is that the path over the time
interval is always close to the function s 7→ √2tA(s/t). To understand this let us consider
one single particle xk(t) for some k ≤ n(t). Its path is a time changed Brownian motion
BtA(s/t). Hence,
ξk(s) ≡ xk(s)− s
t
xk(t) (5.5)
is a time changed Brownian bridge from zero to zero in time t. For such a Brownain bridge
it is known (see e.g. Lemma 2.2 in [21] or Chapter 2 in [24]) that its deviation from zero
is smaller than tγ for γ > 1
2
. For k such that xk(t) ≈
√
2t that translates exactly into
the desired property. The behaviour is very similar to the one shown in Figure 11 for a
FIGURE 15. A Brownian bridge form zero to zero in time t. The green
area represents the region in which the Brownian Bridge is with high prob-
ability.
variable speed BBM, where A consists of two linear segments. This leads to the claim that
also the extremal processes should be the same.
Currently, we are trying to solve the complementary problem, when the speed func-
tion is strictly concave. There a more involved structure of extremal particles is expected.
In [60] Maillard and Zeitouni identified the order of the maximum. They use Girsanov
transform methods that (so far) do not lead to non trivial results on the extremal process.
We want to give a more geometric description of the limiting extremal process and in par-
ticular of its genealogical structure. Preliminary heuristics suggest that there is an inho-
mogene us Poisson process of times when branchings occur that lead to several offspring
manage reaching extremal levels.
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In the case of piecewise linear speed functions, we know that this happens exactly at
the times of speed changes.
5.3. Related Articles. The study of variable speed BBM has been a quiet active field
of research over the past years. In this subsection we want to mention some related works.
The first one to mention is the one by Fang and Zeitouni in [39] studying the level of
the maximum in the case where A consists of two linear pieces for the case of branching
random walk.
For the case of strictly concave functions A there has been an article by [40] where
Fang and Zeitouni show that the order of the maximum has a correction of order t1/3. In
[60] the convergence of the maximum was established. Unfortunately, they do not obtain
a very detailed description of the limiting law. Moreover, in generalized BRW setting
Mallein obtained the correction term of order t1/3 in [62].
Mallein and Milos considered in [63] the case of a branching random walk in a time-
inhomogeneous random environment and studied the properties of the maximum in that
case.
Another related article is the one by Arguin and Ouimet [5] who considered an ana-
logue setting for a scale dependent two dimensional Gaussian free field, that falls in the
same universality class as BBM. They compute the first order of the maximum and the the
log-number of high points.
6. Extended convergence of the extremal process of branching Brownian motion
In this section we give a summary of [19], which is part of this thesis (namely Chapter
4). The description of the extremal process of BBM in [4] and [1] is rather implicit and
we describe a construction that allows a disentanglement of the extremal process. This
is inspired by the analysis of the 2d discrete Gaussian free field [13], where the extended
convergence theorem is natural due to an additional space dimension. One should mention
that there has also been a different approach by Mallein in [61] who considered the order
of the maximum for a d−dimensional BBM. This should, when studying the extremal
process, also lead to a disentanglement of the different clusters. Let us focus on the con-
struction given in [19] that is in some sense more intrinsic. We shortly comment on the
way we choose the embedding and its meaning for the extremal particles.
To get additional structural information on the particles of BBM, we embed the un-
derlying Galton-Watson tree into R+ in such a way that the genealogical structure of the
tree is respected. Let us discuss an analogous labelling for the binary tree of depth N (see
Figure 4). Such tree can be identified with the sequences of 0 and 1 of length N , namely
the space {0, 1}N . We can interpret this in the following way: the upper child always
receives a 1 and the lower one a 0. We transfer this idea to the the tree generated by a
Galton-Watson process. Of course, this is continuous time tree such that we have to intro-
duce zeros to keep track of the order in which branchings occur. The resulting embedding
of the leaves {i1(t), . . . , ik(t)} we call γ(·).
This leads to a two dimensional process encoding also the correlation structure of
the BBM particles in the following sense. If we take two particles at time t and there
embedded points in R+ are not close then they must have split after some time r much
smaller than t. Whereas points that branched off very late are mapped to the same point
(in the limit t ↑ ∞). Using this information about the extended process, we prove in
Chapter 4, respectively [19], the two-dimensional convergence of the extremal process.
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FIGURE 16. Example of a tree with labels of each branch. Number all
children starting from zero each time a branching occurs; and add a zero
label if the particle is not branching at the time. This leads to multi-labels
representing the particles of the Galton-Watson tree.
The point process
˜
E
t
≡
∑
n(t)
k=1
δ
(γ(i
k
(t)),x
k
(t)−m(t))
→
˜
E on R
+
× R, as
t ↑ ∞, where
˜
E ≡
∑
i,j
δ
(q
i
,p
i
)+(0,∆
(i)
j
)
, (6.1)
where (q
i
, p
i
)
i∈N
are the atoms of a Cox process on R
+
×R with inten-
sity measure Z(dv)×Ce
−
√
2x
dx, where Z(dv) is a random measure on
R
+
and ∆
(i)
j
as in (4.22) the atoms of the cluster process.
The random measure Z(dv) is deeply connected to the limit of the derivative martingale
Z. Namely, Z([0,∞)) = Z. The precise statement can be found in Chapter 4, Theorem
3.1. For a precise definition of the random measure Z(dv) and its properties, we refer to
Chapter 4, Lemma 3.2.
Knowing the genealogical structure of the extremal process of BBM (obtained in [3])
this leads to the following intuitive structure of the limiting extremal process. All point of
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the PPP are mapped to different points in the added dimension, so that they can easily be
distinguished. All cluster points are mapped to the same point in the additional dimension
as the PPP to which it belongs , see Figure 17.
FIGURE 17. The extended extremal process of BBM. The red dots repre-
sent the Poisson points and the blue dots the cluster processes. Observe
that all cluster points belonging to one Poisson point, have the same x-
coordinate value as the corresponding Poisson point.
7. Complex temperature branching Brownian motion energy model
Let us continue by giving a brief summary of the content of Chapter 5, which is pub-
lished as [52]. Before actually explaining our result we introduce the key elements that
appear. Let Gn = (Vn, En) be a sequence of graphs with vertex set Vn and edge set En.
Suppose that Gn is finite for n ∈ N. Moreover, let HGn : Vn → R be a function, called
Hamiltonian, measuring the energy of each configuration ν ∈ Vn. A crucial goal in statis-
tical mechanics is to define a probability measure (also in the limit as n ↑ ∞) on the set
of configurations, called Gibbs measure. For a finite Graph Gn the Gibbs measure µβ,Gnis
given by
µβ,Gn (ν) =
exp (−βHGn (ν))
Zβ,Gn
, ν ∈ Vn, β ∈ R. (7.1)
β is called inverse temperature and Zβ,Gn is the normalization factor to turn µβ,Gn into a
probability measure. More precisely,
Zβ,Gn =
∑
ν∈Vn
exp (−βHGn (ν)) (7.2)
and it is called partition function. Interestingly, Zβ,Gn contains a large amount of infor-
mation. For example, it tells which configurations are likely to be observed at inverse
temperature β. Generally speaking there are two different phenomena that can occur
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(1) No single configuration has a positive probability to occur in the limit n ↑ ∞.
(2) In the limit n ↑ ∞, the measure µβ,Gn concentrates a.s. on a finite set of configu-
rations .
In the study of disordered systems one considers settings where the Hamiltonian itself is a
random field. This makes the analysis much more involved and the two possibilities above
turn into the following question
Does Zβ,Gn fulfil some kind of law of large numbers as n tends to infinity or is its
behaviour dominated by the (random) extreme values of the Hamiltonian?
To get a glimpse how the above question should be answered, simplified models were
introduced where the original Hamiltonian is replaced by a random field with a more
tractable correlation structure. The simplest one is obtained by replacing the Hamiltonian
by i.i.d. Gaussian random variables. On the hypercube Σn = {−1, 1}n this leads to the
random energy model (see also Section 2.2).
In [52] we aim at considering the model, where
Vt = {1, . . . , n(t)}, HVt(k) = xk(t), k ∈ Vt, (7.3)
and {xk(t), k ≤ n(t)} are the particle of a branching Brownian motion at time t. More-
over, we allow for complex temperatures β ∈ C.
The BBM energy model is expected to be in the same universality class as Gaussian
multiplicative chaos (see [67] for a review). There are several physical motivations to study
models at complex temperature e.g. the construction of conformally invariant operators
of 2d-string theory. Moreover, these models can be seen as a toy model for the Chalker-
Coddington (CC) model which was introduced to understand the quantum Hall effect (see
[67] for an overview). The results on the extremal process of BBM obtained in [1, 4]
FIGURE 18. Expected phase diagram for the BBM energy model. The
glassy phase is B3 (Picture by A. Klimovsky).
turn out to be useful to answer this questions in the glassy phase. In the glassy phase
(B2 in Figure 18) the behaviour of the model is determined by the extreme values of the
energy landscape. This means that in the limit t ↑ ∞ the limiting partition function should
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only give weights to configurations with extremal energies. We would like to understand
this rigorously. In [59] the convergence of the partition function in the glassy phase was
proven when the imaginary and real parts of the energy are independent. In Chapter 5,
respectively [52], we allow for arbitrary correlations and prove the convergence of the
partition function:
In the glassy phase B2 the complex temperature partition function
converges to a non-trivial limit when it is rescaled by eβm(t). m(t)
is as before the order a the maximum of a BBM, namely m(t) =√
2t− 3
2
√
2
log t. Moreover, the limiting random variables only emerges
from extremal particles of BBM.
The precise statement can be found in Chapter 5, Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. The
structure of the proof is as follows. In a first step we show that all particles below m(t)−d
for some constant d do not contribute to the limiting partition function as d ↑ ∞. This is
done by a refined second moment computation. To handle arbitrary correlation we use the
following trick. If X(t) and Y (t) are two BBM’s on the same Galton-Watson tree and for
all k = 1, . . . , n(t)
Cov(xk(t), yk(t)) = |ρ|t, (7.4)
then
yk(t)
d
= ρxk(t) +
√
1− ρ2zk(t), (7.5)
where Z(t) = (z1(t), . . . , zn(t)) are the particles of a BBM on again the same Galton
Watson tree but which is conditional on the Galton-Watson tree independent from X(t)
To prevent the moments from blowing up we use the localization of paths of extremal
particles of BBM obtained in [3].
This implies that only extremal particles can contribute to the limiting partition func-
tion. We use a continuous mapping theorem together with the structure of the extremal
process obtained in [1, 4] to determine the limiting partition function.
8. Beyond BBM
At the end of this introduction let me say a few words about related models. In fact,
during the last few years there has been (and still is) a lot of interest in random fields
whose correlation structure is similar to the one of BBM. All these models are expected to
exhibit a certain common behaviour concerning extremal particles/points. The following
paragraph should give a quick overview of a larger class of models where the phenomena
described for BBM are expected to occur.
On the one hand there are log-correlated Gaussian free fields that have a similar cor-
relation structure. E.g. in [25] Bramson et al. prove the convergence of the rescaled max-
imum in the two-dimensional Gaussian free field and In [36] further properties of the
extremal points were established. In [13] Biskup and Louidor prove that the local maxima
converge to a Poisson point process. More recently, they have been able to identify the
complete extremal process 2. On the other hand there are models e.g. related to cover
times of Brownian motion on the torus. In [7] Belius and Kistler are able to identify the
subleading order of the time to cover the torus with a Wiener sausage of size , gener-
alizing results by Dembo et. al. [30] and Ding [35]. To identify this subleading order,
2Private communication by Marek Biskup and Oren Louidor. The article is still in preparation.
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they identify a hidden branching structure and then implement first and second moment
methods.
Another model is the randomized Riemann zeta function, which has been studied by
Arguin et al. in [2]. They are also able to establish a hidden branching structure to get the
leading order of the maximum. There are also conjectures on the characteristic polynomial
of GUE random matrices (cf. [44]).
Hence, the techniques and ideas developed in the detailed study of (variable speed)
branching Brownian motion should not be limited to this particular setting and should also
help investigating further models.
9. Ageing at the critical temperature in the Random Energy Model
So far we have discussed questions related to equilibrium statistical mechanics. All
limits we considered were concerned with taking the size of the system to infinity. In
Section 5 we introduced the notion of Gibbs measure in (7.1). There we focused on un-
derstanding which type of configurations are likely to be observed. Now, we want to study
how transitions between different configurations work and analyse the long time behaviour
of the resulting process.
Abstractly speaking, the process is some Markov jump process in random environ-
ment. We will make this more precise after explaining the general motivation. The main
question is
How does this Markov process behave for large times (and large space)?
In mathematical terms this question is often phrased the following way
What is the probability that the (rescaled) process is in the same position at some time t0
and at a later time t0 + tw?
This probability is crucial to study the ageing phenomenon. A system is said to age
if this probability depends on the initial waiting time t0. The models where the ageing
phenomenon is best understood are so-called trap models. They where introduced by
Bouchaud and Dean in [15, 16].
They are Markov jump processes in random environment. We first introduce the key
objects in a more general framework and then turn to the precise setting of Chapter 6. Let
Gn = (Vn, En) be a sequence if graphs with vertex set Vn and edge set En. We associate
to each x ∈ Vn a a positive random variable τn(x). The family of random variables
{τn(x), x ∈ Vn} is defined on some abstract probability space (Ω,F ,P). Next, let Jn be
the Markov chain with initial distribution µn and invariant measure pin, that jumps in each
step uniformly at random to one of its neighbours. This choice of the jump chain Jn is
referred to as Glauber dynamics. Recently there has been some progress in understanding
Metropolis dynamics, where the jump rates depend heavily on the random environment
[47, 27]. We denote by pn(x, y) for x, y ∈ Vn the transition probabilities of Jn. The
stochastic processXn(t) we can describe informally as follows. We start from some initial
vertex x ∈ Vn. Then it waits there an exponential time with mean τn(x), before choosing
one of its neighbours uniformly at random. To this vertex y the process jumps and waits
there again an exponential time with mean τn(y) and so on.
To make this construction more precise, we define the clock process by
Sn(k) =
k∑
i=0
τn (Jn(i)) en,i, k ∈ N, (9.1)
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where {en,i, i, n ∈ N} is a collection of independent exponentially distributed random
variables with mean one. Moreover, they are also assumed to be independent from Jn and
τn. Then
Xn(t) = Jn(i) if Sn(i) ≤ t ≤ Sn(i+ 1). (9.2)
A time-time correlation function, Cn(t0, tw), t0, tw ≥ 0: this is a function that quantifies
the correlation between the state of the system at time t,Xn(t0), and its state at time t0+tw,
Xn(t0 + tw).
A natural choice of correlation function, in view of ageing results in the REM, is
Cn(t0, t0 + tw) = Pµn (Xn(t0) = Xn(t0 + tw)) (9.3)
This probability can be rewritten using the clock process Sn.
Cn(t0, t0 + tw) = P ({Sn(k) , k ∈ N} ∩ (t0, t0 + tw) = ∅) , 0 ≤ t0 < t0 + tw . (9.4)
To analyse this question a good understanding of the extrema of the underlying random
energy landscape is necessary. It is likely that the Markov process spends a lot of time in
these points and in particular if it reaches such an extremal point it will stay there for a
long period of time. In Chapter 6 we study a particular model, namely the random energy
model (REM). There, we make the following choice.
Gn = Σn = {−1, 1}n (9.5)
and
τn(x) = e
−β√nZ(x), (9.6)
where {Z(x), x ∈ Σn} are i.i.d.N (0, 1)-distributed. We start from the initial distribution,
which is given by
pin(x) = 2
−n ∀x ∈ Σn. (9.7)
Again, β is called inverse temperature and it is known that there is a critical temperature
βc at which the behaviour of the system changes dramatically. In the low temperature
regime β < βc it has been proven that the system ages (see [8, 9]) and that is belongs
to the so-called arcsine ageing regime (see [10]). In the analysis a deep understanding of
random variables that are in the domain of attraction of an α-stable law with α ∈ (0; 1)
is necessary. In particular, this allows to choose the timescales on which ageing can be
observed.
This connection was further emphasized by Gayrard in [46] and [45]. There the tech-
niques by Durrett and Resnick [37], that ensure the convergence to α-stable subordinators,
are used to establish the convergence of the rescaled clock process Sn.
The case where β = βc has been mainly left open. In [12] the behaviour of the
correlation function was conjectured. It is not surprising that in this case the analysis of
random variables that are in the domain of attraction of a 1-stable law is important. The
simplest situation that is just concerned with a sum of i.i.d. random variables that are in
the domain of attraction of a 1-stable law was treated in [38].
In Chapter 6 we prove the following when β = βc and corresponding timescales an, cn
(satisfying an additional technical condition).
With the choice of correlation function as in (9.3), we have, for t0 = cnt
and tw = cns for t, s > 0, that
√
nCn(t0, t0 + tw) converges either P-a.s
or in P-probability to a non-trivial limit.
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The precise statement can be found in Chapter 6, Theorem 1.3. This can intuitively be
explained as follows. At the critical temperature the Markov chain spends in total more
time (of order
√
n) in traps that have a low energy than in ones that are big. But to observe
the event that the two-point correlation function describes we have to observe a big trap,
where the process stays for a long time. This leads to a decay of the probability that is of
order 1/
√
n.
To conclude the introduction, let us build a bridge to the previous sections. It would be
desirable to understand the ageing phenomena rigorously in models with highly correlated
energy landscapes. Through the time change of Jn the dynamics are strongly influenced
by the extreme values of the energy landscape. Hence, a precise understanding of the
extremal process of the Hamiltonian can be seen as a first step in this direction. There is
actually some hope to use the results (in particular of Chapter 2-4) to understand rigorously
certain dynamics on these energy landscapes.
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Abstract
We construct and describe the extremal process for variable speed branching Brow-
nian motion, studied recently by Fang and Zeitouni [11], for the case of piecewise
constant speeds; in fact for simplicity we concentrate on the case when the speed is
σ1 for s ≤ bt and σ2 when bt ≤ s ≤ t. In the case σ1 > σ2, the process is the con-
catenation of two BBM extremal processes, as expected. In the case σ1 < σ2, a new
family of cluster point processes arises, that are similar, but distinctively different
from the BBM process. Our proofs follow the strategy of Arguin, Bovier, and Kistler
in [3].
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1 Introduction
A standard branching Brownian motion (BBM) is a continuous-time Markov branch-
ing process that is constructed as follows: start with a single particle which performs a
standard Brownian motion x(t) with x(0) = 0 and continues for a standard exponentially
distributed holding time T , independent of x. At time T , the particle splits indepen-
dently of x and T into k offspring with probability pk, where
∑∞
i=1 pk = 1,
∑∞
k=1 kpk = 2
and K =
∑∞
k=1 k(k − 1)pk < ∞. These particles continue along independent Brownian
paths starting from x(T ) and are subject to the same splitting rule. And so on.
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Two speed branching Brownian motion
Branching Brownian motion has received a lot of attention over the last decades,
with a strong focus on the properties of extremal particles. We mention the seminal
contributions of McKean [18], Bramson, Lalley and Sellke, and Chauvin and Rouault
[7, 6, 15, 8] on the connection to the Fisher-Kolmogorov-Petrovsky-Piscounov (F-KPP)
equation and on the distribution of the rescaled maximum. In recent years, their has
been a revival of interest in BBM with numerous contributions, including the construc-
tion of the full extremal process [3, 1]. For a review of these developments see, e.g.,
the recent survey by Guéré [13].
BBM can be seen as a Gaussian process with covariances depending on an ultramet-
ric distance, in this case the ultrametric associated to the genealogical structure of an
underlying Galton-Watson process. In that respect it is closely related to another class
of Gaussian processes, the Generalised Random Energy Models (GREM) introduced by
Derrida and Gardner [12]. While in BBM the covariance of the process is a linear func-
tion of the ultrametric distance, in the GREM one considers more general functions.
One of the reasons that makes BBM interesting in this context is the fact that the linear
function appears as a borderline where the correlation starts to modify the behaviour
of extremes [4, 5].
In the context of BBM, different covariances can be achieved by varying the speed
(i.e. diffusivity) of the Brownian motions as a function of time (see also [5]). This model
was introduced by Derrida and Spohn [9] and has recently been investigated by Fang
and Zeitouni [11, 10], see also [16, 17]. The entire family of models obtained as time
changes of BBM is a splendid test ground to further develop the theory of extremes
of correlated random variables. Understanding fully the possible extremal processes
that arise in this class should also provide us with candidate processes for even wider
classes of random structures.
1.1 Results
In [11], Fang and Zeitouni showed that in the case when the covariance is a piece-
wise linear function, the maximum of BBM is tight and behaves as expected from the
analogous GREM. In this paper we refine and extend their analysis: we obtain the pre-
cise law of the maximum, and we give the full characterisation of the extremal process.
For simplicity we consider the following variable speed BBM. Fix a time t. Then we
consider the BBM model where at time s, all particles move independently as Brownian
motions with variance
σ2(s) =
{
σ21 0 ≤ s < bt
σ22 t ≤ s ≤ t
, 0 < b ≤ 1. (1.1)
We normalise the total variance by assuming
σ21b+ σ
2
2(1− b) = 1. (1.2)
Note that in the case b = 1, σ2 =∞ is allowed.
We denote by n(s) the number of particles at time s and by {xi(s); 1 ≤ i ≤ n(s)} the
positions of the particles at time s.
Remark 1.1. Strictly speaking, we are not talking about a single stochastic process,
but about a family {xk(s), k ≤ n(s)}t∈R+s≤t of processes with finite time horizon, indexed
by that horizon, t.
In this case, Fang and Zeitouni [10] showed that
max
k≤n(t)
xk(t) =
{√
2t− 1
2
√
2
log t+O(1), if σ1 < σ2,√
2t(bσ1 + (1− b)σ2)− 32√2 (σ1 + σ2) log t+O(1), if σ1 > σ2.
(1.3)
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The second case has a simple interpretation: the maximum is achieved by adding to
the maxima of BBM at time bt the maxima of their offspring at time (1 − b)t later. The
first case looks simpler even, but is far more interesting. The order of the maximum is
that of the REM, a fact to be expected by the corresponding results in the GREM (see
[12, 4]). But what is the law of the rescaled maximum and what is the corresponding
extremal process? The purpose of this paper is primarily to answer this question.
For standard BBM, x¯(t), (i.e. σ1 = σ2), Bramson [7] and Lalley and Sellke [15] show
that
lim
t↑∞
P
(
max
k≤n(t)
x¯k(t)−m(t) ≤ y
)
= ω(x) = Ee−CZe
−√2y
, (1.4)
where m(t) ≡ √2t− 3
2
√
2
log t, Z is a random variable, the limit of the so called derivative
martingale, and C is a constant.
In [3] (see also [1] for a different proof) it was shown that the extremal process,
lim
t↑∞
E˜t ≡ lim
t↑∞
n(t)∑
k=1
δx¯k(t)−m(t) = E˜ , (1.5)
exists in law, and E˜ is of the form
E˜ =
∑
k,j
δ
ηk+∆
(k)
j
, (1.6)
where ηk is the k-th atom of a mixture of Poisson point process with intensity mea-
sure CZe−
√
2ydy, with C and Z as before, and ∆(k)i are the atoms of independent and
identically distributed point processes ∆(k), which are the limits in law of∑
j≤n(t)
δx˜i(t)−maxj≤n(t) x˜j(t), (1.7)
where x˜(t) is BBM conditioned on maxj≤n(t) x˜j(t) ≥
√
2t.
The main result of the present paper is similar but different.
Theorem 1.2. Let xk(t) be branching Brownian motion with variable speed σ2(s) as
given in (1.1). Assume that σ1 < σ2. Then
(i)
lim
t↑∞
P
(
max
k≤n(t)
xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ y
)
= Ee−C
′Y e−
√
2y
, (1.8)
where m˜(t) =
√
2t − 1
2
√
2
log t, C ′ is a constant and Y is a random variable that is
the limit of a martingale (but different from Z!).
(ii) The point process
Et ≡
∑
k≤n(t)
δxk(t)−m˜(t) → E , (1.9)
as t ↑ ∞, in law, where
E =
∑
k,j
δ
ηk+σ2Λ
(k)
j
, (1.10)
where ηk is the k-th atom of a mixture of Poisson point process with intensity mea-
sure C ′Y e−
√
2ydy, with C ′ and Y as in (i), and Λ(k)i are the atoms of independent
and identically distributed point processes Λ(k), which are the limits in law of∑
j≤n(t)
δx˜i(t)−maxj≤n(t) x˜j(t), (1.11)
where x˜(t) is BBM of speed 1 conditioned on maxj≤n(t) x˜j(t) ≥
√
2σ2t.
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To complete the picture, we give the result for the limiting extremal process in the
case σ1 > σ2. This result is much simpler and totally unsurprising.
Theorem 1.3. Let xk(t) be as in Theorem 1.1, but σ2 < σ1. Let E˜ ≡ E˜0 and E˜(i), i ∈ N
be independent copies of the extremal process (1.6) of standard branching Brownian
motion. Let
m(t) ≡
√
2t(bσ1 + (1− b)σ2)− 3
2
√
2
(σ1 + σ2) log t− 3
2
√
2
(σ1 log b+ σ2 log(1− b)), (1.12)
and set
Et ≡
∑
k≤n(t)
δxk(t)−m(t). (1.13)
Then
lim
t↑∞
Et = E , (1.14)
exists in law, and
E =
∑
i,j
δ
σ1ei+σ2e
(i)
j
, (1.15)
where ei, e
(i)
j are the atoms of the point processes E˜ and E˜(i), respectively.
Remark 1.4. In the case σ1 < 1, we see that the limiting process depends only on the
values of σ1 (through the martingale Y ) and on σ2 (through the processes of clusters
σ2Λ
(k)). As σ2 grows, the clusters become spread out, and in the limit σ2 = ∞, the
cluster processes degenerate to the Dirac mass at zero. Hence, in that case the extremal
process is just a mixture of Poisson point processes. When σ1 = 0, and b > 0, the
martingale limit is just an exponential random variable, the limit of the martingale
n(t)e−t. The case b = 1, σ1 = 0 corresponds to the random REM, where there is just a
random number of iid random variables of variance one present.
Remark 1.5. We have decided to write this paper only for the case of two speeds. It
is fairly straightforward to extend our results to the general case of piecewise constant
speed with a fixed number of change points. The details will be presented in a separate
paper [14]. The general case of variable speed still offers more challenges, in spite of
recent progress [16, 17].
1.2 Outline of the proof
The proof of our result follows the strategy used in [3]. The main difference is that
we show that particles that will reach the level of the extremes at time t must, at the
time of the speed change, tb, lie in a
√
t-neighbourhood of a value
√
2(σ2−1)bt below the
straight line of slope
√
2. This is the done in Section 2. Then two pieces of information
are needed: in Section 3 we get precise bounds on the probabilities of BBM to reach
values at excessively large heights, and more generally we control the behaviour of so-
lutions of the F-KPP equations very much ahead of the travelling wave front. The final
results comes from combining this information with the precise distribution of particles
at the time of the speed change. This is done in Section 4 by proving the convergence
of a certain martingale, analogous, but distinct from the derivative martingale that
appears in normal BBM. The identification and the proof of L1 convergence of this mar-
tingale is the key idea. Using this information in Sections 5 and 6, the convergence of
the maximums, respectively the Laplace functional of the extremal process are proven,
much along the lines on [3]. Section 7 provides various characterisations of the limit-
ing process, as in [3]. In particular, we describe the extremal process in terms of an
auxiliary process, constructed from a Poisson point process with a strange intensity to
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those atoms we add BBM’s with negative drift. Interestingly, the process of the cluster
extremes of this auxiliary process is again Poisson with random intensity driven by the
new martingale. The results stated above follow then from looking at the clusters from
their maximal points. In the final Section 8, we give the simple proof of Theorem 1.3
2 Localisation of paths
The key to understanding the behaviour of the two speed BBM is to control the
positions of particle at time bt which are in the top at time t. This is done using Gaussian
estimates.
Proposition 2.1. Let σ1 < σ2. For any d ∈ R and any  > 0, there exists a constant
A > 0 such that for all t large enough
P
[
∃j≤n(t) s.t. xj(t) > m˜(t)− d and xj(bt)−
√
2σ21bt 6∈ [−A
√
t, A
√
t]
]
≤ . (2.1)
Proof. Using a first order Chebyshev inequality we bound (2.1) by
etE
[
1{σ1√btw1−√2σ21bt6∈[−A√t,A√t]}Pw2
(
σ2
√
(1− b)tw2 > m˜(t)− d− σ1
√
btw1
)]
= etE
[
1{w1−
√
2σ1
√
bt6∈[−A′,A′]}Pw2
(
w2 >
√
2t−σ1
√
bw1
σ2
√
1−b −
log t
2
√
2σ2
√
(1−b)t −
d
σ2
√
(1−b)t
)]
≡ (R1) + (R2), (2.2)
where w1, w2 are independent N (0, 1)-distributed, A′ = 1√bσ1A, Pw2 denotes the law of
the variable w2. Introducing into the last line the identity in the form
1 = 1{√2t−σ1
√
bw1<log t} + 1{
√
2t−σ1
√
bw1≥log t} (2.3)
we can write it as (R1) + (R2).
We first show limt→∞(R1) = 0. Using the standard Gaussian tail estimate∫ ∞
u
e−x
2/2dx ≤ u−1e−u2/2, (2.4)
(R1) is bounded from above by
etP
[√
2t− σ1
√
bw1 < log t
]
≤ et(1−1/bσ21)+t1/2 log t/bσ21 → 0 as t→∞. (2.5)
For (R2) we can use again (2.4) to show that (R2) is smaller than
et(2pi)−1
∫
w−√2σ1
√
bt 6∈[−A′,+A′]√
2t−σ1
√
bw1≥log t
e−w
2/2
√
2t√
1−bσ2 −
σ1
√
b
σ2
√
1−bw
(2.6)
× exp
(
− 12
(√
2t−σ1
√
bw−log t/(2√2√t)−d/√t√
1−bσ2
)2)
dw.
We change variables w =
√
2σ1
√
bt+ z. Then the integral in (2.6) can be bounded from
above by
M√
2piσ22(1− b)
∫
z 6∈[−A′,A′]
e
− z2
2σ22(1−b) dz, (2.7)
where M is some positive constant. (2.7) can be made as small as desired by taking A
(and thus A′) sufficiently large.
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Remark 2.2. The point here is that since σ21 < σ1, these particles are way below
maxk≤n(bt) xk(bt), which is near
√
2σ1bt. The offspring of these particles that want to be
top at time will have to race much faster (at speed
√
2σ22, rather than just
√
2σ2) than
normal. Fortunately, there are lots of particles to choose from. We will have to control
precisely how many.
We need a slightly finer control on the path of the extremal particle until the time
of speed change. To this end we define two sets on the space of paths, X : R+ → R,
The first controls that the position of the path is in a certain tube up to time s and the
second the position of the particle at time s.
Ts,r =
{
X
∣∣∀0≤q≤s|X(q)− qsX(s)| ≤ ((q ∧ (s− q)) ∨ r)γ}
Gs,A,γ =
{
X
∣∣X(s)−√2σ21s ∈ [−Asγ ,+Asγ ]} (2.8)
Recall [7] that the ancestral path form 0 to xk(s) can be written as xk(q) =
q
sxk(s)+zk(s),
where zk is a Brownian bridge from 0 to 0 in time s, independent of xk(s). We need the
following simple fact about Brownian bridges.
Lemma 2.3. Let z(q) be a Brownian bridge starting in zero and ending in zero at time
s. Then for all γ > 1/2, the following is true. For all  > 0 there exists r such that
lim
s↑∞
P (|z(q)| < ((q ∧ (s− q)) ∨ r)γ ,∀ 0 ≤ q ≤ s) > 1− . (2.9)
Proposition 2.4. Let σ1 < σ2. For any d ∈ R, A > 0 , γ > 12 and any  > 0, there exists
constants B > 0 such that, for all t large enough,
P
[
∃j≤n(t) : xj(t) > m˜(t)− d ∧ xj ∈ Gbt,A, 12 ∧ xj 6∈ Gb√t,B,γ
]
≤ . (2.10)
Proof. For B and t sufficiently large the probability in (2.10) is bounded from above by
P
[
∃j≤n(t) : xj(t) > m˜(t)− d ∧ xj ∈ Gbt,A, 12 ∧ xj 6∈ Tbt,r
]
(2.11)
Let w1 and w2 be independent N (0, 1)-distributed random variables and z a Brownian
bridge starting in zero and ending in zero at time bt. Using a first moment method as
in the proof of Proposition 2.1 together with the independence of the Brownian bridge
from its endpoint, one sees that (2.11) is bounded from above by
etE
[
1{σ1√btw1−√2σ21bt∈[−A√t,A√t]}Pw2
(
σ2
√
(1− b)tw2 > m˜(t)− d− σ1
√
btw1
)]
×P [z 6∈ Tbt,r] < , (2.12)
where the last bound follows from Lemma 2.3 (with  replaced by /M ) and the bound
(2.7) obtained in the proof of Proposition 2.1.
Proposition 2.5. Let σ1 < σ2. For any d ∈ R, A,B > 0, γ > 12 and any  > 0, there
exists a constant r > 0 such that for all t large enough
P
[
∃j≤n(t) : xj(t) > m˜(t)− d ∧ xj ∈ Gbt,A, 12 ∩ Gb√t,B,γ
∧xj(b
√
t+ ·)− xj(b
√
t) 6∈ Tb(t−√t),r
]
≤ . (2.13)
Proof. The proof of this proposition is essentially identical to the proof of Proposition
2.4.
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3 Asymptotic behaviour of BBM
Let x˜(t) denote a standard BBM. We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of
P
[
max
1≤i≤n(t)
x¯i(t) > x+
√
2t
]
(3.1)
for x = at+ b
√
t, a ∈ R+, b ∈ R. Recall that P
(
maxk≤n(t) x¯k(t) > x
)
is the solution of the
F-KPP equation
∂tu(t, x) =
1
2
∂2xu(t, x) + (1− u(t, x))−
∞∑
k=1
pk(1− u(t, x))k. (3.2)
with initial condition u(0, x) = 1x<0. We are more generally interested in the behaviour
of solutions for such large values of x. The following proposition is an extension of
Lemma 4.5 in [3] for these values of x.
Proposition 3.1. Let u be a solution to the F-KPP equation with initial data satisfying
(i) 0 ≤ u(0, x) ≤ 1;
(ii) for some h > 0, lim supt→∞
1
t log
∫ t(1+h)
t
u(0, y)dy ≤ −√2;
(iii) for some v > 0, M > 0, N > 0, it holds that
∫ x+N
x
u(0, y)dy > v for all x ≤ −M ;
(iv) moreover,
∫∞
0
u(0, y)ye2ydy <∞.
Then we have for x = at+ o(t)
lim
t→∞ e
√
2xex
2/2tt1/2u(t, x+
√
2t) = C(a), (3.3)
where C(a) is a strictly positive constant. The convergence is uniform for a in compact
intervals.
Define for r > 0 the function Ψ(r, t, x+
√
2t) by
Ψ(r, t, x+
√
2t) = (3.4)
e−
√
2x√
2pi(t− r)
∫ ∞
0
u(r, y +
√
2r)e
√
2ye−
(y−x)2
2(t−r)
1− e−2y
(
x+ 3
2
√
2
log t
t−r
)dy.
Lemma 3.2. For x = at+ o(t) we have, under the assumptions of Proposition 3.1,
lim
t→∞ e
√
2xex
2/2tt1/2Ψ(r, t, x+
√
2t) (3.5)
=
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
e−a
2r/2u(r, y +
√
2r)e(
√
2+a)y
(
1− e−2ay)dy ≡ C(r, a).
The convergence is uniform for a in a compact set.
Proof. Using (3.4) we have
lim
t→∞ e
√
2xex
2/2tt1/2Ψ(r, t, x+
√
2t)
= lim
t→∞
√
t√
2pi(t− r)e
x2/2t
∫ ∞
0
u(r, y +
√
2r)e
√
2ye−
(y−x)2
2(t−r)
×
[
1− exp
(
−2y
(
x+ 3
2
√
2
log t
t− r
))]
dy. (3.6)
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Next we show that we can use dominated convergence to take the limit t→∞ into the
integral. First, the integrand is bounded by
Be−a
2r/2u(r, y +
√
2r)e(
√
2+a+1)y, (3.7)
where B > 0. As was shown by Bramson [6] (and used in [3]), the solution of the F-KPP
equation can be bounded by the solution u(2)(t, x) of the linearised F-KPP equation
∂tu
(2) =
1
2
u(2)xx − u(2) (3.8)
with the same initial condition u(2)(0, x) = u(0, x). Moreover there exists y0 such that
for any x > 0
u(2)(t, x) ≤ ete−x2/2tey0x/t (3.9)
Thus we get that ∫ ∞
0
Be−a
2r/2u(r, y +
√
2r)e(
√
2+a+1)ydy
≤
∫ ∞
0
B(r)e−a
2r/2e−y
2/2re(a+1)ydy <∞. (3.10)
where B(r) is a constant that only depends on r. Hence we can apply dominated con-
vergence to (3.6) and obtain
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
u(r, y +
√
2r)e
√
2y lim
t→∞
e√2ye− (y−x)22(t−r)
1− e−2y
(
x+ 3
2
√
2
log t
t−r
)dy
=
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
e−a
2r/2u(r, y +
√
2r)e(
√
2+a)y
(
1− e−2ay)dy. (3.11)
This proves the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Due to the assumptions (i),(ii),(iii) and (iv) we can use Propo-
sition 4.3 of [3] for t > 8r and x > 8r − 3
2
√
2
log t and r large enough:
γ−1(r)Ψ(r, t, x+
√
2t) ≤ u(t, x+
√
2t) ≤ γ(r)Ψ(r, t, x+
√
2t), (3.12)
where γ(r) does not depend x and t and limr→∞ γ(r) = 1. Since γ(r)→ 1 as r →∞ this
implies
lim sup
t→∞
e
√
2xex
2/2tt1/2u(t, x+
√
2t) ≤ lim inf
r→∞ C(r, a) (3.13)
and
lim inf
t→∞ e
√
2xex
2/2tt1/2u(t, x+
√
2t) ≥ lim sup
r→∞
C(r, a) (3.14)
Hence limr→∞ C(r, a) = C(a) exists. Moreover,
lim
t→∞ e
√
2xex
2/2tt1/2u(t, x+
√
2t) (3.15)
exists and is equal to C(a). It is left to show that C(a) 6= 0 for a > 0. If C(a) = 0 we
would have
lim
t→∞ e
√
2xex
2/2tt1/2u(t, x+
√
2t) = 0, (3.16)
but
lim
t→∞ e
√
2xex
2/2tt1/2u(t, x+
√
2t) ≥ C(r, a)γ(r)−1, (3.17)
for r large enough, by (3.12). This contradicts (3.16). The same proposition implies
lim
t→∞ e
√
2xex
2/2tt1/2u(t, x+
√
2t) ≤ C(r, a)γ(r). (3.18)
Hence C(a) 6=∞. Proposition 3.1 is proven.
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4 The McKean martingale
In this section we pick up the idea of [15] and consider a suitable convergent mar-
tingale for the time inhomogeneous BBM with σ1 < σ2. Let xi(s), 1 ≤ i ≤ n(s) be the
particles of a BBM where the Brownian motions have variance σ21 with σ
2
1 < 1. Define
Ys =
n(s)∑
i=1
e−s(1+σ
2
1)+
√
2xi(s). (4.1)
This turns out to be a uniformly integrable martingale that converges almost surely to
a positive limit Y .
Remark 4.1. Note that in terms of statistical mechanics, Ys can be thought of as a
normalised partition function at inverse temperature σ1
√
2 (for ordinary BBM). Here
the critical temperature is
√
2, so that we are in the high-temperature case. In the case
of the GREM, where the underlying tree is deterministic, this quantity is known to even
converge to a constant [4].
Theorem 4.2. The limit lims→∞ Ys exists almost surely and in L1, is finite and strictly
positive.
The assertion of this theorem follows immediately from the following proposition.
Proposition 4.3. If σ1 < 1, Ys is a uniformly integrable martingale with E[Ys] = 1
Remark 4.4. We would like to call this martingale McKean martingale, since McKean
[18] had originally conjectured that this martingale (with σ1 = 1) was the martingale
in the representation of the extremal distribution of BBM, which, as Lalley and Sellke
showed is wrong as it is actually the derivative martingale that appears there. We find
it nice to see that in the time-inhomogeneous case with σ1 < 1, KcKean turns out to be
right! We will see in the proof that the uniform integrability of this martingale breaks
down at σ1 = 1.
Remark 4.5. Note further that if σ1 = 0, then Yt = e−tn(t) which is well known to
converge to an exponential random variable.
Proof. Clearly,
E[Ys] = e
sE
[
e−(1+σ
2
1)s+
√
2x1(s)
]
= 1. (4.2)
Next we show that Ys is a martingale. Let 0 < r < s. Then
E[Ys|Fr] =
n(r)∑
i=1
E
nj(s−r)∑
j=1
e−s(1+σ
2
1)+
√
2(xij(s−r)+xi(r)) | Fr
 , (4.3)
where for 1 ≤ i ≤ r: {xij(s− r), 1 ≤ j ≤ ni(s− r)} are the particles of independent
BBM’s with variance σ21 at time s− r. (4.3) is equal to
n(r)∑
i=1
e−r(1+σ
2
1)+
√
2xi(r) = Yr, (4.4)
as desired.
It remains to show that Ys is uniformly integrable. We will write abusively xk(r) for
the ancestor of xk(s) at time r ≤ s and write xk for the entire ancestral path of xk(s).
Define the truncated variable
Y As =
n(s)∑
i=1
e−(1+σ
2
1)s+
√
2xi(s)1{xi∈Gs,A,1/2,xi∈Ts,r}. (4.5)
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First Ys − Y As ≥ 0, and a simple computation using the independence of xk(s) and
xk(r)− rsxk(s) together with Lemma 2.3 shows that
E
[
Ys − Y As
] ≤ es ∫ ∞
−∞
e−(1+σ
2
1)s+
√
2sσ1x1{x−√2sσ1 6∈[−A,A]}e
−x2/2 dx√
2pi
+ 
=
∫
|z|>A
e−z
2/2 dz√
2pi
+ , (4.6)
which can be made as small as desired by taking A and r to infinity. The key point is
that the the second moment of Y As is uniformly bounded in s.
E
[
(Y As )
2
]
= E
[(
n(s)∑
i=1
e−(1+σ
2
1)s+
√
2xi(s)1{xi∈Gs,A,1/2∩Ts,r}
)2]
≡ (T1) + (T2), (4.7)
where
(T1) = E
[
n(s)∑
i=1
e−2((1+σ
2
1)s−
√
2xi(s))1{xi∈Gs,A,1/2∩Ts,r}
]
(T2) = E
[∑
i,j=1
i 6=j
e−2(1+σ
2
1)s+
√
2(xi(s)+xj(s))1{xi,xj∈Gs,A,1/2∩Ts,r}
]
(4.8)
We start by controlling (T1).
(T1) ≤ e
(s−2s(1+σ21)√
2pi
∫ √2sσ1+A/σ1
√
2sσ1−A/σ1
e2
√
2sσ1xe−x
2/2dx
=
e−(1−σ
2
1)s√
2pi
∫ A/σ1
−A/σ1
e−x
2/2dx ≤ e−(1−σ21)s → 0 as s→∞. (4.9)
Now we control (T2). By the sometimes so-called "many-to-two lemma" (see e.g.[6],
Lemma 10), and dropping the useless parts of the conditions on the Brownian bridges
(T2) ≤ Kes
∫ s
0
es−q
∫ √2σ21q+I1(q,s)
√
2σ21q−I1(q,s)
(∫ √2σ21s+A√s−x
√
2σ21s−A
√
s−x
e−s(1+σ
2
1)+
√
2(x+y)
×e−
y2
2σ21(s−q) dy
σ1
√
2pi(s−q)
)2
e
− x2
2qσ21
dxdq√
2piσ21q
, (4.10)
where K =
∑∞
i=1 pkk(k − 1) and I1(q, s) = Aq/
√
s+ ((q ∧ (s− q)) ∨ r)γ . Moreover We
change variables x = z +
√
2σ21q and obtain
Kes
∫ s
0
es−q
∫ +I1(q,s)
−I1(q,s)
(∫ √2σ21(s−q)+A√s−z
√
2σ21(s−q)−A
√
s−z
e−s(1+σ
2
1)+
√
2(z+
√
2σ21q+y)
×e−
y2
2σ21(s−q) dy
σ1
√
2pi(s−q)
)2
e
− (z+
√
2σ21q)
2
2σ21q
dzdq√
2piσ21q
, (4.11)
Now we change variables w = y
σ1
√
s−q −
√
2σ1
√
s− q. (4.11) is equal to
K
∫ s
0
e−q(1−2σ
2
1)
∫ +I1(q,s)
−I1(q,s)
e+2
√
2z
(∫ +A√s−z
σ1
√
s−q
−A√s−z
σ1
√
s−q
e−w
2/2 dw√
2pi
)2
e
− (z+
√
2σ21q)
2
2σ21q
dzdq√
2piσ21q
. (4.12)
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Now the integral with respect to w is bounded by 1. Hence (4.12) is bounded from
above by
K
∫ s
0
e−q(1−2σ
2
1)
∫ +I1(q,s)/σ1√q
−I1(q,s)/σ1√q
e−
(z−√2σ1
√
q)2
2
dzdq√
2pi
. (4.13)
We split the integral over q into the three parts R1, R2, and R3 according to the integra-
tion from 0 to r, r to s− r, and s− r to r, respectively. Then
R2 ≤ K
∫ s−r
r
e−q(1−2σ
2
1)
e−
1
2 (I1(q,s)/σ1
√
q−√2σ1√q)2
√
2pi
(√
2σ1
√
q − I1(q, s)/σ1√q
)dq (4.14)
This is bounded by
K
∫ s−r
r
e−(1−σ
2
1)q+O(q
γ)dq ≤ C
1− σ21
e−c(1−σ
2
1)r. (4.15)
For R1 the integral over z can only be bounded by one. This gives
R1 ≤ K
∫ r
0
e(2σ
2
1−1)qdq ≡ D1(r), (4.16)
R3 can be treated the same way as R2 and we get
R3 ≤ K
∫ s
s−r
e−(1−σ
2
1)q+O(r
γ)dq ≤ K
1− σ21
e−(1−σ
2
1)(s−r)+O(rγ) → 0 as s→∞. (4.17)
Putting all three estimates together, we see that supsE
[(
Y As
)2] ≤ D2(r). From this it
follows that Ys is uniformly integrable. Namely,
E[Ys1Ys>z] = E[Y
A
s 1Ys>z] + E[(Ys − Y As )1Ys>z] (4.18)
= E
[
Y As 1Y As >z/2
]
+ E
[
Y As
(
1Ys>z − 1Y As >z/2
)]
+ E[(Ys − Y As )1Ys>z].
For the first term we have
E
[
Y As 1Y As >z/2
] ≤ 2
z
E
[(
Y As
)2] ≤ 2
z
D2(r). (4.19)
For the second, we have
E
[
Y As
(
1Ys>z − 1Y As >z/2
)] ≤ E [Y As 1Ys−Y As ≥z/21Y As ≤z/2] (4.20)
≤ z
2
P
[
(Ys − Y As ) > z/2
] ≤ E [Ys − Y As ] .
The last term in (4.18) is also bounded by E
[
Ys − Y As
]
. Choosing now A and r such that
E
[
Ys − Y As
] ≤ /3, and then z so large that 2zD2(r) ≤ /3, we obtain that E[Ys1Ys>z] ≤ ,
for large enough z, uniformly in s. Thus Ys is uniformly integrable, which we wanted to
show.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. By Proposition 4.3 Ys is a positive uniformly integrable martin-
gale. By Doob’s martingale convergence theorem we have that limYs = Y exists almost
surely and is finite. Moreover Y is positive and Ys
L1→ Y . In particular, this implies
Y 6≡ 0.
We will also need to control the processes Y˜ As,γ =
∑n(s)
i=1 e
−(1+σ21)s+
√
2xi(s)1xi∈Gs,A,γ .
Lemma 4.6. The family of random variables Y˜ As,γ , s,A ∈ R+, 1 > γ > 1/2 is uniformly
integrable and converges, as s ↑ ∞ and A ↑ ∞, to Y , both in probability and in L1.
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Proof. The proof of uniform integrability is a rerun of the proof of Proposition 4.3,
noting that the bounds on the truncated second moments are uniform in A. Moreover,
the same computation as in Eq. (4.6) shows that E|Ys − Y˜ As,γ | ≤ , uniformly in s, for A
large enough. Therefore,
lim
A↑∞
lim sup
s↑∞
E|Ys − Y˜ As,γ | = 0, (4.21)
which implies that Ys − Y˜ As,γ converges to zero in probability. Since Ys converges to Y
almost surely, we arrive at the second assertion of the lemma.
5 Convergence of the maximum of two-speed BBM
Using the results established in the last three sections, we show now the conver-
gence of the law the of the maximum of two-speed BBM in the case σ1 < σ2.
Theorem 5.1. Let {xk(t), 1 ≤ k ≤ n(t)} be the particles of a time inhomogeneous BBM
with σ1 < σ2 and the normalising assumption σ21b+ σ
2
2(1− b) = 1. Then, with m˜(t) as in
Theorem 1.1,
lim
t→∞P
[
max
1≤k≤n(t)
xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ y
]
= E
[
exp
(
−σ2C(a)Y e−
√
2y
)]
. (5.1)
Y is the limit of the McKean martingale from the last section, and C(a) is the positive
constant given by
C(a) = lim
r→∞
∫ ∞
0
e−a
2r/2P
[
max
k≤n(t)
x¯k(r) > z +
√
2r
]
e(
√
2+a)z
(
1− e−2az)dz, (5.2)
where {x¯k(t), k ≤ n(t)} are the particles of a standard BBM and a =
√
2(σ2 − 1).
Proof. Denote by {xi(bt), 1 ≤ i ≤ n(bt)} the particles of a BBM with variance σ1 at
time bt and by Fbt the σ-algebra generated this BBM. Moreover, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n(bt), let
{xij((1−b)t), 1 ≤ j ≤ ni((1−b)t)} denote the particles of independent BBM with variance
σ2 at time (1− b)t.
Let us first observe that by the analog of Theorem 1.1. of [10] for two-speed BBM1
we know that the maximum of our process is not too small, namely that for any  > 0,
there exists d <∞, such that
P
[
max
1≤k≤n(t)
xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ −d
]
≤ /2. (5.3)
Therefore,
P
[
−d ≤ max
1≤k≤n(t)
xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ y
]
≤ P
[
max
1≤k≤n(t)
xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ y
]
(5.4)
≤ P
[
−d ≤ max
1≤k≤n(t)
xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ y
]
+ +/2
1As pointed out in [11], the arguments used for branching random walks carry all over to BBM.
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On the other hand, by Proposition 2.1, we have that there exists A <∞, such that
P
[
∀1≤k≤n(t){−d ≤ xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ y} ∩ {xk ∈ Gbt,A, 12 }
]
(5.5)
≤ P
[
−d ≤ max
1≤k≤n(t)
xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ y
]
= P
[
∀1≤k≤n(t){−d ≤ xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ y} ∩ {xk ∈ Gbt,A, 12 }
]
+P
[
∃1≤k≤n(t){−d ≤ xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ y} ∩ {xk 6∈ Gbt,A, 12 }
]
≤ P
[
∀1≤k≤n(t){−d ≤ xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ y} ∩ {xk ∈ Gbt,A, 12 }
]
+ /2
Combining (5.4) and (5.5), we have that
P
[
∀1≤k≤n(t){−d ≤ xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ y} ∩ {xk ∈ Gbt,A, 12 }
]
≤ P [∀1≤k≤n(t){−d ≤ xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ y}] (5.6)
≤ P
[
∀1≤k≤n(t){−d ≤ xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ y} ∩ {xk ∈ Gbt,A, 12 }
]
+ 
Thus we obtain
P
[
max
1≤k≤n(t)
xk(t)− m˜(t) ≤ y
]
= P
[
max
1≤i≤n(bt)
max
1≤j≤ni((1−b)t)
xi(bt) + x
i
j((1− b)t)− m˜(t) ≤ y
]
= E
 ∏
1≤i≤ni(bt)
P
[
max
1≤j≤ni((1−b)t)
xij((1− b)t) ≤ m˜(t)− xi(bt) + y | Fbt
]
≤ E
[ ∏
1≤i≤n(bt)
xi∈Gbt,A, 1
2
P
[
max
1≤j≤ni((1−b)t)
σ−12 x
i
j((1− b)t) ≤ σ−12 (m˜(t)− xi(tb) + y) | Ftb
]]
+. (5.7)
Of course the corresponding lower bound holds without the .
Observe that the last probability in (5.7) is equal to
1− P
[
max
1≤j≤ni((1−b)t)
x¯ij((1− b)t) > σ−12 (m˜(t)− xi(tb) + y) | Ftb
]
, (5.8)
where x¯ij((1− b)t) are the particles of a standard BBM. Using Proposition 3.1 for (1− b)t
and u(t, x) = P
(
max x¯ij(t) > x
)
, and setting
Ct(x) ≡ e
√
2x+x2/2tt1/2u(t, x+
√
2t), (5.9)
we can write the probabilities in the last line of (5.8) as
u
(
(1− b)t, σ−12 (m˜(t)− xi(bt) + y)
)
(5.10)
= C(1−b)t
(
σ−12 (m˜(t)− xi(bt) + y)− t
√
2(1− b))
)
×e−
√
2
(
m˜(t)−xi(bt)+y
σ2
−√2(1−b)t
)
e
− 1
2(1−b)t
(
m˜(t)−xi(bt)+y
σ2
−√2(1−b)t
)2
((1− b)t)−1/2
Now all the xi(bt) that appear are of the form xi(bt) =
√
2σ21bt+O(
√
t), so that
C(1−b)t
(
σ−12 (m˜(t)− xi(bt) + y)−
√
2(1− b)t)
)
= C(1−b)t(a(1− b)t+O(
√
t)), (5.11)
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with (using (1.2))
a ≡ 1
1− b
(√
2−√2σ21b
σ2
−
√
2(1− b)
)
=
√
2(σ2 − 1), (5.12)
But then, by Proposition 3.1,
lim
t↑∞
C(1−b)t
(
σ−12 (m˜(t)− xi(bt) + y)−
√
2(1− b)t)
)
= C(a), (5.13)
with uniform convergence for all i appearing in (5.7) and C(a) is the constant given by
(5.2). Thus we can rewrite the expectation in (5.7) as
E
[ ∏
1≤i≤n(bt)
xi∈Gbt,A,1/2
P
[
max
1≤j≤ni((1−b)t)
σ−12 x
i
j((1− b)t) ≤ σ−12 (m˜(t)− xi(tb) + y) | Ftb
]]
= E
[ ∏
1≤i≤n(bt)
xi∈Gbt,A,1/2
{
1− C(a)e−
√
2
(
m˜(t)−xi(bt)+y
σ2
−√2(1−b)t
)
×e−
1
2(1−b)t
(
m˜(t)−xi(bt)+y
σ2
−√2(1−b)t
)2
((1− b)t)−1/2(1 + o(1))
}]
. (5.14)
This is equal to
E
[ ∏
1≤i≤n(bt)
xi∈Gbt,A,1/2
{
1− C(a)((1− b)t)−1/2e(1−b)t−
(m˜(t)+y−xi(bt))2
2(1−b)tσ22 (1 + o(1))
}]
. (5.15)
Using that xi(bt)−
√
2σ21tb ∈ [−A
√
t, A
√
t] we have the uniform bounds
exp
(
(1− b)t− (m˜(t)+y−xi(bt))2
2(1−b)tσ22
)
≤ exp
(
(1− σ22)(1− b)t+ log t+A
√
t
)
. (5.16)
Observe that the right-hand side of Eq. (5.16)→ 0 as t ↑ ∞, since σ22 > 1. Hence (5.15)
is equal to
E
[ ∏
1≤i≤n(bt)
xi∈Gbt,A,1/2
exp
(
−C(a)((1− b)t)−1/2e(1−b)t−
(m˜(t)+y−xi(bt))2
2(1−b)tσ22 (1 + o(1))
)]
. (5.17)
Expanding the square in the exponent in the last line and keeping only the relevant
terms yields
√
2y + tσ22(1− b) + 2σ21bt−
√
2xi(bt) +
(√
2tσ21b− xi(bt)
)2
2(1− b)σ22t
. (5.18)
The terms up to the last one would nicely combine to produce the McKean martingale as
coefficient of C(a). However, the last terms are of order one and cannot be neglected.
To deal with them, we split the process at time b
√
t. We write somewhat abusively
xi(bt) = xi(b
√
t) + x
(i)
l (b(t −
√
t)), where we understand that xi(b
√
t) is the ancestor at
time b
√
t of the particle that at time t is labeled i if we think backwards from time t,
while the labels of the particles at time b
√
t run only over the different ones, i.e. up to
n(b
√
t), if we think in the forward direction. No confusion should occur if this is kept in
mind.
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Using Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 2.5 we can further localise the path of the
particle. Recall the definition of Gs,A,γ and Tr,s, we rewrite (5.17), up to a term of order
, as
E
[ ∏
1≤i≤n(b√t)
xi∈Gb√t,B,γ
E
[ ∏
1≤l≤n(i)
l
(b(t−√t))
xi∈Gbt,A, 1
2
;x
(i)
l ∈Tb(t−√t),r
exp
(
−C(a)((1− b)t)−1/2 (5.19)
× exp
(
(1− b)t− (m˜(t)+y−xi(b
√
t)−x(i)l (b(t−
√
t)))2
2(1−b)tσ22
)
(1 + o(1))
)∣∣F√tb
]]
.
Using that xi(b
√
t) + x
(i)
l (b(t−
√
t))−√2σ21tb ∈ [−A
√
t, A
√
t] and m˜ =
√
2− 1
2
√
2
log t, we
can re-write the terms multiplying C(a) in (5.19) as
exp
(
− (1 + σ21)bt+
√
2(xi(b
√
t) + x
(i)
l (b(t−
√
t)))− 1
2
log(1− b)−
√
2y
− (xi(b
√
t)+x
(i)
l (b(t−
√
t))−√2σ21bt)2
2(1−b)σ22t +O(1/
√
t)
)
≡ E(xi, x(i)l ) = E(xi(b
√
t), x
(i)
l (b(t−
√
t))) = E(xi(b
√
t), xi(bt)− xi(b
√
t)).
(5.20)
Now (5.19) takes the form
E
[ ∏
1≤i≤n(b√t)
xi∈Gb√t,B,γ
E
[
exp
{
−
∑
1≤l≤n(i)
l
(b(t−√t))
xi∈Gbt,A, 1
2
;x
(i)
l ∈Tr,b(t−√t)
C(a)E(xi, x
(i)
l )(1 + o(1))
}∣∣Fb√t]
]
. (5.21)
Using the inequalities
1− x ≤ e−x ≤ 1− x+ 1
2
x2, x > 0, (5.22)
for
x =
∑
1≤l≤n(i)
l
(b(t−√t))
xi∈Gbt,A, 1
2
;x
(i)
l ∈Tr,b(t−√t)
C(a)E(xi, x
(i)
l )(1 + o(1)) (5.23)
we are able to bound (5.21) from below and above. First,
E[x2|Fb√t] ≤ e−2(1+σ
2
1)b
√
t+2
√
2xi(b
√
t)−2√2yE
[(
Y A
b(t−√t)
)2]
(1 + o(1)) , (5.24)
where Y A
b(t−√t) is the truncated McKean martingale defined in (4.1). Note that its second
moment is bounded by D2(r) (see (4.19)). Second, computing the conditional expecta-
tion given Fb√t yields, up to factors 1 + o(1),
E[x|Fb√t] = E
[ ∑
1≤l≤n(i)
l
(b(t−√t))
xi∈Gbt,A, 1
2
;x
(i)
l ∈Tr,b(t−√t)
C(a)E(xi, x
(i)
l )
∣∣∣Fb√t] (5.25)
≤ eb(σ21t−
√
t)−√2y
∫ Kt+A√t
Kt−A
√
t
e
√
2(z+xi(b
√
t))− (z+xi(b
√
t)−√2σ21bt)2
2σ22(1−b)t e
−z2/2σ21b(t−
√
t)dz√
2piσ21b(t−
√
t)
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where Kt =
√
2tbσ21 − xi(b
√
t). Performing the change of variables z = w + Kt this is
equal to
e−(1+σ
2
1)b
√
t+
√
2xi(b
√
t)− 12 log(1−b)−
√
2y
∫ A√t
−A√t
e
− w2
2σ21b(t−
√
t)
− w2
2σ22(1−b)t dw√
2piσ21b(t−
√
t)
(1 + o(1))
= e−(1+σ
2
1)b
√
t+
√
2xi(b
√
t)− 12 log(1−b)−
√
2y
(
σ22(1−b)
1−σ21b/
√
t
)1/2 ∫ A√t
−A√t
e−w
2/2t dw√
2pit
(1 + o(1))
= e−(1+σ
2
1)b
√
t+
√
2xi(b
√
t)−√2y
(
σ22
1−σ21b/
√
t
)1/2
(1− )(1 + o(1)), (5.26)
where o(1) ≤ O(tγ−1). Using Lemma 2.3 together with the independence of the Brown-
ian bridge from its endpoint, we obtain that the right hand side of (5.26) multiplied by
an additional factor (1 − ) is also a lower bound. Comparing this to (5.27), one sees
that
E[x2|Fb√t]
E[x|Fb√t]
≤ D2(r)e−(1+σ21)b
√
t+
√
2xi(b
√
t) ≤ Ce−(1−σ21)b
√
t+0(tγ/2), (5.27)
which tends to zero uniformly as t ↑ ∞. Thus the second moment term is negligible.
Hence we only have to control
E
[ ∏
1≤i≤n(b√t)
xi∈Gb√t,B,γ
(
1− C(a)e−(1+σ21)b
√
t+
√
2xi(b
√
t)−√2y
(
σ22
1−σ21b/
√
t
)1/2 )]
= E
[
exp
(
−
∑
1≤i≤n(b√t)
xi∈Gb√t,B,γ
C(a)e−(1+σ
2
1)b
√
t+
√
2xi(b
√
t)−√2y
(
σ22
1−σ21b/
√
t
)1/2)
(1 + o(1))
]
= E
[
exp
(
−C(a)
(
σ22
1−σ21b/
√
t
)1/2
e−
√
2yY˜ B
b
√
t,γ
)
(1 + o(1))
]
(5.28)
where
Y˜ B
b
√
t,γ
=
n(b
√
t)∑
i=1
e−(1+σ
2
1)b
√
t+
√
2xi(b
√
t)
1xi(b
√
t)−√2σ21b
√
t∈[−Btγ/2,Btγ/2]. (5.29)
Now from Lemma 4.6, Y˜ B
b
√
t,γ
converges in probability and in L1 to the random variable
Y , when we let first t and then B tend to infinity. Since Y B
b
√
t,γ
≥ 0 and C(a) > 0, it
follows
lim
B↑∞
lim inf
t↑∞
E
[
exp
(
−C(a)
(
σ22
1−σ21b/
√
t
)1/2
Y˜ B
b
√
t,γ
e−
√
2y
)]
= lim
B↑∞
lim sup
t↑∞
E
[
exp
(
−σ2C(a)Y˜ Bb√t,γe−
√
2y
)]
= E
[
exp
(
−σ2C(a)Y e−
√
2y
)]
. (5.30)
Finally, letting r tend to +∞, all the -errors (that are still present implicitly, vanish.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
6 Existence of the limiting process
The following existence theorem is the basic step in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 6.1. Let σ1 < σ2. Then, the point processes Et =
∑
k≤n(t) δxk(t)−m˜(t) con-
verges in law to a non-trivial point process E .
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Proof. It suffices to show that, for φ ∈ Cc(R) positive, the Laplace functional
Ψt(φ) = E
[
exp
(
−
∫
φ(y)Et(dy)
)]
, (6.1)
of the processes Et converges. First observe that this limit cannot be zero, since the
maximum of the time inhomogeneous BBM converges by Theorem 5.1. As for standard
BBM (see e.g. [3]), it follows
lim
N→∞
lim
t→∞P [Et(B) > N ] = 0, for any boundedB ⊂ R, (6.2)
which implies the locally finiteness of the limiting point process. As in [3] we decompose
Ψt(φ) = Ψ
<δ
t (φ) + Ψ
>δ
t (φ), (6.3)
where
Ψ<δt (φ) = E
[
exp
(
−
∫
φ(y)Et(dy)
)
1max Et≤δ
]
Ψ>δt (φ) = E
[
exp
(
−
∫
φ(y)Et(dy)
)
1max Et>δ
]
. (6.4)
Here we write shorthand max Et ≤ δ for maxk≤n(t)(xk(t)−m(t) ≤ δ. By Theorem 5.1 we
have
lim sup
δ→∞
lim sup
t→∞
Ψ>δt (φ) ≤ lim sup
δ→∞
lim sup
t→∞
P[max Et > δ] = 0. (6.5)
Hence it remains to analyse the behaviour of Ψ<δt (φ). We claim that
lim
δ→∞
lim
t→∞Ψ
<δ
t (φ) = Ψ(φ) (6.6)
exists and is strictly smaller than 1. To see this set
φ¯(z) = φ(σ2z) (6.7)
and
gδ(z) = e
−φ¯(−z)
1{−zσ2≤δ}. (6.8)
Moreover, define
uδ(t, z) = 1− E
 ∏
j≤n(t)
gδ(z − x¯j(t))
 . (6.9)
where {x¯j(t), 1 ≤ j ≤ n(t)} are the particles of a standard BBM with variance 1.
We observe that by [18] uδ(t, x) solves the F-KPP equation (3.2) with initial condition
uδ(0, x) = 1 − gδ(x). Next we verify Assumptions (i)-(iv) of Proposition 3.1. (i) is clear.
Moreover, gδ(x) = 1 for x large enough in the positive , and gδ(x) = 0 for −x large
enough, so that Conditions (ii)-(iv) of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied. Now
Ψ<δt (φ) = E
 ∏
i≤n(bt)
E
 ∏
xij≤ni((1−b)t)
gδ((m˜(t)− xi(bt)− xij((1− b)t))/σ2)
∣∣Fbt

= E
 ∏
i≤n(bt)
E
 ∏
x¯ij≤ni((1−b)t)
gδ((m˜(t)− xi(bt))/σ2 − x¯ij((1− b)t))
∣∣Fbt
 ,
(6.10)
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where for each i, x¯ij are the particles of iid standard BBMs. By Proposition 3.1 and the
same calculations as in the proof Theorem 5.1 we have that this converges, as t → ∞,
to
E [exp (−σ2C(a, φ, δ)Y )] , (6.11)
where C(a, φ, δ) is the constant that appears in Lemma 3.2, with initial condition gδ(z),
i.e.
C(a, φ, δ) = lim
t→∞
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
uδ(t, z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2(1− e−2za)dz, (6.12)
where a =
√
2(σ2 − 1) and uδ is the solution to the F-KPP equation (3.2) with initial
condition uδ(0, z) = 1 − e−φ¯(z)1{zσ2≤δ}. Thus the limit limt→∞Ψ<δt (φ) = Ψ<δ(φ) exists.
The limit δ ↑ ∞ then exists by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [3]:
the function
δ → Ψ<δ(φ) (6.13)
is increasing and bounded, Moreover, the maximum is an atom of Et and φ is nonnega-
tive, and so
Ψ<δt (φ) ≤ E
[
exp (−φ(max Et))1{max Et≤δ}
]
(6.14)
The limit as t → ∞ and δ → ∞ of the right hand side of (6.14) exists by Theorem 5.1.
Hence
Ψ(φ) = lim
δ→∞
Ψδ(φ) < 1, (6.15)
by monotone convergence. This implies the existence of the limiting process.
Proposition 6.2. Let v(t, x), vδ(t, x) be solutions of the F-KPP equation with initial data
v(0, x) = 1− e−φ¯(−x) and vδ(0, x) = 1− e−φ¯(−x)1{−xσ2≤δ} respectively. Set
C(a, φ, δ) = lim
t→∞
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
vδ(t, z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2 (1− e−2az) dz (6.16)
Then limδ→∞ C(a, φ, δ) exists and is given by
C(a, φ) = lim
δ→∞
C(a, φ, δ) = lim
t→∞
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
v(t, z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz. (6.17)
Moreover,
lim
t→∞Ψt(φ) = E [exp (−σ2C(a, φ)Y )] . (6.18)
Proof. First we note that
C(a, φ.δ) = lim
t→∞
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
vδ(t, z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz. (6.19)
To see this, note that for any K <∞,
lim
t→∞
1√
2pi
∫ K
0
vδ(t, z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz ≤ lim
t→∞
1√
2pi
Ke−a
2t/2e(
√
2+a)K = 0. (6.20)
Obviously,
C(a, φ, δ) ≤ lim inf
t→∞
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
vδ(t, z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz. (6.21)
Due to (6.20), for any K <∞,
C(a, φ, δ)− lim sup
t→∞
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
vδ(t, z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz
≥ −e−aK lim sup
t→∞
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
vδ(t, z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz. (6.22)
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Since this holds for all K, and since the finiteness of the limsup in (6.22) follows from
the finiteness of C(a, φ, δ), we also have that
C(a, φ, δ) ≥ lim sup
t→∞
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
vδ(t, z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz, (6.23)
and Eq. (6.19) follows. It remains to control the limit as δ ↑ ∞ of the right-hand side
of (6.19). But an exact rerun of the proof of Lemma 4.10 in [3] using Lemma 6.4 below
instead of Lemma 4.8 of [3] yields that
lim
δ↑∞
lim
t↑∞
∫ ∞
0
vδ(t, x+
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz ≡ lim
δ↑∞
F (δ) ≡ F (6.24)
exists. By (6.11) and (6.24) we have
lim
t→∞Ψ
<δ
t (φ) = E [exp (−σ2C(a, φ, δ)Y )] = E
[
exp
(
− σ2√
2pi
F (δ)Y
)]
. (6.25)
This converges for δ →∞ to
E
[
exp
(
− σ2√
2pi
FY
)]
. (6.26)
Hence F = 0 would imply
lim
δ→∞
lim
t→∞Ψt(φ) = 1, (6.27)
which contradicts (6.15) and Theorem 6.1. Hence F > 0. Moreover, (6.26) implies
(6.18), which concludes the proof of Proposition 6.2.
We recall the following estimate for the tail probabilities of standard BBM.
Lemma 6.3 ([2], Corollary 10). There exists t0 <∞, such that for z > 1 and t ≥ t0
P
[
max
k≤n(t)
x¯k(t)−
√
2t+
3
2
√
2
log t ≥ z
]
≤ ρz exp
(
−
√
2z − z
2
2t
+
3z
2
√
2
log t
t
)
, (6.28)
for some constant ρ > 0.
Lemma 6.4. Let u be a solution of the F-KPP equation with initial data satisfying As-
sumptions (i)-(iv) of Proposition 3.1. Let
C(a) = lim
t→∞
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
u(t, z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz. (6.29)
Then for any x ∈ R:
lim
t→∞
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
u(t, x+ z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz = C(a)e−(
√
2+a)x. (6.30)
Moreover, for any bounded continuous function h(x), that is zero for x small enough
lim
t→∞
∫ 0
−∞
E
[
h
(
y + max x¯i(t)−
√
2t
)] 1√
2pi
e−(
√
2+a)y−a2t/2dy
= C(a)
∫
R
h(z)(
√
2 + a)e−(
√
2+a)zdz, (6.31)
where {x¯i(t), i ≤ n(t)} are the particles of a standard BBM with variance 1. Here C(a)
is the constant from (6.29) for u satisfying the initial condition 1{x≤0}.
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Proof. We have by a simple change of variables
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
u(t, z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz (6.32)
=
e(
√
2+a)x
√
2pi
∫ ∞
−x
u(t, x+ z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz.
Moreover, limt→∞ u(t, x+ z +
√
2t) = 0 implies
lim
t→∞
1√
2pi
∫ 0
−x
u(t, x+ z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz = 0, (6.33)
which proves (6.30). Moreover, (6.30) with initial condition 1{x≤0} implies that (6.31)
holds for h(x) = 1[b,∞), b ∈ R. For general h (6.31) follows in the same way as Lemma
4.11 in [3] by linearity and a monotone class argument.
7 The auxiliary process
We define the following auxiliary process that has the same limiting behaviour as
that of the two-speed BBM. We will denote the law of these processes by P and expec-
tations by E. If desired, all ingredients of the auxiliary process can be thought of to
be defined on a new probability space. Let (ηi; i ∈ N) be the atoms of a Poisson point
process η on (−∞, 0) with intensity measure
σ2√
2pi
e−(
√
2+a)ze−a
2t/2dz. (7.1)
For each i ∈ N consider independent standard BBMs x¯i. The auxiliary point process
of interest is the superposition of the i.i.d BBMs with drift shifted by ηi +
1√
2+a
log Y ,
where a is the constant defined in (5.12):
Πt =
∑
i,k
δ(
ηi+
1√
2+a
log Y+x¯ik(t)−
√
2t
)
σ2
. (7.2)
Remark 7.1. The form of the auxiliary process is similar to the case of standard BBM,
but with a different intensity of the Poisson process. In particular, the intensity decays
exponentially with t. This is a consequence of the fact that particles at the time of the
speed change were forced to be O(t) below the line
√
2t, in contrast to the O(
√
t) in the
case of ordinary BBM. The reduction of the intensity of the process with t forces the
particles to be selected at these locations.
Theorem 7.2. Let Et be the extremal process of the two-speed BBM. Then
lim
t→∞ Et
law
= lim
t→∞Πt. (7.3)
Proof. Using the notation φ¯(z) = φ(σ2z) and by the form of the Laplace functional of a
Poisson point process we have
E
[
exp
(
−
∫
φ(x)Πt(dx)
)]
= E
[
exp
(
−σ2
∫ 0
−∞
{
1− E
exp
− ∑
k≤n(t)
φ¯
(
z + x¯k(t)−
√
2t+
log Y√
2 + a
)}
×e−(
√
2+a)ze−a
2t/2dz
)]
= E
[
exp
(
σ2√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
u
(
t, z +
√
2t− 1√
2 + a
log Y
)
e(
√
2+a)ze−a
2t/2dz
)]
, (7.4)
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with
u(t, x) = 1− E
exp
− ∑
k≤n(t)
φ¯(−x+ x¯k(t)
 . (7.5)
By Lemma 6.4 we have
lim
t→∞
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
u
(
t, z +
√
2t− 1√
2 + a
log Y
)
e(
√
2+a)ze−a
2t/2dz
= Y lim
t→∞
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
u(t, z +
√
2t)e(
√
2+a)ze−a
2t/2dz, (7.6)
which exists and is strictly positive by Proposition 6.2. This implies that the Laplace
functionals of limt→∞Πt and of the extremal process of the two-speed BBM are equal.
The following proposition shows that in spite of the different Poisson ingredients,
when we look at the process of the extremes of each of the xi(t), we end up with a
Poisson point process just like in the standard BBM case.
Proposition 7.3. Define the point process
Πextt ≡
∑
i
δ(
ηi+
1√
2+a
log Y+maxk≤ni(t) x¯
i
k(t)−
√
2t
)
σ2
. (7.7)
Then
lim
t→∞Π
ext
t
law
= PY ≡
∑
i∈N
δpi , (7.8)
where PY is the Poisson point process on R with intensity measure σ2C(a)Y
√
2e−
√
2xdx.
Proof. We consider the Laplace functional of Πextt . Let M
(i)(t) = max x¯
(i)
k (t) and as
before φ¯(z) = φ(σ2z). We want to show
lim
t↑∞
E
[
exp
(
−
∑
i
φ¯(ηi +M
(i)(t)−
√
2t
)]
= exp
(
−σ2C(a)
∫ ∞
−∞
(
1− e−φ(x)
)√
2e−
√
2xdx
)
. (7.9)
Since ηi is a Poisson point process and the M (i) are i.i.d. we have
E
[
exp
(
−
∑
i
φ¯(ηi +M
(i)(t)−
√
2t
)]
= exp
(
−σ2
∫ 0
−∞
E
[
1− e−φ¯(z+M(t)−
√
2t)
]
e−(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2 dz√
2pi
)
, (7.10)
where M(t) has the same distribution as one the variables M (i)(t). Now we apply
Lemma 6.4 with h(x) = 1− e−φ¯(z). Hence the result follows by using that φ¯(z) = φ(σ2z)
and
√
2 + a =
√
2σ2 together with the change of variables x = σ2z.
The following proposition states that the Poisson points of the auxiliary process con-
tribute to the limiting process come from a neighbourhood of −at.
Proposition 7.4. Let z ∈ R,  > 0. Let ηi be the atoms of a Poisson point process with
intensity measure Ce−(
√
2+a)x−a2t/2dx on (−∞, 0]. Then there exists B <∞ such that
sup
t≥t0
P
(
∃i, k : ηi + x¯ik(t)−
√
2t ≥ z, ηi 6∈ [−at−B
√
t,−at+B√t]
)
≤ . (7.11)
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Proof. By a first order Chebychev inequality we have
P
(
∃i, k : ηi + x¯(i)k (t)−
√
2t ≥ z, ηi > −at+B
√
t
)
≤ C
∫ 0
−at+B√t
P
(
max x¯k(t) ≥
√
2t− x+ z
)
e−(
√
2+a)xe−a
2t/2dx
= C
∫ at−B√t
0
P
(
max x¯k(t) ≥
√
2t+ x+ z
)
e(
√
2+a)xe−a
2t/2dx, (7.12)
by the change of variables x→ −x. Using the asymptotics of Lemma 6.3 we can bound
(7.12) from above by
ρC
∫ at−B√t
0
t−1/2e−
√
2(x+z)e−(x+z)
2/2te(
√
2+a)xe−a
2t/2dx
≤ ρC
∫ −B
−a√t
ez
2/2dz(1 + o(1)), (7.13)
by changing variables x→ x/√t− a√t. This is a Gaussian integral and can be made as
small as we want by choosing B large enough. Similarly one bounds
P
(
∃i, k : ηi + xik(t)−
√
2t ≥ z, ηi < −at−B
√
t
)
≤ Cρ
∫ ∞
B
ez
2/2dz(1 + o(1)). (7.14)
This concludes the proof.
The next proposition describes the law of the clusters x¯(i)k . This is analogous to
Theorem 3.4 in [3].
Proposition 7.5. Let x = at + o(t) and {x˜k(t), k ≤ n(t)} be a standard BBM under the
conditional law P
(·∣∣{max x˜k(t)−√2t− x > 0}). Then the point process∑
k≤n(t)
δx˜k(t)−
√
2t−x (7.15)
converges in law under P
(·∣∣{max x˜k(t)−√2t− x > 0}) as t→∞ to a well defined point
process E¯ . The limit does not depend on x − at and the maximum of E¯ shifted by x has
the law of an exponential random variable with parameter
√
2 + a.
Proof. Set E¯t =
∑
k δx˜k(t)−
√
2t and max E¯t = max x˜k(t) −
√
2t. First we show that for
X > 0
lim
t→∞P
(
max E¯t > X + x|max E¯t > x
)
= e−(
√
2+a)X . (7.16)
To see this we rewrite the conditional probability as
P [max E¯t>X+x]
P [max E¯t>x] and use the uniform
bounds of Proposition 4.3 in [3]. Observing that
lim
t→∞
Ψ(r, t,X + x+
√
2t)
Ψ(r, t, x+
√
2t)
= e−(
√
2+a)X , (7.17)
where Ψ is defined in Equation (3.4), we get (7.16) by first taking t → ∞ and then
r → ∞. The general claim of Proposition 7.5 follows in exactly the same way from
(7.16) as Theorem 3.4. in [3].
Define the gap process
Dt =
∑
k
δx˜k(t)−maxj x˜j(t). (7.18)
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Denote by ξi the atoms of the limiting process E¯ , i.e. E¯ ≡
∑
j δξj and define
D ≡
∑
j
δΛj , Λj = ξj −max
i
ξi. (7.19)
D is a point process on (−∞.0] with an atom at 0.
Corollary 7.6. Let x = −at + o(t). In the limit t → ∞ the random variables Dt and
x + max E¯t are conditionally independent on the event {x + max E¯t > b} for any b ∈ R.
More precisely, for any bounded function f, h and φ¯ ∈ Cc(R),
lim
t→∞E
[
f
(∫
φ¯(z)Dt(dz)
)
h(x+ max E¯)∣∣x+ max E¯ > b]
= E
[
f
(∫
φ¯(z)D(dz)
)] ∫∞
b
h(z)(
√
2 + a)e−(
√
2+a)zdz
e−(
√
2+a)b
. (7.20)
Proof. The proof is essentially identical to the proof of Corollary 4.12 in [3]. Let us
outline, for the benefit of the readers, the structure of the proof. First, by Proposition
7.5 the pair (E¯t,max E¯t − x), converge under the law conditioned on max E¯t − x > 0 to
(E , e), where e is an exponential random variable with parameter √2 + a and E is inde-
pendent of the precise value of the conditioning. A general continuity lemma, stated
and proven as Lemma 4.13 in [3], shows that this implies the convergence of the pro-
cesses (Dt,max E¯t − x) to a pair (D, e) where Dt is given in (7.18) is related to E¯t by
a random shift of its atoms. The fact that D and e are independent follows from an
explicit computation, just as in the proof of Corollary 4.12 in [3]. We do not repeat the
details.
Finally we come to the description of the extremal process as seen from the Poisson
process of cluster extremes, which is the formulation of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 7.7. Let PY be as in (7.8) and let {D(i), i ∈ N} be a family of independent
copies of the gap-process (7.19) with atoms Λ(i)j . Then the point process Et converges
in law as t→∞ to a Poisson cluster point process E given by
E law=
∑
i,j
δ
pi+σ2Λ
(i)
j
. (7.21)
Proof. Also this proof is now very close to that of Theorem 2.1 in [3]. First note that the
Laplace functional of the process E is given by
E
[
exp
(
−
∫
φ(x)E(dx)
)]
(7.22)
= E
[
exp
(
−σ2C(a)Y
∫
R
E
[
1− e−
∫
φ(y+x)D(dx)
]√
2e−
√
2ydy
)]
.
Thus, by Theorem 7.2, we have to show that the Laplace functional of the processes Πt
converge to this expression. In the proof of that theorem, we have seen that
lim
t↑∞
E
[
exp
(
−
∫
φ(x)Πt(dx)
)]
(7.23)
= E
[
exp
(
−σ2Y lim
t↑∞
∫ 0
−∞
E
[
1− exp
(
−
∫
φ¯(z + x)E¯t(dx)
)]
e−(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2
√
2pi
dz
)]
.
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We rewrite ∫ 0
−∞
E
[
1− exp
(
−
∫
φ¯(z + x)E¯t(dx)
)]
1√
2pi
e−(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz
=
∫ 0
−∞
E
[
f
(∫ {
Tz+max E¯t φ¯(x)
}
Dt(dx)
)]
1√
2pi
e−(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz, (7.24)
where f(x) = 1 − e−x, Tzφ¯(x) = φ¯(z + x), f(0) = 0. Using the localisation estimate of
Proposition 7.4 we have that (7.24) is equal to
Ωt(B) +
∫ −at+B√t
−at−B√t
E
[
f
(∫ {
Tz+max E¯t φ¯(x)
}
Dt(dx)
)]
1√
2pi
e−(
√
2+a)z−a2t/2dz, (7.25)
where limB→∞ supt≥t0 Ωt(B) = 0. Let mφ¯ be the minimum of the support of φ¯. we
observe that
f
(∫ {
Tz+max E¯t φ¯(x)
}
Dt(dx)
)
= 0, (7.26)
when z + max E¯t < mφ¯. Moreover, P
[
z + max E¯t = mφ¯
]
= 0. Hence
E
[
f
(∫ {
Tz+max E¯t φ¯(x)
}
Dt(dx)
)]
(7.27)
= E
[
f
(∫ {
Tz+max E¯t φ¯(x)
}
Dt(dx)
)
1{z+max E¯t>mφ¯}
]
= E
[
f
(∫ {
Tz+max E¯t φ¯(x)
}
Dt(dx)
) ∣∣z + max E¯t > mφ¯]P [z + max E¯t > mφ¯] .
Now by Corollary 7.6, for z in the range of integration in (7.25), on the event we are
conditioning on in (7.27), the random variables Dt and max E¯t + z − mφ¯ converge to
independent random variables (D, e), where e is exponential with parameter
√
2 + a.
Hence
lim
t↑∞
E
[
f
(∫ {
Tz+max E¯t φ¯(x)
}
Dt(dx)
) ∣∣z + max E¯t > mφ¯]
=
∫ ∞
0
(
√
2 + a)e−(
√
2+a)uE
[
f
(∫
φ¯(u+mφ¯ + x)D(dx)
)]
du (7.28)
=
∫ ∞
mφ¯
(
√
2 + a)e−(
√
2+a)(u−mφ¯)E
[
f
(∫
φ¯(u+ x)D(dx)
)]
du.
Note that this expression is independent of z. Thus it remains to compute the integral of
P
[
z + max E¯t > mφ¯
]
. But this converges to e−(
√
2+a)mφ¯ by (6.30) in Lemma 6.4, together
with the localisation estimates of Proposition 7.4 (which this time allows to re-extend
the range of integration). Putting this together with (7.28) and changing variables
x = σ2z shows that the right-hand side of (7.23) is indeed equal to the right-hand side
of (7.22). This proves the theorem.
8 The case σ1 > σ2
In this section we proof Theorem 1.3. The existence of the process E from (1.15) will
be a byproduct of the proof.
The following result is contained in the calculation of the maximal displacement in
[10].
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Lemma 8.1. ([10]) For all  > 0, d ∈ R there exists a constant D large enough such that
for t sufficiently large
P [∃k ≤ n(t) : xk(t) > m(t) + d and xk(bt) < m1(bt)−D] < . (8.1)
Proof of Theorem 1.3. First we establish the existence of a limiting process. Note that
m(t) = m1(bt) +m2((1− b)t), where mi(s) =
√
2σis− 32√2σi log s. Recall
φ¯(z) = φ(σ2z) (8.2)
and
gδ(z) = e
−φ¯(−z)
1{−z≤δ}. (8.3)
Using that the maximal displacement is m(t) in this case we can proceed as in the proof
of Theorem 6.1 up to (6.9) and only have to control
Ψ<δt (φ) = E
 ∏
i≤n(tb)
E
 ∏
j≤ni((1−b)t)
gδ((m(t)− xi(bt))/σ2 − x¯ij((1− b)t))
∣∣Ftb
 , (8.4)
where x¯ij((1− b)t) are the particles of a standard BBM at time (1− b)t and xi(bt) are the
particles of a BBM with variance σ1 at time bt. Using Lemma 8.1 and Theorem 1.2 of
[10] as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 above, we obtain that (8.4), for t sufficiently large,
equals
E
 ∏
i≤n(bt)
xi(bt)>m1(bt)−D
E
 ∏
j≤ni((1−b)t)
gδ(
(m(t)−xi(bt))
σ2
− x¯ij((1− b)t))
∣∣Ftb

+O(). (8.5)
The rest of the proof has an iterated structure. In a first step we show that conditioned
on Fbt for each i ≤ n(bt) the points {xi(bt) + xij((1 − b)t) − m(t)|xi(bt) > m1(bt) − D}
converge to the corresponding points of the point process xi(bt)−m1(bt)+σ2E˜(i), where
E˜(i) are independent copies of the extremal process (1.6) of standard BBM. To this end
observe that
uδ((1− b)t, z) = 1− E
 ∏
j≤n((1−b)t)
gδ(z − x¯ij((1− b)t))
 (8.6)
solves the F-KPP equation (3.2) with initial condition uδ(0, z) = 1 − e−φ¯(−z)1{−z≤δ}.
Moreover, the assumptions of Lemma 4.9 in [3] are satisfied. Hence (8.5) is equal to
+ E
 ∏
i≤n(bt)
xi(bt)>m1(bt)−D
(
E
[
e−C(φ¯,δ)Ze
−√2m1(bt)−xi(bt)
σ2
∣∣Fbt] (1 + o(1)))
 . (8.7)
Here C(φ¯, δ) is from standard BBM, i.e.
C(φ¯, δ) = lim
t↑∞
√
2
pi
∫ ∞
0
uδ(t, y +
√
2t)ye
√
2ydy, (8.8)
see Eq. 4.49 in [3]. Note furthermore that already in (8.7) the concatenated structure
of the limiting point process becomes visible. In a second step we establish that the
points xi(bt)−m1(t) that have a descendant in the lead at time t converge to E˜ .
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Define
hδ,D(y) ≡
{
E
[
exp
(
−C(φ¯, δ)Ze−
√
2
σ1
σ2
y
)]
, if σ1y < D,
1, if σ1y ≥ D.
(8.9)
Then the expectation in (8.7) can be written as (we ignore the error term o(1) which is
easily controlled using that the probability that the number of terms in the product is
larger than N tends to zero as N ↑ ∞, uniformly in t)
E
 ∏
i≤n(bt)
hδ,D(m1(bt)/σ1 − x¯i(t))
 , (8.10)
where now x¯ is standard BBM. Defining
vδ,D(t, z) = 1− E
 ∏
i≤n(t)
hδ,D(z − x¯i(bt))
 , (8.11)
vδ,D is a solution of the F-KPP equation (3.2) with initial condition vδ,D(0, z) = 1−hδ,D(z).
But this initial condition satisfies the assumptions of Bramson’s Theorem A in [6] and
therefore,
vδ,D(t,m(t) + x)→ E
[
e−C˜(D,Z,C(φ¯,δ))Z˜e
−√2x]
. (8.12)
where Z˜ is an independent copy of Z and
C˜(D,Z,C(φ¯, δ)) = lim
t↑∞
√
2
pi
∫ ∞
0
vδ,D(t, y +
√
2t)ye
√
2ydy. (8.13)
By the same argumentation as in standard BBM setting (see [3]) one obtains that
C˜(Z,C(φ¯, δ)) ≡ lim
D↑∞
C˜(D,Z,C(φ¯, δ)) = lim
t↑∞
√
2
pi
∫ ∞
0
vδ(t, y +
√
2t)ye
√
2ydy, (8.14)
where vδ is the solution of the F-KPP equation with initial condition v(0, z) = 1 − hδ(z)
with
hδ(z) = E
[
exp
(
−C(φ¯, δ)Ze−
√
2
σ1
σ2
z
)]
. (8.15)
The next step is to take the limit δ →∞. Using Lemma 4.10 of [3] we have that C(φ¯, δ)
is monotone decreasing in δ and limδ→∞ C(φ¯, δ) = C(φ¯), exists and is strictly positive,
where
C(φ¯) = lim
t↑∞
√
2
pi
∫ ∞
0
u(t, y +
√
2t)ye
√
2ydy. (8.16)
Here u(t, x) is a solution to the F-KPP equation (3.2) with initial condition u(0, x) =
1− e−φ¯(−x). Using the same monotonicity arguments shows that also
lim
δ→∞
C˜(Z,C(φ¯, δ)) = C˜(Z,C(φ¯)). (8.17)
Therefore, taking the limit first as D ↑ ∞ and then δ ↑ ∞ in the left-hand side of (8.12),
we get that
lim
t→∞Ψt(φ(·+ x)) = limδ↑∞ limt→∞Ψ
<δ
t (φ(·+ x)) (8.18)
= lim
δ↑∞
lim
D↑∞
lim
t→∞ vδ,D(t,m(t) + x) = E
[
e−C˜(Z,C(φ¯))Z˜e
−√2x]
.
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To see that the constants C˜(Z,C(φ¯)) are strictly positive, one uses the Laplace function-
als Ψt(φ) are bounded from above by
E
[
exp
(
−φ
(
max
i≤n(bt)
xi(bt) + max
j≤n1((1−b)t)
x1j ((1− b)t)−m(t)
))]
(8.19)
Here we used that the offspring of any of the particles at time bt has the same law. So
the sum of the two maxima in the expression above has the same distribution as the
largest descendent at time t off the largest particle at time bt. The limit of Eq. (8.19) as
t ↑ ∞ exists and is strictly smaller than 1 by the convergence in law of the recentered
maximum of a standard BBM. But this implies the positivity of the constants C˜. Hence
a limiting point process exists. Finally, one may easily check that the right hand side
of (8.18) coincides with the Laplace functional of the point process defined in (1.15) by
basically repeating the computations above.
Remark 8.2. Note that in particular, the structure of the variance profile is contained
in the constant C˜(D,Z,C(φ¯, δ)) and that also the information on the structure of the
limiting point process is contained in this constant. In fact, we see that in all cases we
have considered in this paper, the Laplace functional of the limiting process has the
form
lim
t↑∞
Ψt(φ(·+ x)) = E exp
(
−C(φ)Me−
√
2x
)
, (8.20)
where M is a martingale limit (either Y of Z) and C is a map from the space of positive
continuous functions with compact support to the real numbers. This function contains
all the information on the specific limiting process. This is compatible with the finding
in [16] in the case where the speed is a concave function of s/t. The universal form
(8.20) is thus misleading and without knowledge of the specific form of C(φ), (8.20)
contains almost no information.
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❭Pòóöìöïýïîûïô ❙ûòíôûíòõî ïð ❊üóýíûïóð✧ä û÷õ ❍ìíîþóò✁ ❈õðûõò ♦óò ▼ìû÷õúìûïôî ✭❍❈▼✄ä ìðþ û÷õ
❈ýíîûõò ó♦ ❊ßôõýýõðôõ ❭☎úúíðó❙õðîìûïóð✧ ìû çóðð ❯ðïüõòîïû♣é ▲é❍é ïî îíññóòûõþ ö♣ û÷õ åõòúìð
❘õîõìòô÷ ❋óíðþìûïóð ïð û÷õ çóðð ☎ðûõòðìûïóðìý åòìþíìûõ ❙ô÷óóý ïð ▼ìû÷õúìûïôî ✭ç☎å❙✄é
✷✆✝
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➹❏■◆⑩➘ ✰✲➟❴ ➴✍ ❚✙✏♦✔✏❧ ➷✲➷ ♦✚ ✸♦✺✐✏✔ ✌✍✎ ➬✌✔t✖✍✿ ✯✾◗✰➸✳ t✙✏ ✑♦✍❞t✌✍t
❸
❹✯❢
②
✳ ✐❞
✑✙✌✔✌✑t✏✔✐❞✏✎ ✕✓ t✙✏ t✌✐✒ ✕✏✙✌✺✐♦✖✔ ♦✚ ❞♦✒✖t✐♦✍❞ t♦ t✙✏ ➮➱✃❐❐ ✏❒✖✌t✐♦✍✱ ✍✌❧✏✒✓
❸
❹✯❢
②
✳ ❮ ❢
②
✒✐❧
✜❰➄
Ï
⑧
❣①
Ï
①
➓
Ð❣✜
✶
⑥Ð❣
Ñ✯✶❀ ✵ Ò
✽
✾✶✳❀ ✯✰✲✰Ó✳
✘✙✏✔✏ ✵ ❮
✽
✾✯❢
②
⑤ ✰✳✶✱ ✌✍✎ Ñ ❞♦✒✺✏❞ t✙✏ ➮➱✃❐❐ ✏❒✖✌t✐♦✍
Ô
✜
Ñ✯✶❀ ✵✳ ❝
✰
✾
Ô
❣
①
Ñ✯✶❀ ✵✳ Ò ✯✰ ⑤ Ñ✯✶❀ ✵✳✳ ⑤
➄
❳
❦➾⑥
➥
❦
✯✰ ⑤ Ñ✯✶❀ ✵✳✳
❦
❀ ✯✰✲✰Õ✳
✘✐t✙ ✐✍✐t✐✌✒ ✑♦✍✎✐t✐♦✍ Ñ✯◗❀ ✵✳ ❝ 1
①✛➻
✲
➹❏■◆⑩➘ ✰✲➸❴ ❚✙✏ ❞♣✏✑✐✌✒ ✑✌❞✏ ♦✚ ❚✙✏♦✔✏❧ ✰✲✾ ✘✙✏✍ ❖ ✑♦✍❞✐❞t❞ ♦✚ t✘♦ ✒✐✍✏✌✔ ❞✏✿❧✏✍t❞
✘✌❞ ♦✕t✌✐✍✏✎ ✐✍ ✸♦✺✐✏✔ ✌✍✎ ➬✌✔t✖✍✿ ✯✾◗✰➸✳✲ ❚✙✏♦✔✏❧ ✰✲✾ ❞✙♦✘❞ t✙✌t t✙✏ ✒✐❧✐t✐✍✿
♦✕Ö✏✑t❞ ✖✍✎✏✔ ✑♦✍✎✐t✐♦✍❞ ✯❖✰✳ ⑤ ✯❖➟✳ ✌✔✏ ✖✍✐✺✏✔❞✌✒ ✌✍✎ ✎✏♣✏✍✎ ♦✍✒✓ ♦✍ t✙✏ ❞✒♦♣✏❞
♦✚ t✙✏ ✑♦✺✌✔✐✌✍✑✏ ✚✖✍✑t✐♦✍ ❖ ✌t ◗ ✌✍✎ ✌t ✰✲ ❚✙✐❞ ✑♦✖✒✎ ✙✌✺✏ ✕✏✏✍ ✿✖✏❞❞✏✎✱ ✕✖t t✙✏
✔✐✿♦✔♦✖❞ ♣✔♦♦✚ t✖✔✍❞ ♦✖t t♦ ✕✏ ❒✖✐t✏ ✐✍✺♦✒✺✏✎✲ ×♦t✏ t✙✌t ❢
②
❝ ➡ ✐❞ ✌✒✒♦✘✏✎✲ ➴✍ t✙✌t
✑✌❞✏ t✙✏ ✏✻t✔✏❧✌✒ ♣✔♦✑✏❞❞ ✐❞ Ö✖❞t ✌ ❧✐✻t✖✔✏ ♦✚ ❐♦✐❞❞♦✍ ♣♦✐✍t ♣✔♦✑✏❞❞✏❞✲ ➴✚ ❢
q
❝ ◗✱
t✙✏✍ ➀
➁
➂
✐❞ Ö✖❞t ✌✍ ✏✻♣♦✍✏✍t✐✌✒ ✔✌✍✎♦❧ ✺✌✔✐✌✕✒✏ ♦✚ ❧✏✌✍ ✰✲ Ø✏ ✑✌✒✒ ✯➀
➁
➂
✯➼✳✳
➽ÙÚ
Û
t✙✏ Ü❶Ý❏◆✉ ■◆⑩❑s✉❻◆❼❏✲
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✷   ❆✁ ❇✂✈✄☎✆ ❛✝✞ ▲✁ ❍❛✆✟✠✝✡
✶☛☞☛ ❖✌✍✎✏✑✒ ♦✓ ✍t✒ ♣✔♦♦✓✕ ❚✖✗ ✘✙✚✚✛ ✚✛ ❚✖✗✚✙✗✜ ✶☛☞ ✐✢ ❜✣✢✗✤ ✚✥ ✦✖✗ ❝✚✙✙✗✢✘✚✥✤✐✥✧
✙✗✢r★✦ ✚❜✦✣✐✥✗✤ ✐✥ ✩✚✪✐✗✙ ✣✥✤ ✫✣✙✦r✥✧ ✭☞✬✶✮✯ ✛✚✙ ✦✖✗ ❝✣✢✗ ✚✛ ✦✇✚ ✢✘✗✗✤✢❡ ✣✥✤ ✚✥
✣ ●✣r✢✢✐✣✥ ❝✚✜✘✣✙✐✢✚✥ ✜✗✦✖✚✤☛ ❲✗ ✢✦✣✙✦ ❜② ✢✖✚✇✐✥✧ ✦✖✗ ★✚❝✣★✐✢✣✦✐✚✥ ✚✛ ✘✣✦✖✢❡
✥✣✜✗★② ✦✖✣✦ ✦✖✗ ✘✣✦✖✢ ✚✛ ✣★★ ✘✣✙✦✐❝★✗✢ ✦✖✣✦ ✙✗✣❝✖ ✣ ✖✐✧✖✦ ✚✛ ✚✙✤✗✙ ⑦♠✭✰✯ ✣✦ ✦✐✜✗ ✰ ✖✣✢
✦✚ ★✐✗ ✇✐✦✖✐✥ ✣ ❝✗✙✦✣✐✥ ✦r❜✗☛ ◆✗✱✦❡ ✇✗ ✢✖✚✇ ✦✐✧✖✦✥✗✢✢ ✚✛ ✦✖✗ ✗✱✦✙✗✜✣★ ✘✙✚❝✗✢✢☛
❚✖✗ ✙✗✜✣✐✥✤✗✙ ✚✛ ✦✖✗ ✘✣✘✗✙ ✐✢ ✦✖✗✥ ❝✚✥❝✗✙✥✗✤ ✇✐✦✖ ✘✙✚✪✐✥✧ ✦✖✗ ❝✚✥✪✗✙✧✗✥❝✗
✚✛ ✦✖✗ ✲✥✐✦✗ ✤✐✜✗✥✢✐✚✥✣★ ✤✐✢✦✙✐❜r✦✐✚✥✢ ✦✖✙✚r✧✖ ✳✣✘★✣❝✗ ✦✙✣✥✢✛✚✙✜✢☛ ❲✗ ✐✥✦✙✚✤r❝✗
✣r✱✐★✐✣✙② ✦✇✚ ✢✘✗✗✤ ✩✩✴✵✢ ✇✖✚✢✗ ❝✚✪✣✙✐✣✥❝✗ ✛r✥❝✦✐✚✥✢ ✣✘✘✙✚✱✐✜✣✦✗ ✸ ✇✗★★ ✣✙✚r✥✤
✬ ✣✥✤ ✶☛ ✴✚✙✗✚✪✗✙ ✇✗ ❝✖✚✚✢✗ ✦✖✗✜ ✐✥ ✢r❝✖ ✣ ✇✣② ✦✖✣✦ ✦✖✗✐✙ ❝✚✪✣✙✐✣✥❝✗ ✛r✥❝✦✐✚✥✢
★✐✗ ✣❜✚✪✗ ✙✗✢✘✗❝✦✐✪✗★② ❜✗★✚✇ ✸ ✐✥ ✣ ✥✗✐✧✖❜✚r✙✖✚✚✤ ✚✛ ✬ ✣✥✤ ✶ ✭✢✗✗ ❋✐✧r✙✗ ✶☛✶✯☛
❲✗ ✦✖✗✥ r✢✗ ●✣r✢✢✐✣✥ ❝✚✜✘✣✙✐✢✚✥ ✜✗✦✖✚✤✢ ✦✚ ❝✚✜✘✣✙✗ ✦✖✗ ✳✣✘★✣❝✗ ✦✙✣✥✢✛✚✙✜✢☛
❚✖✗ ●✣r✢✢✐✣✥ ❝✚✜✘✣✙✐✢✚✥ ❝✚✜✗✢ ✐✥ ✦✖✙✗✗ ✜✣✐✥ ✢✦✗✘✢☛ ■✥ ✣ ✲✙✢✦ ✢✦✗✘ ✇✗ ✐✥✦✙✚✤r❝✗
✦✖✗ r✢r✣★ ✐✥✦✗✙✘✚★✣✦✐✥✧ ✘✙✚❝✗✢✢ ✣✥✤ ✐✥✦✙✚✤r❝✗ ✣ ★✚❝✣★✐✢✣✦✐✚✥ ❝✚✥✤✐✦✐✚✥ ✚✥ ✐✦✢ ✘✣✦✖✢☛
■✥ ✣ ✢✗❝✚✥✤ ✢✦✗✘ ✇✗ ❥r✢✦✐✛② ✣ ❝✗✙✦✣✐✥ ✐✥✦✗✧✙✣✦✐✚✥ ❜② ✘✣✙✦✢ ✛✚✙✜r★✣❡ ✦✖✣✦ ✐✢ ✣✤✣✘✦✗✤
✦✚ ✚r✙ ✢✗✦✦✐✥✧☛ ❋✐✥✣★★②❡ ✦✖✗ ✙✗✢r★✦✐✥✧ qr✣✥✦✐✦✐✗✢ ✣✙✗ ✤✗❝✚✜✘✚✢✗✤ ✐✥✦✚ ✣ ✘✣✙✦ ✇✐✦✖
❝✚✥✦✙✚★★✗✤ ✢✐✧✥ ✣✥✤ ✣ ✘✣✙✦ ✦✖✣✦ ❝✚✥✪✗✙✧✗✢ ✦✚ ③✗✙✚☛
✹✺✻✼✽✾ ✿❀✿❀ ●✣r✢✢✐✣✥ ❈✚✜✘✣✙✐✢✚✥❁ ❚✖✗ ✗✱✦✙✗✜✣★ ✘✙✚❝✗✢✢ ✚✛ ✩✩✴
✇✐✦✖ ❝✚✪✣✙✐✣✥❝✗ ✸ ✭❜★✣❝❦ ❝r✙✪✗✯ ✐✢ ❝✚✜✘✣✙✗✤ ✦✚ ✘✙✚❝✗✢✢ ✇✐✦✖ ❝✚❂
✪✣✙✐✣✥❝✗✢ ✛r✥❝✦✐✚✥✢ ✸ ✭✙✗✤ ❝r✙✪✗✯❡ ✙✗✢✘✗❝✦✐✪✗★② ✸ ✭❜★r✗❡ ❝r✙✪✗✯☛
❃❄ ❅❉❊❏❑▼P❏◗▼❉❘ ❉❙ ❯❏◗❱❳
■✥ ✦✖✐✢ ✢✗❝✦✐✚✥ ✇✗ ✢✖✚✇ ✇✖✗✙✗ ✦✖✗ ✘✣✦✖✢ ✚✛ ✘✣✙✦✐❝★✗✢ ✦✖✣✦ ✣✙✗ ✗✱✦✙✗✜✗ ✣✦ ✦✐✜✗ ✰ ✣✙✗
★✚❝✣★✐✢✗✤☛ ❚✖✐✢ ✐✢ ✗✢✢✗✥✦✐✣★★② ✐✥✖✗✙✐✦✗✤ ✛✙✚✜ ✘✙✚✘✗✙✦✐✗✢ ✚✛ ✦✖✗ ✢✦✣✥✤✣✙✤ ✩✙✚✇✥✐✣✥
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❱❛ ✁❛✂✄☎ ❙✆☎☎❡ ❇ ❛✝✞❤✁✝✟ ❇ ✠✇✝✁❛✝ ▼✠✡✁✠✝ ✷☛☞
❜✌✍✎✏✑✒ ❋♦✌ ✓ ✏✍❣✑✔ s✕✑✑✎ ❢✖✔✗✘✍♦✔ ✙
✚
✱ ✓✔✎ ✓ s✖❜✍✔✘✑✌❣✓✛ ■ ✜ ❬✢❀ t❪✱ ✎✑❞✔✑ ✘✣✑
❢♦✛✛♦✤✍✔✏ ✑❣✑✔✘s ♦✔ ✘✣✑ s✕✓✗✑ ♦❢ ✕✓✘✣s✱ ❳ ✿ ❘
✰
✦ ❘✱
❚
✥
✧★✩★✪
✫
❂
♥
❳
✬
✬
✬
✽✭ ✿ ✭ ✮ ■ ✿
✬
✬
✬
❳✯✭✲ ✳
✪
✫
✴✵✶
✧
❳✯t✲
✬
✬
✬
❁ ✯✙
✚
✯✭✲ ❫ ✯t ✳ ✙
✚
✯✭✲✲✲
✥
✸
✹ ✯✺✒✻✲
P✼✾❃✾❄❅❆❅✾❈ ❉❊●❊ ▲❍❏ ① ❑❍◆❖❏❍ ✈◗❯❲◗❨❩❍ ❭❴❍❍❑ ❵❵❝ ✐❲❏❥ ❦❖✈◗❯❲◗◆❦❍ ❧♠◆❦❏❲❖◆ ♣q
r❖❯ ✢ ✉ ② ❁ t③ ❭❍❏ ■
④
⑤ ⑥✭ ✿ ✙
✚
✯✭✲ ✮ ❬②❀ t ✳ ②❪⑦q r❖❯ ◗◆⑧ ⑨ ⑩
❶
✚
◗◆❑ ❧❖❯ ◗❩❩ ❷ ✮ ❘③
❧❖❯ ◗❩❩ ❸ ⑩ ✢③ ❏❥❍❯❍ ❍❹❲❭❏❭ ②
❺
❁ ❻ ❭♠❦❥ ❏❥◗❏③ ❧❖❯ ② ⑩ ②
❺
◗◆❑ ❧❖❯ ◗❩❩ t ⑩ ❼②③
❽
❾
❿➀ ✉ ➁✯t✲ ✿ ⑥①
➂
✯t✲ ⑩ ➃➄✯t✲ ➅ ❷⑦ ❫
♥
①
➂
➆✮ ❚
✥
✧★✩
➇
★✪
✫
✸➈
❁ ❸✹ ✯✺✒✺✲
➉♦ ✕✌♦❣✑ ➊✌♦✕♦s✍✘✍♦✔ ✺✹✻ ✤✑ ✔✑✑✎ ✘✣✑ ❢♦✛✛♦✤✍✔✏ ✛✑➋➋✓ ♦✔ ➌✌♦✤✔✍✓✔ ❜✌✍✎✏✑s ✯s✑✑
➌✌✓➋s♦✔ ✯✻➍➎❼✲✲✒
➏➐➑➑➒ ❉❊❉❊ ▲❍❏ ⑨ ⑩
❶
✚
q ▲❍❏ ➓ ❨❍ ◗ ❵❯❖✐◆❲◗◆ ❨❯❲❑➔❍ ❧❯❖→ ✢ ❏❖ ✢ ❲◆ ❏❲→❍ tq ➣❥❍◆③
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Figure 3.2. The cluster process seen from infinity for σe small
(left) and σe very large (right)
Now,
P
(
Etσe([−R,∞)) > 1
∣∣ max
k≤n(t)
xk(t) >
√
2σet
)
≤ P
(
supp Etσe ∩ [0,∞) 6= ∅ ∧ E
t
σe([−R,∞)) > 1
∣∣ max
k≤n(t)
xk(t) >
√
2σet
)
≤
∫ ∞
0
P
(
supp Etσe ∩ dy 6= ∅ ∧ E
t
σe([−R,∞)) > 1
∣∣ max
k≤n(t)
xk(t) >
√
2σet
)
=
∫ ∞
0
P
(
supp Etσe ∩ dy 6= ∅
∣∣ max
k≤n(t)
xk(t) >
√
2σet
)
×P
(
Etσe([−R,∞)) > 1
∣∣ supp Etσe ∩ dy 6= ∅) . (3.11)
But P
(
·∣∣ supp Etσe ∩ dy 6= ∅) ≡ Pt,y+√2σe(·) is the Palm measure on BBM, i.e. the
conditional law of BBM given that there is a particle at time t in dy (see Kallenberg
(1986, Theorem 12.8)) Chauvin et al. (1991, Theorem 2) describe the tree under the
Palm measure Pt,z as follows. Pick one particle at time t at the location z. Then pick
a spine, Y , which is a Brownian bridge from 0 to z in time t. Next pick a Poisson
point process pi on [0, t] with intensity 2. For each point p ∈ pi start a random
number νp of independent branching Brownian motions (BY (p),i, i ≤ νp) starting
at Y (p). The law of ν is given by the size biased distribution, P(νp = k− 1) ∼ kpk2 .
See Figure 3.2. Now let z =
√
2σet + y for y ≥ 0. Under the Palm measure, the
point process Eσe(t) then takes the form
Eσe(t) law= δy +
∑
p∈pi,i<νp
nY (p),i(p)∑
j=1
δBY (p),ij (t−p)−
√
2σet
. (3.12)
Since, for 1 > γ > 1/2,
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✭④✮✱➎
✉
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✼✽ ✏❧✌✌☞t ✑✙✙✶✌✘✐❧✑✔☞✏❯
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↕
✭①✮ ➙
✯
➛
✵➜➝
✤
➞
➟
✣✓
✗
✣➠
➡
➢✤↕
➡
➤➥✱ ✭✲✳✴➦✮
➎
↕
✉
✭④✮ ➙
♥✩✕✪
➋
➧➍❿
↔
↕
✭①
➧
✭④✮ ✚ ➨➩✭④✮ ✚ ❾✮✱ ✭✲✳✴➫✮
✑✔✻
➎
↕
✉
✭④✮ ➙
♥✩✕✪
➋
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➧
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❜ ✺ 1
✓
➃
➄
➑➒
➓
➅➔
→
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➋
➃
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✓
➃
➄
↕➑➒
➓
➅➔
→
➣➔↔
➋
➃
❀ ✭✙✚✙➙✮
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✑▲✎❋✘✙r✖✗✕✙✎✗✓✏ ✘✙✕♥✚✖✑✖ ❷✓✔✕✕✙✓✗ ♦✚✖✖ ③✖✏✘✌ ❆✦❸✾❹ ❴✩✻✼✿♠✩✻✾❝✽ ✿❫✤✦✾✢✻✽ ✭✱✲✫✹✬✌
✓✚❺✙✈❻ ✫✹✲✫✌✳✳✳✸✌
✴✌①✌ ✍✚✓r✕✎✗✌ ✴✓q✙r✓✏ ✘✙✕♣✏✓♥✖r✖✗✑ ✎♦ ❜✚✓✗♥✒✙✗❣ ✍✚✎▲✗✙✓✗ r✎✑✙✎✗✌ ❼✧♠♠✣
P❪✦✿ ❆✤✤✥✣ ❴✩✻✼✣ ❽✶ ✭❂✬✮ ❂✹✫✯❂❃✫ ✭✫✸❁❃✓✬✌ ✴✵✲✰✸✰❂✰✫✌
✴✌①✌ ✍✚✓r✕✎✗✌ ✴✙✗✙r✓✏ ✘✙✕♣✏✓♥✖r✖✗✑ ✎♦ ❜✚✓✗♥✒✙✗❣ ✚✓✗✘✎r ▲✓✏❦✌ ❾✣ ❿✩✼✦✽❝✼✣
➀✿✦➁✣ ➂✿★✾✿✻✿ ⑦➃ ✭✱✬✮ ❃✸✯✫✲❃ ✭✫✸❁❃❜✬✌ ✴✵❂✫✲❂✱✸✌
✍✌ ❈✒✓✔✈✙✗ ✓✗✘ ❄✌ ✵✎✔✓✔✏✑✌ ❑●● ✖⑨✔✓✑✙✎✗ ✓✗✘ ✕✔♣✖✚♥✚✙✑✙♥✓✏ ❜✚✓✗♥✒✙✗❣ ✍✚✎▲✗✙✓✗
r✎✑✙✎✗ ✙✗ ✑✒✖ ✕✔❜♥✚✙✑✙♥✓✏ ✕♣✖✖✘ ✓✚✖✓✌ ❄♣♣✏✙♥✓✑✙✎✗ ✑✎ ✕♣✓✑✙✓✏ ✑✚✖✖✕✌ P✦✧★✩★✣ ➄✼✿✧✦s
➅✿✥✩✻✿❞ ➆✾✿✥❞✽ ➇⑧ ✭✱✬✮ ✱✸✸✯✹✫✰ ✭✫✸❃❃✬✌ ✴✵✸✳❃❃✱✹✌
✍✌ ❈✒✓✔✈✙✗ ✓✗✘ ❄✌ ✵✎✔✓✔✏✑✌ ❉✔♣✖✚♥✚✙✑✙♥✓✏ ❜✚✓✗♥✒✙✗❣ ✍✚✎▲✗✙✓✗ r✎✑✙✎✗ ✓✗✘ ❑❋●❋●
✖⑨✔✓✑✙✎✗ ✙✗ ✑✒✖ ♥✚✙✑✙♥✓✏ ✕♣✖✖✘❋✓✚✖✓✌ ❴✩✻✼✣ ❢✩❝✼✦✣ ✶⑦❀✮ ✰✫✯❂✸ ✭✫✸✸✲✬✌ ✴✵✫✫✱✰❁✸✹✌
✍✌ ❈✒✓✔✈✙✗✮ ❄✌ ✵✎✔✓✔✏✑ ✓✗✘ ❄✌ ➈✓❦✎✏❜✙✗❣✖✚✌ ❷✚✎▲✙✗❣ ♥✎✗✘✙✑✙✎✗✖✘ ✑✚✖✖✕✌ ✺✻✧❝✼✩✽✻✾❝
P✦✧❝✿✽✽✣ ❆✤✤✥✣ ❽❀ ✭✫✬✮ ✫✫❁✯✫✹✲ ✭✫✸✸✫✬✌ ✴✵✫✫✹❂✲❃✸✌
①✌✵✌ ❈✎q✌ ❉✎r✖ ✕✑✓✑✙✕✑✙♥✓✏ r✖✑✒✎✘✕ ♥✎✗✗✖♥✑✖✘ ▲✙✑✒ ✕✖✚✙✖✕ ✎♦ ✖✈✖✗✑✕✌ ✉✣ ➅✧s✣ ✺✻✩✻✾✽✻✣
✺✧❝✣ ✺✿✦✣ ➉✣ ✶➊✮ ✫✱✸✯✫❂❁❍ ✘✙✕♥✔✕✕✙✎✗✮ ✫❂❁✯✫✳✰ ✭✫✸❂❂✬✌ ✴✵✲✲✸✱✹✲✫✌
✍✌ ①✖✚✚✙✘✓✌ ❄ ❣✖✗✖✚✓✏✙✛✓✑✙✎✗ ✎♦ ✑✒✖ ✚✓✗✘✎r ✖✗✖✚❣✜ r✎✘✖✏ ▲✒✙♥✒ ✙✗♥✏✔✘✖✕ ♥✎✚✚✖✏✓❋
✑✙✎✗✕ ❜✖✑▲✖✖✗ ✖✗✖✚❣✙✖✕✌ ✉✣ P✼s✽✣ ❵✿✻✻✣ ⑦✪✮ ✰✲✫✯✰✲❁ ✭✫✸❃❂✬✌
✍✌ ①✖✚✚✙✘✓ ✓✗✘ ❥✌ ❉♣✎✒✗✌ ●✎✏✜r✖✚✕ ✎✗ ✘✙✕✎✚✘✖✚✖✘ ✑✚✖✖✕✮ ✕♣✙✗ ❣✏✓✕✕✖✕✮ ✓✗✘ ✑✚✓✈✖✏✙✗❣
▲✓✈✖✕✌ ✉✣ ✺✻✩✻✾✽✻✣ P✼s✽✣ ➃✶ ✭❂❋✳✬✮ ❃✫❁✯❃✰✲ ✭✫✸❃❃✬✌ ◆✖▲ ✘✙✚✖♥✑✙✎✗✕ ✙✗ ✕✑✓✑✙✕✑✙♥✓✏
r✖♥✒✓✗✙♥✕ ✭❉✓✗✑✓ ✍✓✚❜✓✚✓✮ ❈❄✮ ✫✸❃❁✬✌ ✴✵✸❁✫✲✹✹✌
✴✌ ❏✓✗❣ ✓✗✘ ❖✌ ❶✖✙✑✎✔✗✙✌ ✍✚✓✗♥✒✙✗❣ ✚✓✗✘✎r ▲✓✏❦✕ ✙✗ ✑✙r✖ ✙✗✒✎r✎❣✖✗✖✎✔✕ ✖✗✈✙❋
✚✎✗r✖✗✑✕✌ t✥✿❝✻✦✧✢✣ ✉✣ P✦✧★✩★✣ ✶➊✮ ✗✎✌ ✳❁✮ ✫❃ ✭✱✲✫✱✓✬✌ ✴✵✱✸✳❃✳❁✰✌
✴✌ ❏✓✗❣ ✓✗✘ ❖✌ ❶✖✙✑✎✔✗✙✌ ❉✏✎▲✘✎▲✗ ♦✎✚ ✑✙r✖ ✙✗✒✎r✎❣✖✗✖✎✔✕ ❜✚✓✗♥✒✙✗❣ ✍✚✎▲✗✙✓✗
r✎✑✙✎✗✌ ✉✣ ✺✻✩✻✣ P✼s✽✣ ✶⑦❀ ✭✫✬✮ ✫✯✸ ✭✱✲✫✱❜✬✌ ✴✵✱✸❃✫✳✹❂✌
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✷ ✁ ❆✂ ❇✄✈☎✆✝ ❛✞✟ ▲✂ ❍❛✝✠✡✞☛
P✳☞✳ ❋❡✌✌✍✌✎ ✍✏✑ ✒✳ ❙✓♦✔✏✳ ❈♦✏✕✖✌✍✎✏❡✑ ✗✌♦✇✏✎✍✏ ♠♦✖✎♦✏✘ ✙✚✛✖✚✍✖✎♦✏✕ ✍✇✍②
❢✌♦♠ ✛✎✌✛✚❝✍✌ ✍✏✑ ✓✍✌✍♣♦❝✎✛ ♣✍✌✌✎❡✌✕✳ ✜♥♥✢ ✣✤✥✦✧✦✢ ✸✸ ✭★✩✪ ✶✫✬✮✯✶✫✮✰ ✭✮✬✬✰✩✳
▼✱✮✶✰✬✶✲✬✳
✱✳❘✳ ❋✎✕✔❡✌✳ ❚✔❡ ✇✍✴❡ ♦❢ ✍✑✴✍✏✛❡ ♦❢ ✍✑✴✍✏✖✍t❡♦✚✕ t❡✏❡✕✳ ✜♥♥✢ ❊✵✹✺♥✢ ✼✪ ✫✰✰✯✫✻✲
✭✶✲✫✽✩✳
✾✳ ●✍✌✑✏❡✌ ✍✏✑ ✗✳ ❉❡✌✌✎✑✍✳ ▼✍t✏❡✖✎✛ ✓✌♦✓❡✌✖✎❡✕ ✍✏✑ ❢✚✏✛✖✎♦✏ q✭①✩ ♦❢ ✖✔❡ t❡✏❡✌✍❝✎✕❡✑
✌✍✏✑♦♠ ❡✏❡✌t② ♠♦✑❡❝✳ ❏✢ ✣✿❀❁✢ ❂ ❃❄✪ ✰✽❅✫✯✰✽✲❅ ✭✶✲❅✻✍✩✳
✾✳ ●✍✌✑✏❡✌ ✍✏✑ ✗✳ ❉❡✌✌✎✑✍✳ ❙♦❝✚✖✎♦✏ ♦❢ ✖✔❡ t❡✏❡✌✍❝✎✕❡✑ ✌✍✏✑♦♠ ❡✏❡✌t② ♠♦✑❡❝✳ ❏✢
✣✿❀❁✢ ❂ ❃❄✪ ✮✮✰✫✯✮✮✽★ ✭✶✲❅✻♣✩✳
■✳❑✗✳ ●♦✚◆❡✌◆❡✳ ✗✌✍✏✛✔✎✏t ♣✌♦✇✏✎✍✏ ♠♦✖✎♦✏ ✕❡❡✏ ❢✌♦♠ ✎✖✕ ❝❡❢✖❑♠♦✕✖ ✓✍✌✖✎✛❝❡✳
✜❁❖◗✺✤❯❁❱✵✺ ❲❳❨❩❬❭❪❬❫❨ ❴❵❜❫❞❪❣❬❤ ❨✐❥❵❦❳❨ ❃❧r✼❤ ✸r❃s ✭✮✬✶★✩✳ ✉✱☞ ③④④⑤⑥⑦
⑧⑧③⑨⑩❶⑨❷❸③❹❺❻⑥❼❽❾❺❻❷④❻⑥❶❿❷⑧③⑨⑩❼➀➀➁➂➃➄➂➀✳
➅✳ ➆✍❝❝❡✏♣❡✌t✳ ➇✧♥➈✥➉ ➉✺✧❁✵✤✺❁✳ ❘➊✍✑❡♠✎❡❑➋❡✌❝✍t✪ ✗❡✌❝✎✏➌ ❘✛✍✑❡♠✎✛ P✌❡✕✕✪ ➍✏✛✳✪
☞♦✏✑♦✏✪ ❢♦✚✌✖✔ ❡✑✎✖✎♦✏ ✭✶✲❅✻✩✳ ➍❙✗➎ ✬❑✶✮❑✫✲★✲✻✬❑✮✳ ▼✱❅✰★✶✬✮✳
❘✳ ➆♦❝♠♦t♦✌♦✴✪ ➍✳ P❡✖✌♦✴✕➊② ✍✏✑ ➎✳ P✎✕✛♦✚✏♦✴✳ ✾✖✚✑❡ ✑❡ ❝➏ ◆❡➐✚✍✖✎♦✏ ✑❡ ❝✍ ✑✎➑✚❑
✕✎♦✏ ✍✴❡✛ ✛✌♦✎✕✕✍✏✛❡ ✑❡ ❝✍ ➐✚✍✏✖✎✖◆❡ ✑❡ ♠✍✖✎➒❡✌❡ ❡✖ ✕♦✏ ✍✓✓❝✎✛✍✖✎♦✏ ➒✍ ✚✏ ✓✌♦♣❝➒❡♠❡
♣✎♦❝♦t✎➐✚❡✳ ➓✥❁➔✥✵ →♥❯➣✺✤❁❯❖✺❖↔ ↕✵➙➙✢ ➓✧❖✿✢ ❃✪ ✶✯✮✰ ✭✶✲✫✽✩✳
❙✳ P✳ ☞✍❝❝❡② ✍✏✑ ❚✳ ❙❡❝❝➊❡✳ ❘ ✛♦✏✑✎✖✎♦✏✍❝ ❝✎♠✎✖ ✖✔❡♦✌❡♠ ❢♦✌ ✖✔❡ ❢✌♦✏✖✎❡✌ ♦❢ ✍ ♣✌✍✏✛✔✎✏t
✗✌♦✇✏✎✍✏ ♠♦✖✎♦✏✳ ✜♥♥✢ ✣✤✥✦✧✦✢ ❃➛ ✭✫✩✪ ✶✬✰✮✯✶✬✻✶ ✭✶✲❅✽✩✳ ▼✱❅✲✫✲✶✫✳
P✳ ▼✍✎❝❝✍✌✑ ✍✏✑ ➅✳ ➜❡✎✖♦✚✏✎✳ ❙❝♦✇✑♦✇✏ ✎✏ ♣✌✍✏✛✔✎✏t ✗✌♦✇✏✎✍✏ ♠♦✖✎♦✏ ✇✎✖✔ ✎✏✔♦❑
♠♦t❡✏❡♦✚✕ ✴✍✌✎✍✏✛❡✳ ✜✤➝❯➣ ➓✧❖✿✺➉✧❖❯➔❁ ✺➞➟✤❯♥❖❁ ✭✮✬✶✫✩✳ ✍✌➠✎✴✘ ✶✫✬✽✳✫✰❅✫✳
✗✳ ▼✍❝❝❡✎✏✳ ▼✍➡✎♠✍❝ ✑✎✕✓❝✍✛❡♠❡✏✖ ♦❢ ✍ ♣✌✍✏✛✔✎✏t ✌✍✏✑♦♠ ✇✍❝➊ ✎✏ ✖✎♠❡❑
✎✏✔♦♠♦t❡✏❡♦✚✕ ❡✏✴✎✌♦✏♠❡✏✖✳ ✜✤➝❯➣ ➓✧❖✿✺➉✧❖❯➔❁ ✺➞➟✤❯♥❖❁ ✭✮✬✶✫✩✳ ✍✌➠✎✴✘
✶✫✬✽✳★★✲✻✳
✒✳P✳ ▼✛➆❡✍✏✳ ❘✓✓❝✎✛✍✖✎♦✏ ♦❢ ✗✌♦✇✏✎✍✏ ♠♦✖✎♦✏ ✖♦ ✖✔❡ ❡➐✚✍✖✎♦✏ ♦❢ ➆♦❝♠♦t♦✌♦✴❑
P❡✖✌♦✴✕➊✎✎❑P✎✕➊✚✏♦✴✳ ❂✥➉➉✢ ✣✵✤✺ ✜➟➟➙✢ ➓✧❖✿✢ ➢➤ ✭✫✩✪ ✫✮✫✯✫✫✶ ✭✶✲✽✰✩✳
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CHAPTER 4
Extended Convergence of the Extremal Process of Branching
Brownian Motion
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EXTENDED CONVERGENCE OF THE EXTREMAL PROCESS OF
BRANCHING BROWNIAN MOTION
ANTON BOVIER AND LISA HARTUNG
ABSTRACT. We extend the results of Arguin et al [4] and Aı¨de´kon et al [1] on the conver-
gence of the extremal process of branching Brownian motion by adding an extra dimension
that encodes the ”location” of the particle in the underlying Galton-Watson tree. We show
that the limit is a cluster point process on R+ × R where each cluster is the atom of a
Poisson point process on R+ × R with a random intensity measure Z(dz) × Ce−
√
2x,
where the random measure is explicitly constructed from the derivative martingale. This
work is motivated by an analogous conjecture for the Gaussian free field by Biskup and
Louidor [6].
1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last years the analysis of the extremal process of so-called log-correlated pro-
cesses has been studied intensively. One prime example was the construction of the ex-
tremal process of branching Brownian motion [4, 1] and branching random walk [19].
The processes appearing here, Poisson point processes with random intensity (Cox pro-
cesses, see [10]) decorated by a cluster process representing clusters of particles that have
rather recent common ancestors, are widely believed to be universal for a wide class of
log-correlated processes. In particular, it is expected for the discrete Gaussian free field,
and partial results in this direction have been proven by Bramson, Ding, and Zeitouni [8]
and Biskup and Louidor [6]. These results describe the statistics of the positions (= val-
ues) of the extremal points of these processes. In extreme value theory (see e.g. [18]) it is
customary to give an even more complete description of extremal processes that also en-
code the locations of the extreme points (”complete Poisson convergence”). In the case of
the two-dimensional Gaussian free field, Biskup and Louidor [6] conjecture1 such a result
as follows. For (i, j) ∈ (1, . . . , n)2, let Xn be the centred Gaussian process indexed by
(1, . . . , n)2 with covariance2
EXni,jXnk,l = piGn((i, j), (k, l)), (1.1)
where Gn is the Green function of simple random walk on (1, . . . , n)2 killed upon exiting
this domain. It is conjectured that with mn(u) ≡
√
2 lnn2 − 3
2
√
2
ln lnn2, the family of
Date: February 16, 2016.
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. 60J80, 60G70, 82B44.
Key words and phrases. Gaussian processes, branching Brownian motion, extremal processes, cluster
processes, multiplicative chaos.
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1Biskup and Louidor have recently announced that they can prove this result (private communication).
2We change the normalisation of the variance so that the results adapt better to BBM.
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point processes on R ∑
1≤i,j≤n
δX(i,j)−mn (1.2)
converges to a process of the form ∑
i∈N
∑
j∈N
δ
pi+∆
(i)
j
, (1.3)
where the pi are the atoms of a Poisson point process with random intensity Ze−
√
2udu,
for a random variable Z, and ∆(i) are iid copies of a certain point process ∆ on [0,−∞).
The extended version of this conjecture reads as follows. Define the point processes
Pn ≡
∑
1≤i,j≤n
δ(i/n,j/n),X(i,j)−mn (1.4)
on (0, 1]2 × R. Then Pn converges to a point process P on (0, 1]2 × R of the form∑
i∈N
∑
j∈N
δ
xi,pi+∆
(i)
j
, (1.5)
where (xi, pi) are the atoms of a Poisson point process on (0, 1]2×Rwith random intensity
measure Z(dx) × e−
√
2udu, where Z(dx) is some random measure on (0, 1]2. In fact,
Biskup and Louidor prove a slightly weaker result for the point process of local extremes:
Let rn be a sequence such that rn ↑ ∞ and rn/n ↓ 0, and define
ηn ≡
∑
1≤i,j≤n
δ(i/n,j/n),max(k,`):|k−i|<rn,|`−j|X(k,`)−mn . (1.6)
Then ηn converges to the Poisson point process on (0, 1]2 × R with random intensity
measure Z(dx)× e−
√
2udu,
The purpose of this article is to prove the analog of the full result for branching Brow-
nian motion. To do so, we need to decide on what should replace the square (0, 1]2 in
that case. Before we do this, let us briefly recall the construction of branching Brow-
nian motion. We start with a continuous time Galton-Watson process [5] with branch-
ing mechanism pk, k ≥ 1, normalised such that
∑∞
i=1 pk = 1,
∑∞
k=1 kpk = 2 and
K =
∑∞
k=1 k(k − 1)pk < ∞. At any time t we may label the endpoints of the pro-
cess i1(t), . . . , in(t)(t), where n(t) is the number of branches at time t. Note that with this
choice of normalisation, we have that En(t) = et. Branching Brownian motion is then
constructed by starting a Brownian motion at the origin at time zero, running it until the
first time the GW process branches, and then continuing independent Brownian motions
for each of the branches until their respective next branching times, and so on. We denote
the positions of the n(t) particles at time t by x1(t), . . . , xn(t)(t). Note that, of course, the
positions of these particles do not reflect the position of the particles ”in the tree”.
We now want to embed the leaves of a Galton-Watson process in a consistent way
in some finite dimensional space (we choose R+) that respects the natural tree distance.
Since we already know from [2] that the (normalised) genealogical distance of extreme
particles is asymptotically either zero or one, one should expect that the resulting process
should again be Poisson in this space. In the case of deterministic binary branching at
integer times, the leaves of the tree at time n are naturally labelled by sequences σn ≡
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(σ1σ2 . . . σn), with σ` ∈ {0, 1}. These sequences can be naturally mapped into [0, 1] via
σn 7→
n∑
`=1
σ`2
−`−1 ∈ [0, 1]. (1.7)
Moreover, the limit, as n ↑ ∞ of the image of this map is [0, 1]. In the next section we
construct an analogous map for the Galton-Watson process.
2. THE EMBEDDING
Our goal is to define a map γ : {1, . . . , n(t)} → R+ in such a way that it encodes the
genealogical structure of the underlying supercritical Galton-Watson process. A first step
is to represent a tree by a consistent function u : R+ 7→ NN0 of multi-indices. For discrete
time trees, it is obvious and standard how to do this, but in continuous time this is a bit
more delicate. We choose the following procedure. Denote by W (t) the total number of
branchings that happened in [0, t]. Moreover, we denote by 0 = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ · · · ≤
tW (t) the branching times in increasing order. We add to the underlying Galton-Watson
tree restricted to [0, t], Tt, at time ti for i = 1, . . . ,W (t) an extra vertex to each branch that
exists at time ti (see Figure 1. The new vertices are the thick dots). We call the resulting
tree T˜t. At any of the times ti, each vertex u of the tree will branch into lu(ti) forward
branches. Note that almost surely, at any time tj , there will be at most one vertex for which
lu(tj) > 1.
FIGURE 1. Construction of
˜
T : The green nodes were introduced into the
tree ’by hand’.
We identify
˜
T
t
with a subset τ(t) of infinite sequences of non-negative integers. That
gives us a labelling of
˜
T
t
that is consistent in time:
• {(0, 0, . . . )} = u(0) = τ(0).
• for all j ≥ 0, for t ∈ [t
j
, t
j+1
), for all u(t) ∈ τ(t), u(t) = u(t
j
),
• If u ∈ τ(t
j
) then u+ (0, . . . , 0
︸ ︷︷ ︸
W (t
j
)×0
, k, 0, . . . ) ∈ τ(t
j+1
) if 0 ≤ k ≤ l
u
(t
j+1
)− 1, where
l
u
(t
j
) = #{ offsprings of the particle corresponding to u at time t
j
}. (2.1)
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We introduce for u(t) ∈ τ(t) the notation u(t)|s ∈ τ(s) for the multi-index where the
firstW (s) indices coincide with those of u(t) and the rest are zeros. Note that this labelling
is consistent in the sense that if u(t) is the label of a particle at time t, then u(t)|s = u(s)
is the label of the ancestor of this particle at time s. Hence we may think of u(∞) ∈ τ(∞)
as a particle at ”infinity” and of (u(t), t ∈ R+) as the trajectory of a particle in the space
of labels. Knowledge of all multi indices u ∈ τ(∞) and of all branching times allows to
reconstruct the entire infinite tree. For two particle labelled by u and v, the time of their
most recent common ancestor is the then simply d(u, v) = sup{t ≥ 0 : u(t) = v(t)}.
In this way each leave of the Galton-Watson tree at time t, ik(t) with k ∈ {1, . . . , n(t)}
is identified with some multi-label uk(t) ∈ τ(t). Then define
γ(u(t)) ≡
W (t)∑
j=1
uj(t)e
−tj . (2.2)
For a given u, the function (γ(u(t)), t ∈ R+) describes a trajectory of a particle in R+.
The important point is that for any given particle, this trajectory converges to some point
γ(u) ∈ R+, as t ↑ ∞, almost surely. Hence also the sets γ(τ(t)) converge, for any
realisation of the tree, to some (random) set γ(τ(∞)).
Remark. The labelling of the GW-tree is a slight variant of the familiar Ulam-Neveu-Harris
labelling (see e.g. [14]). In our labelling the added zeros keep track of the order in which
branching occurred in continuous time. We believe that this or an equivalent construction
must be standard, but we have not been able to find it for continuous time trees in the
literature.
In addition, in branching Brownian motion, there is also the position of the Brownian
motion xk(t) of the k-th particle at time t. Hoping that there will not be too much con-
fusion, we will often write γ(xk(t)) ≡ γ(uk(t)). Thus to any ”particle” at time t we can
now associate the position on R× R+, (xk(t), γ(uk(t))).
3. THE EXTENDED CONVERGENCE RESULT
In this section we state the analog to (1.5) for branching Brownian motion. First let us
recall the limit of the extremal process. Bramson [9] and Lalley and Selke [17] show that
lim
t↑∞
P
(
max
k≤n(t)
xk(t)−m(t) ≤ x
)
= ω(x) = E
[
e−CZe
−√2x
]
, (3.1)
for some constant C and where Z ≡ limt↑∞ Zt is the limit of the derivative martingale
Zt ≡
∑
j≤n(t)
(
√
2t− xj(t))e
√
2(xj(t)−
√
2t). (3.2)
In [4] and [1] it was shown that the process,
Et ≡
n(t)∑
k=1
δxk(t)−m(t) (3.3)
converges, as t ↑ ∞, in law to the process
E =
∑
k,j
δ
ηk+∆
(k)
j
, (3.4)
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where ηk is the k-th atom of a Cox process with random intensity measure CZe−
√
2ydy.
The ∆(k)i are the atoms of independent and identically distributed point processes ∆
(k),
which are copies of the limiting process
∆
D
= lim
t↑∞
n(t)∑
i=1
δx˜i(t)−maxj≤n(t) x˜j(t), (3.5)
where x˜(t) is BBM conditioned on maxj≤n(t) x˜j(t) ≥
√
2t.
Using the embedding γ defined in the previous section, we now state the following
theorem, that exhibits more precisely the nature of the Poisson points and the genealogical
structure of the extremal particles.
Theorem 3.1. The point process E˜t ≡
∑n(t)
k=1 δ(γ(uk(t)),xk(t)−m(t)) → E˜ on R+ × R, as
t ↑ ∞, where
E˜ ≡
∑
i,j
δ
(qi,pi)+(0,∆
(i)
j )
, (3.6)
where (qi, pi)i∈N are the atoms of a Cox process onR+×R with intensity measure Z(dv)×
Ce−
√
2xdx, where Z(dv) is a random measure on R+, characterised in Lemma 3.2, and
∆
(i)
j are the atoms of independent and identically distributed point processes ∆
(i) as in
(3.4) .
Remark. The nice feature of the process E˜t is that it allows to visualise the different clusters
∆(i) corresponding to the different point of the Poisson process of cluster extremes. In the
process
∑n(t)
k=1 δxi(t)−m(t) considered in earlier work, all these points get superimposed and
cannot be disentangled. In other words, the process E˜ encodes both the values and the
(rough) genealogical structure of the extremes of BBM.
The measure Z(dv) in an interesting object in itself. For v, r ∈ R+ and t > r, we define
Z(v, r, t) =
∑
j≤n(t)
(
√
2t− xj(t))e
√
2(xj(t)−
√
2t)
1γ(xi(r))≤v, (3.7)
which is a truncated version of the usual derivative martingale Zt. In particular, observe
that Z(∞, r, t) = Zt.
Lemma 3.2. For each v ∈ R+ the limit limr↑∞ limt↑∞ Z(v, r, t) exists almost surely. Set
Z(v) ≡ lim
r↑∞
lim
t↑∞
Z(v, r, t). (3.8)
Then 0 ≤ Z(v) ≤ Z, where Z is the limit of the derivative martingale. Moreover, Z(v) is
monotone increasing in u and a.s. non-atomic.
The measure Z(v) is the analogue of the corresponding ”derivative martingale measure”
studied in Duplantier et al [11, 12] and Biskup and Louidor [6, 7] in the context of the
Gaussian free field. For a review, see Rhodes and Vargas [20]. The objects are examples
of what is known as multiplicative chaos that was introduced by Kahane [15].
4. PROPERTIES OF THE EMBEDDING
We need the three basic properties of γ. Lemma 4.1 states that the map γ(xk(t)) con-
verges for all extremal particles as t ↑ ∞ and is well approximated by the information on
the tree up to a fixed time r.
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Lemma 4.1. Let D ⊂ R be a compact set. Define, for 0 ≤ r < t <∞, the events
Aγr,t(D) =
{∀k with xk(t)−m(t) ∈ D : γ(xk(t))− γ(xk(r)) ≤ e−r/2} . (4.1)
For any  > 0 there exists 0 ≤ r(D, ) <∞ such that, for any r > r(D, ) and t > 3r
P
((Aγr,t(D))c) < . (4.2)
Proof. Set D ≡ sup{x ∈ D} and D ≡ inf{x ∈ D}. Let  > 0. Then, by Theorem 2.3 of
[2] there exists for each  > 0 r1 <∞, such that, for all t > 3r1
P
((Aγr,t(D))c) ≤ P(∃k : xk(t)−m(t) ∈ D, ∀s∈[r1,t−r1] : xk(s) ≤ D + Et,α(s)
but γ(xk(t))− γ(xk(r)) > e−r/2
)
+ /2, (4.3)
where 0 < α < 1
2
and Et,α(s) = stm(t) − ft,α(s) and ft,α = (s ∧ (t − s))α. Using the
”many-to-one lemma” (see Theorem 8.5 of [13])), the probability in (4.3) is bounded from
above by
etP
(
x(t) ∈ m(t) +D, ∀s∈[r1,t−r1] : x(s) ≤ D + Et,α(s) but
∑
jmje
−t˜j1t˜j∈[r,t] > e
−r/2
)
,
(4.4)
where x is a standard Brownian motion and (t˜j, j ∈ N) are the points of a size-biased
Poisson point process with intensity measure 2dx independent of x, mj are independent
random variables uniformly distributed on {0, . . . , l˜j − 1}, where finally l˜j are i.i.d. ac-
cording to the size-biased offspring distribution, P(l˜j = k) = kpk2 . Due to independence,
and since mj ≤ l˜j , the expression (4.4) is bounded from above by
etP
(
x(t) ∈ m(t) +D, ∀s∈[r1,t−r1] : x(s) ≤ D + Et,α(s)
)
×P
(∑
j(l˜j − 1)e−t˜j1t˜j∈[r,t] > e−r/2
)
. (4.5)
The first probability in (4.5) is bounded by
P
(
x(t) ∈ m(t) +D, ∀s∈[r1,t−r1] : x(s)−
s
t
x(t) ≤ D −D − ft,α(s)
)
. (4.6)
Using that ξ(s) ≡ x(s)− s
t
x(t) is a Brownian bridge from 0 to 0 in time t that is indepen-
dent of x(t), (4.6) equals
P (x(t) ∈ m(t) +D)P (∀s∈[r1,t−r1] : ξ(s) ≤ D −D − ft,α(s))
≤ P (x(t) ∈ m(t) +D)P (∀s∈[r1,t−r1] : ξ(s) ≤ D −D) . (4.7)
Using now Lemma 3.4 of [2] to bound the last factor of (4.7) we obtain that (4.7) is
bounded from above by
κ
r1
t− 2r1P (x(t) ∈ m(t) +D) , (4.8)
where κ <∞ is a positive constant. Using this as an upper bound for the first probability
in (4.5) we can bound (4.5) from above by
etκ
r1
t− 2r1P (x(t) ∈ m(t) +D)P
(∑
j(l˜j − 1)e−t˜j1t˜j∈[r,t] > e−r/2
)
. (4.9)
By (5.25) of [2](resp. an easy Gaussian computation) this is bounded from above by
Cκ
r1
t− 2r1P
(∑
j(l˜j − 1)e−t˜j1t˜j∈[r,t] > e−r/2
)
, (4.10)
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for some positive constant C < ∞. Using the Markov inequality, (4.10) is bounded from
above by
Cκ
tr1
t− 2r1 e
r/2E
(∑
j(l˜j − 1)e−t˜j1t˜j∈[r,t]
)
, (4.11)
We condition on the σ-algebra F generated by the Poisson points. Using that l˜j is inde-
pendent of the Poisson point process (t˜j)j and
∑
j e
−t˜j1t˜j∈[r,t] is measurable with respect
to F we obtain that (4.11) is equal to
Cκ
tr1
t− 2r1 e
r/2E
(
E
(∑
j(l˜j − 1)e−t˜j1t˜j∈[r,t]|F
))
(4.12)
= Cκ
tr1
t− 2r1 e
r/2E
(∑
j e
−t˜j1t˜j∈[r,t]E
(
(l˜j − 1)|F
))
.
Since E(lj − 1) =
∑
k
1
2
(k − 1)k = K/2 <∞ we have that (4.12) is equal to
CκK/2
tr1
t− 2r1 e
r/2E
(∑
j e
−t˜j1t˜j∈[r,t]
)
. (4.13)
By Campbell’s theorem (see e.g [16] ), (4.13) is equal to
CκK/2
tr1
t− 2r1 e
r/2
∫ t
r
e−x2dx ≤ CκK tr1
t− 2r1 e
−r/2, (4.14)
which can be made smaller than /2 for all r sufficiently large and t > 3r.

The second lemma now ensures that γ maps particles are with a low probability to a
very small neighbourhood of a fixed a ∈ R.
Lemma 4.2. Let a ∈ R+ and D ⊂ R be a compact set. Define the event
Bγr,t(D, a, δ) = {∀k with xk(t)−m(t) ∈ D: γ(xk(r)) 6∈ [a− δ, a]} (4.15)
For any  > 0 there exists δ > 0 and r(a,D, δ, ) such that for any r > r(a,D, δ, ) and
t > 3r
P
((Bγr,t(D, a, δ))c) < . (4.16)
Proof. Following the proof of Lemma 4.1 step by step we arrive at the bound
P
((Bγr,t(D, a, δ))c) ≤ Cκ tr1t− 2r1P
(∑
jmje
−t˜j1t˜j∈[0,r] ∈ [a− δ, a]
)
. (4.17)
We rewrite the probability in (4.17) in the form
∞∑
i∗=1
P
(
i∗ = inf{i : mi 6= 0},
∑
j≥i∗mje
−t˜j1t˜j∈[0,r] ∈ [a− δ, a]
)
. (4.18)
Consider first P (i∗ = inf{i : mi 6= 0}). This probability is equal to
P (∀i≤i∗ : mi = 0 and mi∗ 6= 0) = E
[(
1− 1
li∗
) i∗−1∏
j=1
1
lj
]
. (4.19)
Using that the lj are iid together with the simple bound E
(
l−1j
) ≤ 1+p1
2
, we see that (4.19)
is bounded from above by (
1 + p1
2
)i∗−1
. (4.20)
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Since 1+p1
2
< 1 by assumption on p1 we can choose for each ′ > 0 K(′) <∞ such that
∞∑
i∗=K(′)+1
(
1 + p1
2
)i∗−1
< ′. (4.21)
Hence we bound (4.18) by
K(′)∑
i∗=1
P
(
i∗ = inf{i : mi 6= 0},
∑
j≥i∗mje
−t˜j1t˜j∈[0,r] ∈ [a− δ, a]
)
+ ′. (4.22)
We rewrite∑
j≥i∗mje
−t˜j1t˜j∈[0,r] = mi∗e
−t˜i∗1t˜i∗∈[0,r]
(
1 +m−1i∗
∑
j>i∗mje
−(t˜j−t˜i∗ )1t˜j−t∗i∈[0,r−ti∗ ]
)
(4.23)
Next, we estimate the probability that t˜i∗ is large. Observe that t˜i∗ =
∑i∗
i=1 si where si are
iid exponentially distributed random variables with parameter 2. This implies that t˜i∗ is
Erlang(2, i∗). Thus
P
(
t˜i∗ > r
α
)
= e−2r
α∑i∗
i=0
(2rα)i
i!
≤ C˜(K(′))b(2rα)K(′)e−2rα , for all i∗ ≤ K().
(4.24)
Next we want to replace t˜i∗ in the indicator function in (4.23) by a non-random quantity
rα, for some 0 < α < 1, in order to have a bound that depends only on the differences
t˜j − t˜i∗ . Note first that∑
j>i∗
mje
−(t˜j−t˜i∗ )1t˜j−t∗i∈[0,r−ti∗ ] −
∑
j>i∗
mje
−(t˜j−t˜i∗ )1t˜j−t∗i∈[0,r−rα] (4.25)
=
∑
j>i∗
mje
−(t˜j−t˜i∗ )1t˜j−t∗i∈[r−rα,r−ti∗ ] ≤
∑
j>i∗
mje
−(t˜j−t˜i∗ )1t˜j−t∗i∈[r−rα,r].
Using the fact that mj ≤ l˜j − 1 for all j and the Markov inequality, we get that
P
(∑
j>i∗mje
−(t˜j−t˜i∗ )1t˜j−t˜i∗∈[r−rα,r] > e
−r/2
)
≤ er/2E
(∑
j>i∗(l˜j − 1)e−(t˜j−t˜i∗ )1t˜j−t˜i∗∈[r−rα,r]
)
. (4.26)
Using Campbell’s theorem as in (4.12), we see that the second line in (4.26) is equal to
er/2K/2
∫ r
r−rα
e−x2dx = K
(
e−r/2+r
α − e−r/2) . (4.27)
For any ′ > 0, there exists r0 < ∞, such that for all r > r0, the probabilities in (4.24)
and (4.26) are smaller than ′. On the the event
D = {ti∗ ≤ rα} ∩
{∑
j>i∗
mje
−(t˜j−t˜i∗ )1t˜j−t∗i∈[r−rα,r] ≤ e−r/2
}
, (4.28)
which has probability at least 1 − 2′, we can bound (4.22) in a nice way. Namely, since
mi∗ ≥ 1 by definition and mj are chosen uniformly from (0, . . . , lj − 1) and independent
of {tj}j≥1. Moreover,
∑
j>i∗mje
−(t˜j−t˜i∗ )1t˜j−ti∗∈[0,r−rα] ≥ 0 is also independent of ti∗. It
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follows that (4.22) is bounded from above by
K(′)∑
i∗=1
P (i∗ = inf{i : mi 6= 0}) max
b∈[0,1]
P
(
{e−t˜i∗ ∈ [b− δ − e−r/2, b]} ∧ {ti∗ ≤ rα}
)
+ 3′.
(4.29)
Using the bound on the first probability in (4.29) given in (4.20), one sees that (4.29) is
bounded from above by
K(′)∑
i∗=1
(
1 + p1
2
)i∗−1
max
b∈[δ+e−rα+e−r/2,1]
P
(
ti∗ ∈
[− log b,− log (b− δ − e−r/2)])+ 3′
(4.30)
Recalling that ti∗ is Erlang(2, i∗) distributed, we have that
P
(
ti∗ ∈
[− log b,− log (b− δ − e−r/2)])
=
i∗−1∑
i=0
1
i!
(
f(b)− f(b− δ − e−r/2)) , (4.31)
where we have set f(x) = 2x (−2 log(x))i. By the mean value theorem, uniformly on
b ∈ [δ + e−rα + e−r/2, 1],(
f(b)− f(b− δ − e−r/2)) ≤ 2(−2 log(δ))i∗(i∗ + 1) (δ + e−r/2) . (4.32)
Inserting this bound into (4.31), we get that, for i∗ ≤ K(′),
max
b∈[δ+e−rα+e−r/2,1]
P
(
ti∗ ∈
[− log b,− log (b− δ − e−r/2)]) (4.33)
≤ 2
i∗−1∑
i=1
1
(i− 1)!(−2 log(δ))
i−1(δ + e−r/2)
≤ C(K(′)) (− log (δ))K(′) (δ + e−r/2), (4.34)
for some constant C(K(′)) <∞. Now the right-hand side of (4.34) can be made smaller
than ′ by choosing r large enough and δ small enough. Collecting the bounds in (4.24),
(4.26) and (4.34) implies (4.16) if ′ = /4 
The following lemma asserts that any two points that get close to the maximum of BBM
with have distinct images under the map γ, unless their genealogical distance is large.
Lemma 4.3. Let D ⊂ R be a compact set. For any  > 0 there exists δ > 0 and r(δ, )
such that for any r > r(δ, ) and t > 3r
P
(∃i,j≤n(t):d(xi(t),xj(t))≤r : xi(t), xj(t) ∈ m(t) +D, |γ(xi(t))− γ(xj(t))| ≤ δ) < .
(4.35)
Proof. To control (4.35), we first use that, by Theorem 2.1 in [2], for any ′, there is
r1 <∞, such that, for all t ≥ 3r1, and r ≤ t/3, the event
{∃i,j≤n(t):d(xi(t),xj(t))∈(r1,r), xi(t), xj(t) ∈ m(t) +D} (4.36)
has probability smaller than ′. Therefore,
P
(∃i,j≤n(t):d(xi(t),xj(t))≤r, xi(t), xj(t) ∈ m(t) +D, |γ(xi(t))− γ(xj(t))| ≤ δ) (4.37)
≤ P (∃i,j≤n(t):d(xi(t),xj(t))≤r1 : xi(t), xj(t) ∈ m(t) +D, |γ(xi(t))− γ(xj(t))| ≤ δ)+ ′.
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The nice feature of the probability in the last line is that r1 is now independent of r.
At the expense of one more ′, we can introduce in addition the condition that the paths
on xi(t), xj(t) are localised in Et,α over the interval [r2, t − r2], for some r1 < r2 <
∞, independent of t. Then a second moment estimate (also known as the many-to-two
lemma), shows that
P
(∃i,j≤n(t):d(xi(t),xj(t))≤r1 : xi(t), xj(t) ∈ m(t) +D, |γ(xi(t))− γ(xj(t))| ≤ δ)
≤ e2r1KP
(
∃i≤n(1)(t−r1),j≤n(2)(t−r1)x˜(1)i (t− r1), x˜(2)j (t− r1) ∈ m(t) + D˜, ∀s∈[r2,t−r2],
x˜
(1)
i (s), x
(2)
j ≤ D + Et,α(s), k = 1, 2, |γ(x(1)i (t))− γ(x(2)j (t))| ≤ δ
)
+ ′,
(4.38)
where we write x(k)i (t) = xk(r1) + x˜
(k)(t − r1) and D˜ is a finite enlargement of D such
that D + xk(r1) ⊂ D˜ with probability at least 1− ′, and D is the supremum of D˜. Using
independence of the branches x˜(k) and the same arguments as in Lemma 4.1, we see that
the probability in the last line is bounded from above by(
Cκ
tr2
t− 2r2
)2
P
(∣∣∣γ(x1(r1))− γ(x2(r1)) +∑kmjke−t˜jk −∑k′mik′e−t˜ik′ ∣∣∣ ≤ δ) ,
(4.39)
where (t˜jk, k ∈ N) and (t˜ik′ , k′ ∈ N) are the points of independent Poisson point processes
with intensity 2dx restricted to [r1, t]. Moreover, l
j
k, l
i
k′ are i.i.d. according to the size-
biased offspring distribution andmjk resp. m
i
k′ are uniformly distributed on {0, . . . , ljk−1}
resp. {0, . . . , lik′ − 1}. We rewrite (4.39) as
P
(∑
km
j
ke
−t˜jk1t˜jk∈[r1,t] ∈ γ(x2(r1))− γ(x1(r1)) +
∑
k′m
i
k′e
−t˜i
k′1t˜j
k′∈[r1,t]
+ [−δ, δ]
)
.
(4.40)
As in (4.18) we rewrite the probability in (4.40) as
∞∑
l=1
P
(
l = inf{k : mjk 6= 0}, (4.41)∑
k≥l
mjke
−t˜jk ∈ γ(x1(r1))− γ(x2(r1)) +
∑
k′
mik′e
−t˜i
k′ + [−δ, δ]
)
.
Due to the independence of (t˜jk, k ∈ N) and (t˜ik′ , k′ ∈ N) we can proceed as with (4.18) in
the proof of Lemma 4.2 to make (4.41) as small as desired by choosing δ small enough.
The prefactor in (4.39) tends to a constant as t ↑ ∞, and the additional prefactor from
(4.38) is independent of t and δ. This implies the assertion of Lemma 4.3. 
5. THE q-THINNING
The proof of the convergence of
∑n(t)
i=1 δ(γ(xi(t)),xi(t)−m(t)) comes in two main steps. In
a first step, we show that the points of the local extrema converge to the desired Poisson
point process. To make this precise, we work with the concept of thinning classes that was
already introduced in [3]. We repeat the construction here for completeness and introduce
the corresponding notation.
Assume here and in the sequel that the particles at time t are labeled in decreasing order
x1(t) ≥ x2(t) ≥ · · · ≥ xn(t)(t), (5.1)
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and set x¯k(t) ≡ xk(t)−m(t). Let
Q¯(t) = {Q¯i,j(t)}i,j≤n(t) ≡ {t−1Qi,j(t)}i,j≤n(t), (5.2)
where
Qi,j = sup{s ≤ t : xi(s) = xj(s)}. (5.3)
(E(t), Q¯(t)) admits the following thinning. For any q ≥ 0 the following is true: If
Q¯i,j(t) ≥ q ∧ Q¯j,k(t) ≥ q, then Q¯i,k(t) ≥ q. Therefore, the sets {i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n(t)} :
Q¯i,j(t) ≥ q form a partition of the set {1, . . . , n(t)} into equivalence classes. We select
the maximal particle of each equivalence class as representative in the following recursive
manner:
i1 = 1
ik = min{j ≥ ik−1 : Q¯i,j(t) ≤ q, ∀i ≤ k − 1}, (5.4)
if such an j exists. If no such j exists, we denote k−1 = n∗(t) and terminate the procedure.
The q- thinning process of (E(t), Q¯(t)), denoted by E (q)(t) is defined by
E (q)(t) =
n∗(t)∑
k=1
δx¯ik (t). (5.5)
6. EXTENDED CONVERGENCE OF THINNED POINT PROCESS
For rd ∈ R+ and t > 3rd consider the thinned process Ee(rd/t)(t). Observe that, for
Rt = m(t)−m(t− rd)−
√
2rd = o(1), we have
E (rd/t)(t) D≡
n(rd)∑
j=1
δxj(rd)−
√
2rd+Mj(t−rd)+Rt (6.1)
where Mj(t− rd) ≡ maxk≤nj(t−rd) x(j)k (t− rd)−m(t− rd) and x(j) independent BBM’s
(see (3.15) in [3]). Then
Proposition 6.1. Let E (rd/t)(t) be defined in (5.5). Then
lim
rd↑∞
lim
t↑∞
n∗(t)∑
k=1
δ(γ(xik (t)),x¯ik (t)
D
=
∑
i
δ(qi,pi) ≡ Ê , (6.2)
where (qi, pi)i∈N are the points of the Cox process Ê with intensity measure Z(dv) ×
Ce−
√
2xdx with the random measure Z(dv) defined in (3.8). Moreover,
lim
r↑∞
lim
rd↑∞
n(rd)∑
j=1
δ(γ(xj(r)),xj(rd)−
√
2rd+Mj)
D
= Ê , (6.3)
where Mj are i.i.d with law ω defined in (3.1).
The proof of Proposition 6.1 relies in Lemma 3.2 which we now prove.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. For v, r ∈ R+ fixed, the process Z(v, r, t) defined in (3.7) is a mar-
tingale in t > r (since Z(∞, r, t) is the derivative martingale and 1γ(xi(r))≤v does not
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depend on t). To see that Z(v, r, t) converges a.s. as t ↑ ∞, note that
Z(v, r, t) =
n(r)∑
i=1
1γ(xi(r))≤ve
√
2(xi(r)−
√
2r)
(
n(i)(t−r)∑
j=1
(√
2r − xi(r)
)
e
√
2(x
(i)
j (t−r)−
√
2(t−r))
+
n(i)(t−r)∑
j=1
(√
2(t− r)− x(i)j (t− r)
)
e
√
2(x
(i)
j (t−r)−
√
2(t−r))
)
=
n(r)∑
i=1
1γ(xi(r))≤ve
√
2(xi(r)−
√
2r)
(√
2r − xi(r)
)
Y
(i)
t−r
+
n(r)∑
i=1
1γ(xi(r))≤ve
√
2(xi(r)−
√
2r)Z
(i)
t−r. (6.4)
Here Z(i)t , i ∈ N are iid copies of the derivative martingale, and Y (i)t are iid copies of
the McKean martingale. Lalley and Sellke proved in [17] that limt↑∞ Yt = 0, a.s. while
limt↑∞ Zt = Z is a non-trivial random variable. This implies that
lim
t↑∞
Z(v, r, t) ≡ Z(v, r) =
n(r)∑
i=1
e
√
2(xi(r)−
√
2r)Z(i)1γ(xi(r))≤v, (6.5)
where Z(i), i ∈ N are iid copies of Z. To show that Z(v, r) converges, as r ↑ ∞, we go
back to (3.7). Note that for fixed v, 1γ(xi(r))≤v is monotone decreasing in r. On the other
hand, Lalley and Sellke have shown that mini≤n(t)
(√
2t− xi(t)
) → +∞, almost surely,
as t ↑ ∞. Therefore, the part of the sum in (3.7) that involves negative terms (namely
those for which xi(t) >
√
2t) converges to zero, almost surely. The remaining part of the
sum is decreasing in r, and this implies that the limit, as t ↑ ∞, is monotone decreasing
almost surely. Moreover, 0 ≤ Z(v, r) ≤ Z, a.s., where Z is the almost sure limit of the
derivative martingale. Thus limr↑∞ Z(v, r) ≡ Z(v) exists. Finally, 0 ≤ Z(v) ≤ Z and
Z(v) is an increasing function of v because Z(v, r) is increasing in v, a.s., for each r.
To show that Z(du) is nonatomic, fix , δ > 0 and let D ⊂ R be compact. By Lemma
4.3 there exists r1(, δ) such that, for all r > r1(, δ) and t > 3r,
P
(∃i,j≤n(t) : d(xi(t), xj(t)) ≤ r, xi(t), xj(t) ∈ m(t) +D, |γ(xi(t))− γ(xj(t))| ≤ δ) < .
(6.6)
Rewriting (6.6) in terms of the thinned process E (r/t)(t) gives
P
(∃ik,ik′ : x¯ik , x¯ik′ ∈ m(t) +D, |γ(x¯ik(t))− γ(x¯ik′ (t))| ≤ δ) ≤ . (6.7)
Assuming for the moment that E (r/t)(t) converges as claimed in Proposition 6.1, this im-
plies that for any  > 0, for small enough δ > 0,
P (∃δ > 0 : ∃i 6= j : |qi − qj| < δ) < . (6.8)
This could not be true if Z(du) had an atom. This proves Lemma 3.2 provided we can
show convergence of E (r/t)(t). 
The proof of Proposition 6.1 uses the properties of the map γ obtained in Lemma 4.1
and 4.2. In particular, we use that, in the limit as t ↑ ∞, the image of the extremal particles
under γ converges and that essentially no particle is mapped too close to the boundary of
any given compact set. Having these properties at hand we can use the same procedure as
in the proof of Proposition 5 in [3]. Finally, we use Lemma 3.2 to deduce Proposition 6.1.
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Proof of Proposition 6.1. We show the convergence of the Laplace functionals. Let φ :
R+×R→ R+ be a measurable function with compact support. For simplicity we start by
looking at simple functions of the form
φ(x, y) =
N∑
i=1
ai1Ai×Bi(x, y), (6.9)
where Ai = [Ai, Ai] and Bi = [Bi, Bi] for N ∈ N, i = 1, . . . , N , ai, Ai, Ai ∈ R+, and
Bi, Bi ∈ R. The extension to general functions φ then follows by monotone convergence.
For such φ, we consider the Laplace functional
Ψt(φ) ≡ E
exp
− n∗(t)∑
k=1
φ (γ(xik(t)), x¯ik(t))
 . (6.10)
The idea is that the function γ only depends on the early branchings of the particle. To this
end we insert the identity
1 = 1Aγr,t(suppy φ) + 1(Aγr,t(suppy φ))
c (6.11)
into (6.10), where Aγr,t is defined in (4.1), and by suppy φ we mean the support of φ with
respect to the second varible. By Lemma 4.1 we have that, for all  > 0, there exists r
such that, for all r > r,
P
((Aγr,t(suppy φ))c) < , (6.12)
uniformly in t > 3r. Hence it suffices to show the convergence of
E
exp
− n∗(t)∑
k=1
φ (γ(xik(t)), x¯ik(t))
1Aγr,t(suppy φ)
 . (6.13)
We introduce yet another identity into (6.13), namely
1 = 1⋂N
i=1(Bγr,t(suppy φ,Ai)∩Bγr,t(suppy φ,Ai)) + 1(
⋂N
i=1(Bγr,t(suppy φ,Ai)∩Bγr,t(suppy φ,Ai)))
c , (6.14)
where we use the shorthand notation Bγr,t(suppy φ,Ai) ≡ Bγr,t(suppy φ,Ai, e−r/2) (recall
(4.15)). By Lemma 4.2 there exists for all  > 0 r¯ such that for all r > r¯ and uniformly
in t > 3r
P
((∩Ni=1 (Bγr,t(suppy φ,Ai) ∩ Bγr,t(suppy φ,Ai)))c) < . (6.15)
Hence we only have to show the convergence of
E
exp
− n∗(t)∑
k=1
φ (γ(xik(t)), x¯ik(t))
1Aγr,t(suppy φ)∩(⋂Ni=1(Bγr,t(suppy φ,Ai)∩Bγr,t(suppy φ,Ai)))
 .
(6.16)
Observe that on the event in the indicator function in the the last line the following holds:
If for any i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, γ(xk(t)) ∈ [Ai, Ai] and x¯k(t) ∈ suppy φ then also γ(xk(r)) ∈
[Ai, Ai], and vice versa. Hence (6.16) is equal to
E
[
exp
− n∗(t)∑
k=1
φ (γ(xik(r)), x¯ik(t))
1Aγr,t(suppy φ)∩(⋂Ni=1(Bγr,t(suppy φ,Ai)∩Bγr,t(suppy φ,Ai)))
]
.
(6.17)
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Now we apply again Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 to see that the quantity in (6.17) is equal
to
E
exp
− n∗(t)∑
k=1
φ (γ(xik(r)), x¯ik(t))
+O(). (6.18)
Introducing a conditional expectation given Frd , we get (analogous to (3.16) in [3]) as
t ↑ ∞ that (6.18) is equal to
lim
t↑∞
E
exp
− n∗(t)∑
k=1
φ (γ(xik(r)), x¯ik(t))
 (6.19)
= lim
t↑∞
E
n(rd)∏
j=1
E
[
e
−φ(γ(xj(r)),xj(rd)−m(t)+m(t−rd)+maxi≤n(j)(t−rd) x
(j)
i (t−rd)−m(t−rd))∣∣Frd]

= E
n(rd)∏
j=1
E
[
e−φ(γ(xj(r)),xj(rd)−
√
2rd+M)
∣∣Frd]
 ,
where M is the limit of the rescaled maximum of BBM whose distribution is given in
(3.1). The last expression is completely analogous to Eq. (3.17) in [3]. Following the
analysis of this expression up to Eq. (3.25) in [3], we find that (6.19) is equal to
crdE
[
exp
(
−C
∑
j≤n(rd)
yj(rd)e
−√2yj(rd)
N∑
i=1
(1− eai)1Ai(γ(xj(r)))
(
e−
√
2 Bi − e−
√
2 Bi
))]
,
(6.20)
where yj(rd) = xj(rd) −
√
2rd and limrd↑∞ crd = 1, and C is the constant from (3.1).
Using Lemma 3.2 (6.20) is in the limit as rd ↑ ∞ and r ↑ ∞ equal to
E
[
exp
(
−C
N∑
i=1
(1− eai)(e−√2Bi − e−√2 Bi)) (Z(Ai)− Z(Ai))] (6.21)
= E
[
exp
(∫ (
e−φ(x,y) − 1)Z(dx)√2Ce−√2ydy)] .
This is the Laplace functional of the process Ê , which proves Proposition 6.1. 
To prove Theorem 3.1 we need to combine Proposition 6.1 with the results on the ge-
nealogical structure of the extremal particles of BBM obtained in [2] and the convergence
of the decoration point process ∆ (see e.g. Theorem 2.3 of [1]).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For xik(t) ∈ supp
(E (rd/t)(t)) define the process of recent relatives
by
∆
(ik)
t,r = δ0 +
∑
j:τ
ik
j >t−r
N ikj , (6.22)
where τ ikj are the branching times along the path s 7→ xik(s) enumerated backwards in
time and N ikj the point measures of particles whose ancestor was born at τ ikj . In the same
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way let ∆(ik)r be independent copies of ∆r which is defined as
∆r ≡ lim
t↑∞
n(t)∑
i=1
1d(x˜i(t),arg maxj≤n(t) x˜j(t))≥t−r δx˜i(t)−maxj≤n(t) x˜j(t), (6.23)
the point measure obtained from ∆ by only keeping particles that branched of the maxi-
mum after time t − r (see the backward description of ∆ in [1]). By Theorem 2.3 of [1]
we have that (the labelling ik refers to the thinned process E (rd/t)(t))(
xik(rd)−
√
2rd +Mik(t− rd),∆(ik)t,rd
)
1≤k≤n∗(t)
⇒
(
xj(rd)−
√
2rd +Mj,∆
(j)
rd
)
j≤n(rd)
,
(6.24)
as t ↑ ∞, whereMj are independent copies ofM with law ω (see (3.1)). Moreover, ∆(j)rd is
independent of (M (j))j≤n(rd). Looking now at the the Laplace functional for the complete
point process E˜t,
Ψ˜t(φ) ≡ E
[
e
∫
φ(x,y)E˜t(dx,dy)
]
, (6.25)
for φ as in (6.9), and doing the same manipulations as in the proof of Proposition 6.1,
shows that
Ψ˜t(φ) = E
exp
− n(t)∑
k=1
φ (γ(xk(r)), x¯k(t))
+O(). (6.26)
Denote by Ct,r(D) the event
Ct,r(D) = ∀i, j ≤ n(t) with xi(t), xj(t) ∈ D+m(t): d(xi(t), xj(t)) 6∈ (r, t− r). (6.27)
By Theorem 2.1 in [2] we know that, for each D ⊂ R compact,
lim
r↑∞
sup
t>3r
P ((Ct,r(D))c) = 0. (6.28)
Hence by introducing 1 = 1(Ct,r(suppy φ))
c + 1Ct,r(suppy φ) into (6.26), we obtain that
Ψ˜t(φ) = E
[
e
−∑n∗(t)k=1 (φ(γ(xik (r)),x¯ik (t))+∑j φ(γ(xik (r)),x¯ik (t)+∆(ik,j)t,rd ))]+O(), (6.29)
where ∆(ik,j)t,rd are the atoms of ∆
(ik)
t,rd
. Hence it suffices to show that
n∗(t)∑
k=1
∑
j
δ
(γ(xik (r)),x¯ik (t))+(0,∆
(ik,j)
t,rd
)
(6.30)
converges weakly when first taking the limit t ↑ ∞ and then the limit rd ↑ ∞ and finally
r ↑ ∞. But by (6.24),
lim
t↑∞
n∗(t)∑
k=1
∑
`
δ
(γ(xik (r)),x¯ik (t))+(0,∆
(ik,`)
t,rd
)
=
n(rd)∑
j=1
∑
`
δ
(γ(xj(r)),xj(rd)−
√
2rd+Mj)+(0,∆
(j,`)
rd
)
.
(6.31)
The limit as first rd and then r tend to infinity of the process on the right-hand side exists
and is equal to E˜ by 6.1 (in particular (6.3)). This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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Abstract
We identify the fluctuations of the partition function for a class of random energy
models, where the energies are given by the positions of the particles of the complex-
valued branching Brownian motion (BBM). Specifically, we provide the weak limit
theorems for the partition function in the so-called “glassy phase” – the regime of
parameters, where the behaviour of the partition function is governed by the extrema
of BBM. We allow for arbitrary correlations between the real and imaginary parts
of the energies. This extends the recent result of Madaule, Rhodes and Vargas [19],
where the uncorrelated case was treated. In particular, our result covers the case of
the real-valued BBM energy model at complex temperatures.
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1 Introduction
Phase transitions arise via an analyticity breaking of the logarithm of the partition
function (see, e.g., Ruelle [22]). To analyse this phenomenon, the study of partition
functions at complex temperatures is of a key interest, as was observed by Lee and
Yang [24, 17]. Another motivation to study complex-valued Hamiltonians comes from
quantum physics. There, partition functions with complex energies emerge naturally,
e.g., from the Schrödinger equation via “imaginary time” Feynman’s path integrals.
It is believed that large classes of models of disordered systems fall in the same
universality class and, in particular, share the same shape of the phase diagram. Random
energy models were proven to be useful in exploring universality classes in mean-field
disordered systems, see, e.g., Bovier [6], Panchenko [21] and Kistler [13]. A number
of random energy models with complex energies has been considered in the literature.
One of the simplest such models (in terms of the correlation structure of the energies)
is the so called Random Energy Model (REM). For this model, the analyticity of the
log-partition function was studied in the seminal work by Derrida [9] and later by
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Figure 1: Phase diagram of the
REM (and conjecturally of the
BBM energy model). The grey
curves are the level lines of
the limiting log-partition func-
tion, cf. (1.18). This paper mainly
deals with phase B2.
Koukiou [15]. The full phase diagram of this model at complex temperatures including
the fluctuations and zeros of the partition function were identified by Kabluchko and one
of us in [11]. In particular, the case of arbitrary correlations between the imaginary and
real parts of the energies was considered in [11]. The same authors answered in [12]
similar questions about the Generalized Random Energy model (GREM) – a model with
hierarchical correlations – and obtained the full phase diagram. In the complex GREM,
the phase diagram turned out to have a much richer structure than that of the complex
REM. This sheds some light on the phase diagrams of the models beyond the complex
REM universality class.
It is known that models with logarithmic correlations between the energies are
at the borderline of the REM universality class. In particular, they are expected to
have the same phase diagram. This has been shown for directed polymers on a tree
with complex-valued energies by Derrida, Evans, and Speer [10], and for a model of
complex multiplicative cascades by Barral, Jin, and Mandelbrot [5]. Lacoin, Rhodes, and
Vargas [16] analysed the phase diagram for complex Gaussian multiplicative chaos – a
model with logarithmic correlations between the energies on a Euclidean space. There,
only the case without correlations between the imaginary and real parts of the energy
was treated. It turned out that the phase diagram coincides with the REM one, see
Figure 1.
In [16], the analysis of the so-called “glassy” phase B2, see Figure 1, was left open.
In this phase, the partition function is dominated by the extreme values of the energies.
Phase B2 was analysed by Madaule, Rhodes, and Vargas [19] in a continuous model
with logarithmic correlations on a tree – the complex BBM energy model, but again only
when the imaginary and real parts of the energies are uncorrelated. In this model, a
deeper understanding of phase B2 is possible due to recent progress in the analysis of
the extremal process of BBM by Aïdékon, Berestycki, Brunet, and Shi [1] and Arguin,
Bovier, and Kistler [3]. Madaule, Rhodes, and Vargas [20], have recently analysed the
behaviour of the partition function on the boundary between phases B1 and B2 (see
Figure 1).
In this article, we extend the result of [19]. Specifically, we prove the weak conver-
ECP 0 (2015), paper 0.
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gence of the (rescaled) partition function of the complex BBM energy model in phase B2
to a non-trivial distribution. We allow for arbitrary correlations between the real and
imaginary parts of the energy. In particular, this covers the complex temperature case,
in which the real and imaginary parts of the random energies have maximal correlation
(i.e., they are a.s. equal). This case is especially relevant for the Lee-Yang program.
1.1 Branching Brownian motion.
Before stating our results, let us briefly recall the construction of a BBM. Consider
a canonical continuous branching process: a continuous time Galton-Watson (GW)
process [4]. It starts with a single particle at time zero. After an exponential time of
parameter one, this particle splits into k ∈ Z+ particles according to some probability
distribution (pk)k≥0 on Z+. Then, each of the new-born particles splits independently
at independent exponential (parameter 1) times again according to the same (pk)k≥0,
and so on. We assume that
∑∞
k=1 pk = 1.
1 In addition, we assume that
∑∞
k=1 kpk = 2
(i.e., the expected number of children per particle equals two)2. Finally, we assume that
K :=
∑∞
k=1 k(k− 1)pk <∞ (finite second moment)3. At time t = 0, the GW process starts
with just one particle.
For given t ≥ 0, we label the particles of the process as i1(t), . . . , in(t)(t), where n(t)
is the total number of particles at time t. Note that under the above assumptions, we
have E [n(t)] = et. For s ≤ t, we denote by ik(s, t) the unique ancestor of particle ik(t) at
time s. In general, there will be several indices k, l such that ik(s, t) = il(s, t). For s, r ≤ t,
define the time of the most recent common ancestor of particles ik(r, t) and il(s, t) as
d(ik(r, t), il(s, t)) := sup{u ≤ s ∧ r : ik(u, t) = il(u, t)}. (1.1)
For t ≥ 0, the collection of all ancestors naturally induces the random tree
Tt := {ik(s, t) : 0 ≤ s ≤ t, 1 ≤ k ≤ n(t)} (1.2)
called the GW tree up to time t. We denote by FTt the σ-algebra generated by the GW
process up to time t.
In addition to the genealogical structure, the particles get a position in R. Specifically,
the first particle starts at the origin at time zero and performs Brownian motion until
the first time when the GW process branches. After branching, each new-born particle
independently performs Brownian motion (started at the branching location) until their
respective next branching times, and so on. We denote the positions of the n(t) particles
at time t ≥ 0 by x1(t), . . . , xn(t)(t) and by x1(s, t), . . . , xn(t)(s, t) the positions of their
ancestors at time s ≥ 0.
We define BBM as a family of Gaussian processes,
xt := {x1(s, t), . . . , xn(t)(s, t) : s ≤ t} (1.3)
indexed by time horizon t ≥ 0. Note that conditionally on the underlying GW tree these
Gaussian processes have the following covariance
E
[
xk(s, t)xl(r, t) | FTt
]
= d(ik(s, t), il(r, t)), s, r ∈ [0, t], k, l ≤ n(t). (1.4)
1This implies that p0 = 0, so none of the particles ever dies.
2The latter assumption is just a matter of normalization. Any expected number of children greater than 1 (=
the supercritical regime) is allowed and the results of this paper remain valid with appropriate modifications
of constants.
3Under the stated conditions, the convergence of the extremal process of BBM, on which we rely, is
proven in [3]. For the case of branching random walk, using truncation techniques, Madaule [18] has shown
the same under conditions that would in the Gaussian case imply finiteness of
∑
k pkk(ln k)
3. This could
probably be carried over to BBM. It is not clear whether the result holds under the Kesten-Stigum condition∑
k pkk ln k <∞. For a discussion on these issues, we refer to the lecture notes by Shi [23]. In the present
paper, we are not concerned with improving the conditions on the offspring distribution.
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Bramson [7, 8] showed that
m(t) :=
√
2t− 3
2
√
2
log t (1.5)
is the order of the maximal position among all BBM particles alive at large time t, i.e.,
lim
t↑∞
P
{
max
k≤n(t)
xk(t)−m(t) ≤ y
}
= E
[
e−CZe
−√2y]
, y ∈ R, (1.6)
where C > 0 is a constant and Z is the a.s. limit of the so-called derivative martingale:
Z := lim
t↑∞
n(t)∑
k=1
(
√
2t− xk(t))e−
√
2(
√
2t−xk(t)), a.s. (1.7)
In [1, 3], as t ↑ ∞, the non-trivial limiting point process of the (shifted by m(t)) particles
of BBM was identified. Specifically, it was shown that the point process,
Et :=
n(t)∑
k=1
δxk(t)−m(t), t ∈ R+ (1.8)
converges in law as t ↑ ∞ to the point process
E :=
∑
k,l
δ
ηk+∆
(k)
l
, (1.9)
where:
(a) {ηk}k∈N ⊂ R are the atoms of a Cox process with random intensity measure
CZe−
√
2ydy, where C and Z are the same as in (1.6).
(b) {∆(k)l }l∈N ⊂ R are the atoms of independent and identically distributed point
processes ∆(k), k ∈ N called clusters which are independent copies of the limiting
point process
∆ := lim
t↑∞
n(t)∑
k=1
δxˆk(t)−maxl≤n(t) xˆl(t) (1.10)
with xˆ(t) being BBM x(t) conditioned on maxk≤n(t) xk(t) ≥
√
2t.
1.2 Branching Brownian motion energy model at complex temperatures with
arbitrary correlations
Let ρ ∈ [−1, 1]. For any t ∈ R+, let X(t) := (xk(t))k≤n(t) and Y (t) := (yk(t))k≤n(t) be
two BBMs with the same underlying GW tree such that, for k ≤ n(t),
Cov(xk(t), yk(t)) = |ρ|t. (1.11)
Then,
Y (t)
D
= ρX(t) +
√
1− ρ2Z(t), (1.12)
where “
D
=” denotes equality in distribution and Z(t) := (zi(t))i≤n(t) is a branching Brow-
nian motion with the same underlying GW process which is independent from X(t).
Representation (1.12) allows us to handle arbitrary correlations by decomposing the
process Y into a part independent from X and a fully correlated one.
We define the partition function for the complex BBM energy model with correlation
ρ at inverse temperature β := σ + iτ ∈ C by
X˜β,ρ(t) :=
n(t)∑
k=1
eσxk(t)+iτyk(t). (1.13)
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1.3 Main results
Let us specify the three phases depicted on Figure 1 analytically:
B1 := C \B2 ∪B3, B2 := {σ + iτ ∈ C : 2σ2 > 1, |σ|+ |τ | >
√
2},
B3 := {σ + iτ ∈ C : 2σ2 < 1, σ2 + τ2 > 1}.
(1.14)
In this paper, we focus on the glassy phase B2. We start with the convergence of the
partition function in the case of the real BBM energy model at complex temperatures. We
say that a complex-valued r.v. Y is isotropic α-stable if there exists c ∈ R+ and α ∈ (0, 2]
such that
E[eiRe(z¯Y )] = e−c|z|
α
, for all z ∈ C. (1.15)
Recall the notation from (1.9).
Theorem 1.1 (Partition function fluctuations for |ρ| = 1). For β = σ + iτ ∈ B2, the
rescaled partition function Xβ,1(t) := e−βm(t)X˜β,1(t) converges in law to the r.v.
Xβ,1 :=
∑
k,l≥1
e
β
(
ηk+∆
(k)
l
)
, as t ↑ ∞. (1.16)
Theorem 1.2 (Partition function fluctuations for |ρ| ∈ (0, 1)). For β = σ + iτ ∈ B2 and
|ρ| ∈ (0, 1), the rescaled partition function Xβ,ρ(t) := e−σm(t)X˜β,ρ(t) converges in law to
the r.v. Xβ,ρ, as t ↑ ∞. Conditionally on Z, Xβ,ρ is a complex isotropic
√
2/σ-stable r.v.
Remark 1.3. For ρ = 0, Theorem 1.2 was proven in [19]. Our proof uses a representation
of correlated real and imaginary parts in terms of independent BBM’s. As in [19], we
control second moments. However, the way we do this is different and simpler then the
method used in that paper, which relies on decomposing the paths of the BBM particles
according to the time and location of the minimal position along the given path. Our
approach uses instead the upper envelope for ancenstral paths that was obtained in [2].
Remark 1.4. Note that the fluctuations of the partition function in the complex BBM
energy model (cf., Theorems 1.1, 1.2) are governed by the extremal process E . Thus, the
fluctuations are different from the ones in the complex REM [11, Theorems 2.8, 2.20]
which are governed by a Poisson point process. Despite the differences in fluctuations,
we conjecture that in the limit as t ↑ ∞ the log-partition function
pt(β) :=
1
t
log |X˜β,ρ(t)|, t ∈ R+, β ∈ C (1.17)
of the complex BBM energy model is the same as in the complex REM.
Conjecture 1.5 (Phase diagram). For any ρ ∈ [−1, 1], the complex BBM energy model
has the same free energy and the phase diagram (cf., Figure 1) as the complex REM, i.e.,
lim
t↑∞
pt(β) =: p(β) =

1 + 12 (σ
2 − τ2), β ∈ B1,√
2|σ|, β ∈ B2,
1
2 + σ
2, β ∈ B3,
(1.18)
and the convergence in (1.18) holds in probability and in L1.
Remark 1.6. Convergence in probability for β ∈ B2 in (1.18) follows from Theorems 1.1
and 1.2 by [11, Lemma 3.9 (1)]. The remaining Parts B1 and B3 of Conjecture 1.5 are
supported by results for similar models, e.g., [10, 5, 16, 11, 12] and by the following
intuition.
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For β ∈ B1, X˜β,ρ(t)/E[X˜β,ρ(t)] is an L1-convergent complex-valued martingale (as
t→∞) with expectation 1 and a simple computation shows that
|E[X˜β,ρ(t)]| = exp
(
t+
1
2
t(σ2 − τ2)
)
. (1.19)
See Appendix A for the L2-martingale convergence in the domain |β| < 1.
For β ∈ B3, the variance of the partition function of the REM with et independent
particles equals
et
(
E[exp(2σx1(t))]− exp
(
1
2
t(σ2 − τ2)
))
∼
t↑∞
exp
(
t+ 2σ2t
)
, (1.20)
cf. [11]. Therefore, as t ↑ ∞, the standard deviation has a greater order of magnitude
than the expectation (1.19). So, in view of the central limit theorem, it is plausible that
X˜β,ρ(t)/ exp
(
1
2
t+ σ2t
)
(1.21)
converges as t ↑ ∞ in distribution. However, due to correlations between the particle
positions of BBM, the limiting distribution in (1.21) need not be Gaussian, cf. [16,
Theorems 4.2 and 6.6] and [11, Eq. (2.11)].
Organization of the rest of the paper. The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 consist of
two main steps. First, we show that only the extremal particles can contribute to the
partition function in the limit as t ↑ ∞ (cf., Proposition 2.1 and its proof in Section 3).
Second, we use the continuous mapping theorem to deduce Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 from
the behaviour of the extremal process. This is done in Section 2.
2 Convergence of the partition function
First, we state that in the glassy phase B2 only the extremal particles can contribute
to the limit of the partition function as t tends to infinity.
Proposition 2.1. If |ρ| ∈ (0, 1] and β ∈ B2, then, for all δ,  > 0, there exists A0 > 0 such
that, for all A > A0 and all t sufficiently large,
P
{∣∣∣n(t)∑
k=1
eσ(xk(t)−m(t))+iτyk(t)1{xk(t)−m(t)<−A}
∣∣∣ > δ} < . (2.1)
The proof of Proposition 2.1 is postponed until Section 3. Using Proposition 2.1
together with the continuous mapping theorem, we now prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Denote by M the space of locally finite counting measures on
R := R∪{+∞}. We endowMwith the vague topology. Consider forA ∈ R+ the functional
Φβ,A : M → R. This functional maps a locally finite counting measure ζ =
∑
i∈I δxi to
Φβ,A(ζ) :=
∑
i∈I e
βxi1{xi>−A}, where I is a countable index set. The set of locally finite
measures ζ on which the functional Φβ,A is not continuous (i.e., ζ charging −A or +∞)
has zero measure w.r.t. the law of E . Hence, by the continuous mapping theorem, it
follows that Φβ,A(Et) converges in law to Φβ,A(E), which is equal to∑
k,l≥1
e
β
(
ηk+∆
(k)
l
)
1{ηk+∆(k)l ≥−A}
. (2.2)
Note that by Proposition 2.1, for all  > 0 and δ > 0, there exists A0 such that, for all
A > A0 and all t sufficiently large,
P {|Xβ,1(t)− Φβ,A(Et)| > δ} < . (2.3)
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Hence, by Slutsky’s Theorem (see, e.g., [14, Theorem 13.18]), Xβ,1(t) converges in law
to
lim
A↑∞
∑
k,l≥1
e
β
(
ηk+∆
(k)
l
)
1{ηk+∆(k)l ≥−A}
(2.4)
which is equal to Xβ,1.
We now prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Using Representation (1.12), we have that Xβ,ρ(t) is in distribu-
tion equal to
n(t)∑
k=1
e(σ+iρτ)(xk−m(t))+i
√
1−ρ2τzk(t)−iρτm(t), (2.5)
where (zk(t), k ≤ n(t)) are the particles from a BBM that is independent from X(t) (but
with respect to the same GW tree). If |ρ| 6= 1, then by [19, see Lemma 3.2 and the
subsequent discussion before Eq. (3.7) therein] we get that
G(t) :=
n(t)∑
k=1
δ
(xk(t)−m(t),exp(i
√
1−ρ2τzk(t)−iρτm(t))) (2.6)
converges weakly as t ↑ ∞ to
G :=
∑
k,l≥1
δ
(pk+∆
(k)
l ,U
(k)W˜
(k)
l )
, (2.7)
where
(
U (k)
)
k≥1 are i.i.d. uniformly distributed on the unit circle and W˜
(k)
l are the atoms
of a point process on the unit circle. The description of W˜ (k) could be made more explicit
using the description of the cluster process ∆ obtained in [1, Theorem 2.3] that encodes
the genealogical structure of ∆.
Denote by M˜ the space of locally finite counting measures on R × {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}.
We endow M˜ with the (Polish) topology of vague convergence. For A ∈ R+, consider the
functional Φ˜β,A : M˜ → C that maps a locally finite counting measure ζ˜ =
∑
k∈I δ(xk,zk)
to Φ˜β,A(ζ) :=
∑
k∈I e
βxkzk1{xk>−A}, where I is a countable index set. The set of locally
finite measures ζ on which the functional Φβ,A is not continuous (i.e., ζ˜ charging (−A, ·)
or (+∞, ·)) has zero measure w.r.t. the law of G. Hence, by the continuous mapping
theorem, it follows that Φ˜σ+iρτ,A(Gt) converges in law to Φ˜σ+iρτ,A(G), which is equal to∑
k,l≥1
e
(σ+iρτ)
(
ηk+∆
(k)
l
)
U (k)W˜
(k)
l 1{ηi+∆(k)l ≥−A}
. (2.8)
Since e
(iρτ)
(
ηk+∆
(k)
l
)
U (k) is also uniformly distributed on the unit circle, (2.8) is equal in
distribution to ∑
k,l≥1
e
σ
(
ηk+∆
(k)
l
)
U (k)W˜
(k)
l 1{ηi+∆(k)l ≥−A}
. (2.9)
Note that again by Proposition 2.1, for all  > 0 and δ > 0, there exists A0 such that, for
all A > A0 and all t sufficiently large,
P
{∣∣∣Xβ,ρ(t)− Φ˜σ+iρτ,A(Gt)∣∣∣ > δ} < . (2.10)
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Hence, by Slutsky’s theorem (see, e.g., [14, Theorem 13.18]), Xβ,ρ(t) converges in law to
lim
A↑∞
∑
k,l≥1
e
σ
(
ηk+∆
(k)
l
)
U (k)W˜
(k)
l 1{ηk+∆(k)l ≥−A}
=
∑
k,l≥1
e
σ
(
ηk+∆
(k)
l
)
U (k)W˜
(k)
l . (2.11)
We rewrite (2.11) as ∑
k≥1
eσηkU (k)W (k), (2.12)
where W (k) :=
∑
l e
σ∆
(k)
l W˜
(k)
l , k ≥ 1 are i.i.d. r.v.’s. From (2.12), it follows that condition-
ally on Z, the distribution of Xβ,ρ is complex isotropic
√
2/σ-stable.
3 Proof of Proposition 2.1
Due to symmetry, we only prove Proposition 2.1 for σ, τ > 0. In the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.1, we distinguish two cases:
(a) σ >
√
2; (b)
√
2/2 < σ ≤
√
2 and σ + τ >
√
2. (3.1)
Case (a). In this case, the proof works as in the independent case treated in [19,
Lemma 3.5]. For completeness, we also provide the proof in this case. We use a first
moment computation together with the upper bound on the maximal position of all
particles obtained in [2, Theorem 2.2].
Proof of Proposition 2.1 in case (a). Recall the notation from (1.3). By [2, Theorem 2.2],
for 0 < γ < 12 , there exists r > 0 such that for all r > r and t > 3r
P {∃k ≤ n(t) : xk(s, t) > Ut,γ for some s ∈ [r, t− r]} < 
2
, (3.2)
where Ut,γ(s) :=
s
tm(t) + (s ∧ (t− s))γ . Define the following set on the path space
Ut,r,γ := {x(·) ∈ C(R+,R) : x(s, t) ≤ s
t
m(t) + (s ∧ (t− s))γ ,∀s ∈ [r, t− r]}. (3.3)
By (3.2), to show (2.1), it suffices to check that, for sufficiently large A > 0,
P
{∣∣∣n(t)∑
k=1
eσ(xk(t)−m(t))+iτyk(t)1{xk(t)−m(t)<−A}∩{xk∈Ut,r,γ}
∣∣∣ > δ} < /2. (3.4)
By Markov’s inequality, the probability in (3.4) is bounded from above by
1
δ
E
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n(t)∑
k=1
eσ(xk(t)−m(t))+iτyk(t)1{xk(t)−m(t)<−A}∩{xk∈Ut,r,γ}
∣∣∣∣∣∣

≤ 1
δ
E
n(t)∑
k=1
eσ(xk(t)−m(t))1{xk(t)−m(t)<−A}∩{xk∈Ut,r,γ}
 . (3.5)
We rewrite the expectation in the r.h.s. of (3.5) as
∑
B>A S(B, t), where
S(B, t) := E
n(t)∑
k=1
eσ(xk(t)−m(t))1{xk(t)−m(t)∈(−B+1,−B]}∩{xk∈Ut,r,γ}
 . (3.6)
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Next, we manipulate the event
{xk(t)−m(t) ∈ (−B + 1,−B]} ∩ {xk ∈ Ut,r,γ} (3.7)
⊂ {xk(t)−m(t) ∈ (−B + 1,−B]} ∩ {ξ(s) ≤ s
t
B + (s ∧ (t− s))γ ,∀s ∈ [r, t− r]},
where ξk(s) := xk(s, t) − stxk(t) is a Brownian bridge from 0 to 0 in time t that is
independent from xk(t). Hence, we can bound S(B, t) from above by
E
n(t)∑
k=1
eσ(xk(t)−m(t))1{xk(t)−m(t)∈(−B+1,−B]}∩{ξk(s)≤ stB+(s∧(t−s))γ ,∀s∈[r,t−r]}
 (3.8)
= etE
[
eσ(x(t)−m(t))1x(t)−m(t)∈(−B+1,−B]
]
P
{
ξ(s) ≤ s
t
B + (s ∧ (t− s))γ ,∀s ∈ [r, t− r]
}
,
where x(t) is normal distributed with mean 0 and variance t and ξ(·) is a Brownian bridge
from 0 to 0 in time t independent from x(t). The expectation in the second line of (3.8) is
equal to∫ m(t)−B+1
m(t)−B
eσ(x−m(t))e−x
2/2t dx√
2pit
= e−σm(t)+
σ2t
2
∫ m(t)−B+1−σt
m(t)−B−σt
e−w
2/2t dw√
2pit
, (3.9)
where we changed variables x = w + σt . Since σ >
√
2, by the definition of m(t) it holds
that m(t)−B − σt < (√2− σ)t < 0, for all t > 1. Therefore, using the standard Gaussian
tail bound, ∫ −x
−∞
e−w
2/2 dw√
2pi
≤ 1√
2pix
e−x
2/2, x > 0, (3.10)
we can bound (3.9) using m2(t) = 2t− 3t log t+ (3 log t/(2√2))2 from above by
√
t√
2pi(B−1+σt−m(t))e
−σm(t)+σ2t2 e−(m(t)−B+1−σt)
2/2t ∼
t↑∞
t√
2pi(σ−√2)e
−t+(√2−σ)(B−1). (3.11)
Next, we analyse the probability in the r.h.s. of (3.8). We bound it, for B < tγ/3, from
above by
P
{
ξ(s) ≤ 2(s ∧ (t− s))γ ,∀s ∈ [r ∨B1/γ , (t−B1/γ) ∧ (t− r)]
}
. (3.12)
By the proof of [2, Theorem 2.3, see (5.55)], for all r large enough, probability (3.12) is
bounded from above by
P
{
ξ(s) ≤ 0,∀s ∈ [r ∨B1/γ , (t−B1/γ) ∧ (t− r)]
}
(1 + ) ≤ 2(B
1/γ ∧ r)
t− 2(B1/γ ∧ r) (1 + ), (3.13)
where in the last step we used [2, Lemma 3.4]. Plugging the estimates from (3.11) and
(3.13) into (3.8), we get
S(B, t) ≤
(
2(B1/γ ∨ r)
t− 2(B1/γ ∨ r) (1 + )1{B>tγ/3} + 1{B≤tγ/3}
)
te(
√
2−σ)(B−1)
√
2pi(σ −√2) (1 + o(1)).
(3.14)
Note that in (3.14) and below o(1) denotes a t-dependent non-random quantity with
o(1) −→
t↑∞
0. (3.15)
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From (3.14) follows that limt↑∞
∑
B>t/3 S(B, t) = 0 and
tγ/3∑
B=A+1
S(B, t) ≤
tγ/3∑
B=A+1
2t(B1/γ ∨ r)e(
√
2−σ)(B−1)
√
2pi(σ −√2)(t− 2(B1/γ ∨ r)) (1 + ), (3.16)
which can be made smaller than /2 by takingA large enough since
√
B1/γ ∧ re(
√
2−σ)(B−1)
is summable in B (because
√
2− σ < 0). This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1 in case
(a).
Case (b). In this case, the analysis is somewhat more intricate and we have to employ
the imaginary part of the energy.
Short outline of the proof. To prove (2.1), we first apply the Chebyshev inequality to
the absolute value of the truncated partition function. Then, we compute the second
moment which arises in the Chebyshev inequality. Along the way, we first use Repre-
sentation (1.12) and compute the expectation w.r.t. z(t) conditionally on FTt , see (3.19).
Starting from (3.22), we use the so-called upper envelope for the given path of x(t)
(see [2, Theorem 2.2]) to control the expectation w.r.t. x(t). Technically, we have to
distinguish between three regimes for the time of the most recent common ancestor
qk,l = d(xk(t), xl(t)). The corresponding terms are controlled separately starting from
Eq. (3.35).4
Proof of Proposition 2.1 in case (b). We proceed as in case (a) until (3.4). This time,
using Chebyshev’s inequality, we bound the probability in (3.4) by
1
δ2
E
[∣∣∣n(t)∑
k=1
eσ(xk(t)−m(t))+iτyk(t)1{xk(t)−m(t)<−A}∩{xk∈Ut,r,γ}
∣∣∣2], (3.17)
We introduce the shorthand notation x˜k(t) := xk(t)−m(t), k ≤ n(t). Using this notation,
together with Representation (1.12), we get that (3.17) is equal to
1
δ2
E
[∣∣∣n(t)∑
k=1
e(σ+iρτ)xk(t)−σm(t)+i
√
1−ρ2τzk(t)1{x˜k(t)<−A}∩{xk∈Ut,r,γ}
∣∣∣2]. (3.18)
Define λ := σ + iρτ . Observe that |z|2 = zz¯, for z ∈ C. Hence, the expectation in (3.18) is
equal to
E
[
n(t)∑
k,l=1
eλxl(t)+λxk(t)−2σm(t)+i
√
1−ρ2τ(zl(t)−zk(t))1∀j∈{l,k}({x˜j(t)<−A}∩{xj∈Ut,r,γ})
]
(3.19)
= E
[
n(t)∑
k,l=1
(
eλxl(t)+λxk(t)−2σm(t)1∀j∈{l,k}({x˜j(t)<−A}∩{xj∈Ut,r,γ}) (3.20)
× E
[
ei
√
1−ρ2τ(zl(t)−zk(t)) | FTt
] )]
,
where we used that (zk(t), k ≤ n(t)) is, conditionally on Tt, independent from (xk(t), k ≤
n(t)). Since (zk(t), k ≤ n(t)) is a BBM on the same GW tree as x, (3.19) is equal to
E
 n(t)∑
k,l=1
eλxl(t)+λxk(t)−2σm(t)+(1−ρ
2)τ2(t−d(xl(t),xk(t)))1∀j∈{l,k}{x˜j(t)<−A}∩{xj∈Ut,r,γ}
 .
(3.21)
4Note that this approach to control the second moment differs from the one used in [19]. The latter one
relies on decomposing the paths of the BBM particles according to the time and location of the minimal position
along the given path.
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We introduce the time of the most recent common ancestor qk,l = d(xk(t), xl(t)), where
d(·, ·) is defined in (1.1), and rewrite (3.21) as ∑B>1 T (B, t), where
T (B, t) := E
 n(t)∑
k,l=1
eλxl(t)+λxk(t)−2σm(t)e(1−ρ
2)τ2(t−qk,l)1Ul,kB,q,t
 , (3.22)
and
U l,kB,q,t := ∩j∈{l,k}{x˜j(t) < −A} ∩ {xj(s) ≤ Ut,γ(s),∀s ∈ [r, t− r]}
∩ {xj(qk,l)− Ut,γ(qk,l) ∈ [−B + 1,−B]}.
(3.23)
Similar to (3.7), we now relax conditions on the path of the particle. If qk,l >
3
4 t, then we
get
U l,kB,q,t ⊂ ∩j∈{l,k} {x˜j(t) < −A} ∩ {xl(qk,l, t)− Ut,γ(qk,l) ∈ [−B + 1,−B]} (3.24)
∩ {ξql (s) ≤ 8(s ∧ (qk,l − s))γ ,∀s ∈ [B1/γ ∨ r, qk,l − (B1/γ ∧ r)]} =: T l,kB,q,t,
where ξql (s) := xl(s, t)− sqxl(qk,l, t) is a Brownian bridge from 0 to 0 in time qk,l, which is,
in particular, independent of xl(qk,l, t). Moreover, for q ≤ 34 t, we have
U l,kB,q,t ⊂ ∩j∈{l,k}{x˜j(t) < −A} ∩ {xl(qk,l, t)− Ut,γ(qk,l) ∈ [−B + 1,−B]} =: Sl,kB,q,t. (3.25)
Hence, T (B, t) defined in (3.22) is bounded from above by
E
 n(t)∑
k,l=1
eλxl(t)+λxk(t)−2σm(t)e(1−ρ
2)τ2(t−qk,l)
(
1{qk,l> 34 t}∩T l,kB,q,t + 1{qk,l≤ 34 t}∩Sl,kB,q,t
)
= K
∫ t
0
dq e2t−q+(1−ρ
2)τ2(t−q)
∫ Ut,γ(q)−B+1
Ut,γ(q)−B
dx
∫ m(t)−A−x
−∞
dy
∫ m(t)−A−x
−∞
dy′
× eσ(2x+y+y′−2m(t))+iρτ(y′−y)e− y
2+y′2
2(t−q) 1
2pi(t−q)e
− x22q 1√
2piq
(3.26)
×
(
1{q≤ 34 t} + 1{q≥ 34 t}P
{
ξq(s) ≤ 8(s ∧ (q − s))γ ,∀s ∈ [B1/γ ∨ r, q −B1/γ ∧ r]
})
,
where K =
∑∞
k=1 k(k − 1)pk. It is in (3.26) that we need the second moment assumption
on the distribution (pk)k≥0, cf. Footnote 3. First, observe that, for B < tγ/3, as in (3.13),
the probability in (3.26) is bounded from above by 2(B
1/γ∨r)
q−2(B1/γ∨r) (1 + ). Observe that
m(t)−A− x ≤ m(t)−A− Ut,γ(q) +B. We compute first the integrals with respect to y
and y′ in (3.26), i.e.,∫ DA,B,q
−∞
∫ DA,B,q
−∞
eσ(2x+y+y
′−2m(t))+iρτ(y′−y)e−
y2+y′2
2(t−q)
dydy′
2pi(t− q) , (3.27)
where DA,B,q := m(t)−A− Ut,γ(q) +B. We make the following change of variables
y = w + λ(t− q) and y′ = w′ + λ(t− q). (3.28)
Hence, (3.27) is equal to
e2σ(x−m(t))+(σ
2−(ρτ)2)(t−q)
∫ DA,B,q−λ(t−q)
−∞
∫ DA,B,q−λ(t−q)
−∞
e−
w2+w′2
2(t−s) dwdw
′
2pi(t−q) . (3.29)
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Using (3.10), we bound (3.29) from above by
e2σ(x−m(t))+(σ−τ
2)(t−q)
(
1{DA,B,q≥σ(t−q)}
+ exp
(
− (DA,B,q−λ(t−q))
2+(DA,B,q−λ(t−q))2
2(t−q)
)
1{DA,B,q≤σ(t−q)}
)
. (3.30)
Next we carry out the integration over x in (3.26). Note that∫ Ut,γ(q)−B+1
Ut,γ(q)−B
e2σxe−
x2
2q
dx√
2piq
= e2σ
2q
∫ Ut,γ(q)−B+1−2σq
Ut,γ(q)−B−2σq
e−
v2
2q
dv√
2piq
, (3.31)
where we made the change of variables x = v + 2σq. Observe that Ut,γ(q) − 2σq ≤
(
√
2 − 2σ)q < 0, since σ ≥ 1√
2
. Therefore, using (3.10), the right-hand side of (3.31) is
bounded from above by
√
q
2σq − Ut,γ(q) +B e
2σ2qe−(Ut,γ(q)−B−2σq)
2/2q. (3.32)
Using the bounds (3.32) and (3.30) in (3.26), we get that (3.26) is bounded from above
by
K
∫ t
0
√
qe2t−q+2σ
2qe−(Ut,γ(q)−B−2σq)
2/2q
2σq − Ut,γ(q) +B e
−2σm(t)+(σ2−τ2)(t−q)
×
(
1{DA,B,q≥σ(t−q)} + e
− (DA,B,q−λ(t−q))
2
+(DA,B,q−λ(t−q))
2
2(t−q) 1{DA,B,q≥σ(t−q)}
)
×
(
1{q≤ 34 t} + 1{q≥ 34 t, B<tγ/3}
2(B1/γ∨r)
q−2(B1/γ∨r) (1 + )
)
dq. (3.33)
Using that Ut,γ(q) − 2σq = (
√
2 − 2σ)q − qt 32√2 log t + (q ∧ (t − q))γ , we start to simplify
(3.33). We get
e2t−qe2σ
2qe−(Ut,γ(q)−B−2σq)
2/2qe−2σm(t)+
(σ2−τ2)(t−q)
2
∼
t↑∞
e
(t−q)((σ−
√
2)2−τ2)+
(
3σ√
2
+
(
√
2−2σ)3q
2
√
2t
)
log t−(√2−2σ)(q∧(t−q))γ+(√2−2σ)B
. (3.34)
Note that by assumption on σ and τ we have (σ−√2)2− τ2 < 0 and √2− 2σ < 0. Cutting
the domain of integration in (3.33) into three parts q ∈ [0, t−log(t)α], q ∈ (t−log(t)α, t− A2 ]
and q ∈ (t− A2 , t], for some fixed α > 1, we get the following three terms
K
∫ t
0
. . . dq = K
(∫ t−log(t)α
0
+
∫ t−A2
t−log(t)α
+
∫ t
t−A2
)
. . . dq =: K ((I1) + (I2) + (I3)) . (3.35)
We bound (I1) from above by∫ t−log(t)α
0
e
(t−q)((σ−
√
2)2−τ2)+
(
(
√
2−2σ)3q
2
√
2t
+ 3σ√
2
)
log t−(√2−2σ)(q∧(t−q))γ+(√2−2σ)B
dq(1 + o(1))
≤ e(
√
2−2σ)B+ 3σ√
2
log t
∫ t−log(t)α
0
e(t−q)((σ−
√
2)2−τ2)−(
√
2−2σ)(q∧(t−q))γdq(1 + o(1))
≤ e(
√
2−2σ)BeC log(t)
α((σ−
√
2)2−τ2)+ 3σ√
2
log t−(√2−2σ) log(t)γα
, t ↑ ∞, (3.36)
for some constant C > 0. Hence,
K
∑
B>1
(I1) ≤ KeC log(t)α((σ−
√
2)2−τ2)+ 3σ√
2
log t−(√2−2σ) log(t)γα ∑
B>1
e(
√
2−2σ)B , (3.37)
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since
√
2 − 2σ < 0, we have ∑B>1 e(√2−2σ)B < ∞. Hence, we can choose t0 such that,
for all t > t0, the r.h.s. of (3.37) less than

6 . For q ∈ (t− log(t)α, t], we observe first that
e
(
(
√
2−2σ)3q
2
√
2t
+ 3σ√
2
)
log t ∼
t↑∞
e
3
2 log t, (3.38)
and, moreover,
2
√
q(B1/γ ∨ r)
(2σq − Ut,γ(q) +B)
(
q − 2(B1/γ ∨ r)) ≤ C ′ 2(B1/γ ∨ r)√t(t− 2(B1/γ ∨ r)) , (3.39)
for some constant C ′ > 0. Using (3.38) and (3.39), we bound (I2) from above by∫ t−A2
t−log(t)α
e(t−q)((σ−
√
2)2−τ2)−(
√
2−2σ)(t−q)γ+(√2−2σ)BC ′tdq
×
(
2(B1/γ∨r)
(t−2(B1/γ∨r))1{B<tγ/3} + 1{B≥tγ/3}
)
(1 + o(1))
≤ C2eA2 ((σ−
√
2)2−τ2)e(
√
2−2σ)B
(
(B1/γ ∨ r)1{B<tγ/3} + t1{B≥tγ/3}
)
(1 + o(1)), (3.40)
as t ↑ ∞. Using (3.40), we get that K∑B>1 (I2) is bounded from above by
KC2e
A
2 ((σ−
√
2)2−τ2)
[tγ/3]∑
B=1
e(
√
2−2σ)B(B1/γ ∨ r) +
∑
B>[tγ/3]
e(
√
2−2σ)Bt
 (1 + o(1)), (3.41)
as t ↑ ∞. Again, since 2−2σ < 0, we have∑B>1B 1γ e(√2−2σ)B <∞ and (σ−√2)2−τ2 < 0.
Hence, there exist t1 and A1 such that, for all t > t1 and all A > A1, we have that
(3.41)≤ 6 . Since DA,B,q − σ(t − q) < 0 for t − q ≤ A√2 and B ≤ A2 , we bound (I3) from
above by∫ t
t−A2
e(t−q)((σ−
√
2)2−τ2)e−(
√
2−2σ)(t−q)γ+(√2−2σ)BC ′t
(
2(B1/γ∨r)
(t−2(B1/γ∨r))1{B<tγ/3} + 1{B≥tγ/3}
)
×
(
1{B<A2 }e
− ((1−
√
2σ)A)2
(t−q) (1 + o(1)) + 1{B≥A2 }
)
dq, t ↑ ∞. (3.42)
Using that (σ −√2)2 − τ2 < 0 and √2− 2σ < 0, we bound (3.42) from above by∫ t
t−A2
e−(
√
2−2σ)(A2 )γ+(
√
2−2σ)BC˜
(
1{B<t/3}2(B1/γ ∧ r) + t1{B≥t/3}
)
×
(
1{B<A2 }e
− ((1−
√
2σ)A)2
A/2 (1 + o(1)) + 1{B≥A2 }
)
dq
≤ A
2
e−(
√
2−2σ)(A2 )γ+(
√
2−2σ)BC˜
(
1{B<tγ/3}2(B1/γ ∧ r) + t1{B≥tγ/3}
)
×
(
1{B<A2 }e
− ((1−
√
2σ)A)2
A/2 (1 + o(1)) + 1{B≥A2 }
)
, t ↑ ∞. (3.43)
Using (3.43), together with the fact that, for all t > 3A
γ
2 , it holds that
tγ
3 >
A
2 , we get
that, for all such t, the sum K
∑
B>1 (I3) is bounded from above by
KC˜
A
2
e−(
√
2−2σ)(A2 )
γ( A/2∑
B>1
e(
√
2−2σ)Be−
2((1−
√
2σ)A)2
A (B1/γ ∨ r)
+
tγ/3∑
B>A/2
e(
√
2−2σ)B(B1/γ ∨ r) +
∑
B>tγ/3
te(
√
2−2σ)B
)
(1 + o(1)), t ↑ ∞. (3.44)
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Hence, there exist t2 and A2 such that for all t > t2 and A > A2 the term in (3.44) is not
greater than 6 . Now, combining the bounds in (3.37), (3.41) and (3.44), we get that, for
all t > max{t0, t1, t2} and A > max{A1, A2},
∑
B≥1 T (B, t) ≤ 6 + 6 + 6 = 2 . By (3.4), this
concludes the proof of Proposition 2.1.
A Martingale convergence
For β = σ + iτ , set Mβ(t) := e
−t
(
1+σ
2
2 − τ
2
2 +iρτ
)∑n(t)
k=1 e
σxk(t)+iτyk(t).
Proposition A.1. For β ∈ C with |β| < 1, Mβ(t) is an L2-bounded martingale with
expectation one. In particular, Mβ(t) converges to a non-degenerate limit Mβ a.s. and in
L2 as t tends to infinity.
Proof. Using Representation (1.12), one easily verifies that E[Mβ(t)] = 1 and that it is
indeed a martingale. It remains to show the L2-boundedness of Mβ(t). We have
E
[|Mβ(t)|2] = e−2t(1+σ22 − τ22 )E
 n(t)∑
k,l=1
eσ(xk(t)+xl(t))+iτ(yk(t)−yl(t))
 . (A.1)
Using Representation (1.12), we rewrite the right-hand side of (A.1) as
e
−2t
(
1+σ
2
2 − τ
2
2
)
E
 n(t)∑
k,l=1
eλ¯xl(t)+λxk(t))+iτ(1−ρ
2)(zk(t)−zl(t))
 , (A.2)
where λ = σ + iρτ and (zk(t))k≤n(t) are the particles of a BBM on Tt that is independent
from X(t). By conditioning on FTt as in (3.19), we have that (A.2) is equal to
e
−2t
(
1+σ
2
2 − τ
2
2
)
E
e−(1−ρ2)τ2(t−d(xk(t),xl(t))) n(t)∑
k,l=1
eλ¯xl(t)+λxk(t)
 . (A.3)
Similarly to (3.26), the expectation in (A.3) is equal to
K
∫ t
0
dqe2t−q−(1−ρ
2)τ2(t−q)
∫ ∞
−∞
dx√
2piq
∫ ∞
−∞
dy√
2pi(t− q)
×
∫ ∞
−∞
dy′√
2pi(t− q)e
2σx+σ(y+y′)+iτρ(y−y′)e−
y2+y′2
2 e−x
2/2. (A.4)
Computing first the integrals with respect to y and y′, we get that (A.4) is equal to
K
∫ t
0
dqe2t−q−(1−ρ
2)τ2(t−q)+(σ2−ρ2τ2)(t−q)
∫ ∞
−∞
dx√
2piq
e2σxe−x
2/2
= K
∫ t
0
dqe2t−q−τ
2(t−q)+σ2(t−q)e2σ
2q. (A.5)
Plugging (A.5) back into (A.3), we get that (A.3) is equal to
e
−2t
(
1+σ
2
2 − τ
2
2
)
K
∫ t
0
dqe2t−q−τ
2(t−q)+σ2(t−q)e2σ
2q = K
∫ t
0
dqeq(σ
2+τ2−1) ≤ C, (A.6)
for some constant C > 0 uniformly in t since σ2 + τ2 < 1 by assumption. Hence,
Mβ(t) is an L2-bounded martingale with expectation one and converges as t ↑ ∞ to a
non-degenerate limit a.s. and in L2.
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AGEING AT THE CRITICAL TEMPERATURE IN THE RANDOM ENERGY
MODEL
ABSTRACT. We precisely quantify the asymptotic decay of a two-point correlation func-
tion in the random energy model at the critical temperature. We derive general criteria
for the convergence of the clock process at the critical temperature, extending results in
[10, 9]. We use these criteria to established the convergence of the properly normalized
(and centered) clock process to a one stable Le´vy process in the random energy model.
Moreover. we establish the convergence of the centering term.
1. INTRODUCTION.
During the last decades there has been a growing interest in understanding the ageing
phenomenon in spin glass models , see e. g. [5] for a review. The dynamics of such models
show a slow relaxation to equilibrium, which is measured by the behaviour of certain two-
point correlation functions. These correlation functions relate the state of the system at
some time t0 with the one at time t0 + tw.
An interesting set of models are Glauber dynamics on hypercube, namely on the state
space Σn = {−1, 1}n, that are reversible with respect to Gibbs measures associated to ran-
dom Hamiltonians. In general these random Hamiltonians are given by correlated Gauss-
ian processes indexed by Σn.
Most known results or predictions are based on simplified models called trap models
and a rigorous analysis of many variants of this model was carried out over the last years
(see e. g. [3, 2]).
A crucial step in analysing the behaviour of such correlation functions is to establish
the convergence of the associated clock process. In [10] and [9] new techniques were
established to ensure this convergence, namely the conditions of Durrett and Resnick [7]
are applied to get convergence to certain Le´vy processes. Crucial objects appearing here
are variables, that are in the domain of attraction of an α-stable law. If we consider the
case β > βc values for α between 0 and 1 play an important role. Thus it is natural, in
the case, where the temperature is equal to the critical one, that variables in the domain of
attraction of a 1-stable distribution appear. These technique has been further extended in
[6] to the p-spin SK-model in the low temperature regime.
In the present paper we analyse the behaviour of the random energy model (REM) when
it is at the critical temperature. After extending the conditions given in [10] and [9] to es-
tablish the convergence of the clock process, we are interested in the analysis of correlation
functions (and thus the analysis of the ageing behaviour). The question is the following:
We let the system develop and look at it at time t0 and observe the state of the system.
What is the probability that it is still in the same state at time t0 + tw? We prove that in
a certain class of rescaling decays like 1/
√
n to zero. This is made precise in Theorem
1.3. The clock process appearing in this context is a sum of dependent random variables.
Considering instead a sum of i.i.d. random variables, which are in the domain of attraction
of a 1-stable law, Erikson gets in [8] a result using renewal theory. His approach relies
on the i.i.d. assumpution and the precise distribution of the random variables. Moreover,
This chapter contains original results that were obtained in collaboration with Ve´ronique Gayrard.
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Bertin and Bouchaud in [4] propose the asymptotic behaviour of the correlation function
for n→∞ and t, tw large.
Before we give a detailed description of our results let us describe the setting.
1.1. The setting. We now specify the model Denote by Vn = {−1, 1}n the n-dimensional
discrete cube, and by En its edges set. On Vn we construct a random landscape of traps
(the random environment) by assigning to each site, x, the Boltzman weight of the REM,
τn(x). Namely, given a parameter β > 0, called the inverse temperature, and a collection
(Hn(x), x ∈ Vn) of independent standard gaussian random variables, we set τn(x) =
exp(−β√nHn(x)). (The dependence of τn(x) on β will be kept implicit.) The sequence
(τn(x), x ∈ Vn), n ≥ 1, is defined on a common probability space denoted (Ωτ ,F τ ,P).
Let pin be the uniform measure on Vn given by
pin(x) = 2
−n , x ∈ Vn . (1.1)
The RHT dynamics in the landscape (τn(x), x ∈ Vn) is a continuous time Markov chain
(Xn(t), t > 0) on Vn that can be constructed as follows: let (Jn(k), k ∈ N) be the simple
random walk on Vn with initial distribution pin and transition probabilities
pn(x, y) =
1
n
, ∀(x, y) ∈ En , (1.2)
and let the clock process be the partial sum process
S˜n(k) =
k∑
i=0
τn(Jn(i))en,i , k ∈ N , (1.3)
where (en,i , n ∈ N, i ∈ N) is a family of independent mean one exponential random
variables, independent of Jn; then
Xn(t) = Jn(i) if S˜n(i) ≤ t < S˜n(i+ 1) for some i . (1.4)
This defines Xn in terms of its jump chain, Jn, and holding times, τn(x) being the mean
value of the exponential holding time at x. Equivalently, Xn is the chain with initial distri-
bution µn and jump rates λn(x, y) = (nτn(x))−1 , (x, y) ∈ En, x 6= y. This last description
makes it easy to check that Xn is a Glauber dynamics, namely, that it is reversible with
respect to the measure (the Gibbs measure of the REM) defined on Vn by
Gn(x) = τn(x)∑
x∈Vn τn(x)
, x ∈ Vn . (1.5)
The model we referred to as the REM-like trap model was proposed by Bouchaud as an
approximation of the ageing dynamics of the REM (see [1] for details on this derivation).
It is a Markov chain X ′n on V ′n = {1, . . . , n} with jump rates λ′n(x, y) = (nτ ′(x))−1 ,
(x, y) ∈ V ′n × V ′n, x 6= y, where (τ ′(x), x ∈ V ′n) are i.i.d. r.v. in the domain of attraction
of a positive stable law with index 0 < α < 1
For future reference, we refer to the σ-algebra generated by the variables Jn and Xn
as FJ and FX , respectively. We write Pµn for the law of the process Jn, conditional on
the σ-algebra F , i.e. for fixed realizations of the random environment. Likewise we call
Pµn the law of Xn conditional on F . Observe that pin is the invariant measure of the jump
chain.
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1.2. Convergence of clock processes. Given sequences cn and an define the re-scaled
clock process
Sn(t) = c
−1
n S˜n(bantc) , t ≥ 0 . (1.6)
We see that cn is the time scale on which we observe the process and an an auxiliary time
scale that records time for the jump chain. We will distinguish two types of space scales:
the intermediate scales and the extreme scales. Given an, let cn be defined through
anP(τn(x) ≥ cn) = 1, (1.7)
and set mn = log an/ log 2.
Definition 1.1. We say that a diverging sequence cn is an intermediate space scale if there
exists 0 < ε ≤ 1 such that
mn
n
∼ ε and 2
mn
2n
= o(1) , (1.8)
For any of the above space scale set ε = limn→∞ mnn . Thus 0 < ε ≤ 1 if cn is an
intermediate space scale and ε = 1 if cn is an extreme space scale. For 0 < ε ≤ 1 and
0 < β <∞, define
βc(ε) =
√
ε2 log 2 ,
α(ε) = βc(ε)/β , (1.9)
and write βc ≡ βc(1) and α ≡ α(1). We introduce the re-scaled landscape variables by
γn(x) = c
−1
n τn(x) , x ∈ Vn . (1.10)
We now state the results on the clock process. Let us denote by⇒ weak convergence in
the ca`dla`g space D([0,∞)) equipped with the Skorohod J1-topology. Define the measure
νint on (0,∞) through
νint(u,∞) = u−α(ε)α(ε)Γ(α(ε)) , u > 0 . (1.11)
Theorem 1.2. For all 0 < ε ≤ 1 and all 0 < β <∞ such that α(ε) = 1,
Sn −Mn ⇒ Scrit , (1.12)
where Scrit is the Le´vy process with Le´vy triple (0, 0, νint) and
Mn(t) =
[ant]∑
i=1
∑
x∈Vn
pn (Jn(i− 1), x) γn(x)
(
1− e1/γn(x)) . (1.13)
Moreover for all T > 0 and all  > 0 we have
lim
n→∞
P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣∣Mn(t)− E(E(Mn(1)))t∣∣∣ > ) = 0 . (1.14)
In the case α(ε) = 1 Scrit is not a subordinator but a compensated pure jump Le´vy
process.
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1.3. Consequences for correlation functions. To study the ageing behavior of Xn de-
scribed by (1.4) we need to choose three ingredients: 1) an initial distribution, µn; 2) a
time scale of observation, cn; and 3) a time-time correlation function, Cn(t, s), t, s ≥ 0:
this is a function that quantifies the correlation between the state of the system at time t,
Xn(cnt), and its state at time t+ s, Xn(cn(t+ s)).
A natural choice of correlation function, in view of ageing results in the REM, is
Cn(tn, tn + sn) = Pµn
({
S˜n(k) , k ∈ N
}
∩ (cntn, cn(tn + sn)) = ∅
)
, 0 ≤ tn < tn + sn .
(1.15)
When 0 < α(ε) < 1 one chooses tn = t and sn = ρt with t, ρ > 0. We will say that
the process Xn has an arcsine ageing regime of parameter 0 < α < 1 whenever one can
find a time-time correlation function such that, denoting by Aslα(·) the generalized arcsine
distribution function of parameter α,
Aslα(u) =
sinαpi
pi
∫ u
0
(1− x)−αx−1+αdx , 0 < α < 1 , (1.16)
one of the following relations holds true,
lim
t→0
lim
n→∞
Cn(t, t+ ρt) = Aslα(1/1 + ρ) , (1.17)
lim
n→∞
Cn(t, t+ ρt) = Aslα(1/1 + ρ) , t > 0 arbitrary, (1.18)
lim
t→∞
lim
n→∞
Cn(t, t+ ρt) = Aslα(1/1 + ρ) (1.19)
for all ρ ≥ 0, and some convergence mode w.r.t. the probability law P of the random
landscape. It is today well understood that the existence of an arcsine ageing regime is
governed by Dynkin and Lamperti’s arcsine law for subordinators, applied to the limiting,
appropriately re-scaled, clock process: arcsine ageing will be present when the re-scaled
clock process converges to a subordinator whose Le´vy measure satisfies the slow variation
conditions of the Dynkin-Lamperti Theorem1.
In the next theorem we state the behaviour of the correlation function in a subregion of
the intermediate scales with βc = β. Namely, we look at all scales such that
lim
n→∞
log cn
β
√
n
− β√n = θ (1.20)
for some constant θ ∈ (−∞,∞). We choose the waiting time tn to be of the order of the
centering term, namely tn = E(E(Mn(1))). Due to our additional assumption on cn we
know that E(E(Mn(1))) = β
√
2pinΦ(θ)(1 + o(1)). Moreover, in the critical temperature
case the sub-leading orders of cn and the ratio between an and cn and the behaviour of
E(E(Mn(1))) play a crucial role for the shape of the limiting function we observe.
Theorem 1.3. Let β = βc(ε) with 0 < ε ≤ 1. Let cn be an intermediate scale with
limn→∞
log cn
β
√
n
− β√n = θ for some constant θ ∈ (−∞,∞). Let Mn(1) be defined as in
(1.13). Set
tn = cnt,
sn = cns. (1.21)
1See e.g. Appendix A.2.1 of [10] for a statement of the latter.
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for some s ∈ R>0. Then we have P-a.s if
∑
an
2n
<∞ and in P-probability otherwise
lim
n→∞
√
nCn(tn, tn + sn) = e
−θ2/2
Φ(θ)β
√
2pi
log
(
1 +
1
s
)
. (1.22)
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we implement
sufficient conditions for the convergence to a pure jump Le´vy process. Moreover we give
sufficient conditions for (1.14) to hold.
2. KEY TOOLS AND STRATEGY.
Recall that the initial distribution is given by pin. We now formulate conditions for
the sequence Sn to converge. The idea of proof is taken from Theorem 1.1 of [10]. We
state these conditions for given sequences cn and an, and for a fixed realization of the
random landscape, i.e. for fixed ω ∈ Ωτ , and do not make this explicit in the notation. For
u ∈ (0,∞) and δ > 0 set
fδ(u) = u
2(1− e−δ/u)− δue−δ/u . (2.1)
Condition (A0). For all u > 0
2−n
∑
x∈Vn
e−u/γn(x) = o(1) . (2.2)
Condition (A1). There exists a σ-finite measure ν on (0,∞) such that ν(u,∞) is contin-
uous, and such that, for all t > 0 and all u > 0,
P
(∣∣∣∣ bantc∑
j=1
∑
x∈Vn
pn(Jn(j− 1), x)e−u/γn(x)− tν(u,∞)
∣∣∣∣ < 
)
= 1− o(1) , ∀ > 0 . (2.3)
Condition (A2). For all u > 0 and all t > 0,
P
( bantc∑
j=1
[ ∑
x∈Vn
pn(Jn(j − 1), x)e−u/γn(x)
]2
< 
)
= 1− o(1) , ∀ > 0 . (2.4)
Condition (A3’). For all u > 0 and all t > 0,
lim
δ→0
lim
n→∞
[ant]
2n
∑
x∈Vn
fδ(γn(x)) = 0 . (2.5)
Theorem 2.1. For all sequences an and cn for which Conditions (A0), (A1) and (A2) are
satisfied P-almost surely respectively in P-probability, the following holds: If ν(du) =
u−2du and Condition (A3’) are verified w.r.t. the same convergence mode as Condition
(A1), then :
Sn −Mn ⇒ Scrit , (2.6)
P-almost surely, respectively in P-probability, and where Scrit is a Le´vy process with Le´vy
triple (0, 0, ν).
Proof. Let us first work on a fixed realization of the landscape. Conditions (A1) and (A2)
are those of Theorem 1.1 of [10] when the initial distribution is the invariant measure pin.
Moreover in this case Condition (A0) is Condition (A0’) of Theorem 1.1 in [10]. To see
that in case (ii) Condition (A3’) implies Condition (d) of Theorem 4.1 of [7], which then
implies Condition (c), we have to consider
Z
δ
n,i = Zn,i1{Zn,i≤δ} − E
(
Zn,i1{Zn,i≤δ} | Fn,i−1
)
, (2.7)
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where Fn,i−1 = σ (en,1, . . . , en,i−1, Jn(1), . . . , Jn(i− 1)) and show that
limδ→0 limn→∞P
(∑[ant]
i=1 E
((
Z
δ
n,i
)2∣∣∣Fn,i−1) > ) = 0 . (2.8)
By a first order Tchebychev inequality the probability in (2.8) is bounded above by
−1
∑[ant]
i=1 E
(
Zn,i1{Zn,i≤δ}
)2
= 2−n
∑
x∈Vn fδ(γn(x)) . (2.9)
To apply the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [7] we have to additionally verify that fom (A1)follows
that as n→∞
[ant]∑
i=1
Epin
(
Zn,i1{δ<Zn,i<γ} |Fn,i−1
)→ t∫ 1
δ
xν(dx) in P-probability . (2.10)
This can be shown as proposed in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [7] using a Riemannsum
argument. Let k ∈ N. Taking an equidistant partition t0, . . . , tk of [δ, 1] one can bound
Zn,i in the following way:
k−1∑
j=0
tj1{tj≤Zn,i<tj+1} ≤ Zn,i ≤
k−1∑
j=0
tj+11{tj≤Zn,i<tj+1} . (2.11)
We now take conditional expectations w.r.t. Fn,i−1 and use Condition (A1). So far we kept
a realization of the random landscape fix. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [10]
we conclude that if Conditions (A0), (A1), (A2) and (A3’) are satisfied P-a.s., we have
that (2.6) is satisfied P-a.s., and that if in case (i) Conditions (A0), (A1), (A2) and (A3’)
are satisfied in P-probability, we have that (2.6) is satisfied in P-probability.

3. PROPERTIES OF THE LANDSCAPE
In this section we review the needed properties of the re-scaled landscape variables
(γn(x), x ∈ Vn), and most importantly, the heavy tailed nature of their distribution, ob-
tained in Lemma 2.1 in [9].
We assume that 0 < β < ∞ is fixed, and as before, drop all dependence on β in the
notation. Since this is a continuous monotone decreasing function, it has a well defined
inverse G−1n (u) := inf{y ≥ 0 : Gn(y) ≤ u}. For v ≥ 0 set
hn(v) = anP(τn(x) > cnv) . (3.1)
Lemma 3.1. Let cn be any of the space scales of Definition 1.1.
(i) For each fixed ζ > 0 and all n sufficiently large so that ζ > c−1n , the following holds:
for all v such that ζ ≤ v <∞,
hn(v) = v
−αn(1 + o(1)) , (3.2)
where 0 ≤ αn = α(ε) + o(1).
(ii) Let 0 < δ < 1. Then, for all v such that c−δn ≤ v ≤ 1 and all large enough n,
v−αn(1 + o(1)) ≤ hn(v) ≤ 11−δv−αn(1−
δ
2
)(1 + o(1)) , (3.3)
where αn is as before.
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More precisely, inspecting the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [9] one obtains for β = βc the
following asymptotics for an, cn and αn.
log an =
1
2
β2(ε)n(1 + o(1)) , (3.4)
log cn
β
√
n
= (2 log an)
1
2 − 1
2
(log log an + log 4pi)/(2 log an)
1
2 +O(1/ log an), (3.5)
αn = (
√
nβ)−1Bn = α(ε)(1 + o(1)) .
This will be a key property on which the rest of this paper relies heavily.
4. CONTROL OF THE CENTRING TERM Mn(t)
Theorem 4.1. For all intermediate scales cn with β = βc the following holds.
(i) If
∑
an
2n
<∞ then
Mn(t)− E (E (Mn(t))) (4.1)
converges P-a.s in P-probability to zero.
(ii) If
∑
an
2n
=∞ then
Mn(t)− E (E (Mn(t))) (4.2)
converges in P-probability and in P-probability to zero.
We start by calculating its mean value with respect to the landscape and then show
concentration in Lemma 4.5. A simple calculation yields
E (Mn(t)) = [ant]
2n
∑
x∈Vn
γn(x)
(
1− e−γn(x)−1
)
. (4.3)
To simplify the representation we use the notation
g(u) = u(1− e−u−1), u > 0. (4.4)
To study the behavior of Mn(t) we need a control on the moments of g(γn(x)) which is
done in the following Lemma A.2 in the appendix. Moreover we fix the notation
Gn(y) =
∑
x∈Vn
pn(x, y)γn(x)
(
1− e−γn(x)−1
)
=
∑
x∈Vn
pn(x, y)g(γn(x)). (4.5)
Proposition 4.2. Let ρn be a decreasing sequence ρn → 0 as n→∞. Then there exists a
sequence Ωτn,0 ⊂ Ωτ with P
((
Ωτn,0
)c) ≤ θn
anρn
such that on Ωτn,0
P (|Mn(t)− E (Mn(t))| ≥ ) ≤ −2 ((a) + (b) + (c) + (d)) , (4.6)
where
(a) =
[ant]
2
2n
(∑
x∈Vn
Gn(x)pin(x)
)2
(4.7)
(b) =
[ant]
2n
∑
x∈Vn
∑
x′∈Vn
p2n(x, x
′)g(γn(x))g(γn(x′)) (4.8)
(c) = cn−2
∑
z∈Vn
[ant]pin(z)g(γn(z))
2 (4.9)
(d) = ρn
(
E
(
[ant]
∑
x∈Vn
Gn(x)pin(x)
))2
(4.10)
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Proof. We do a second order Tchebychev inequality and then we use the same bounds on
the jump chain as in the Verification of (A1) and (A2). Thus we obtain
P
(∣∣∣∣Mn(t)cn − E
(
Mn(t)
cn
)∣∣∣∣ ≥ ) ≤ −2Epin
(
[ant]|
∑
y∈Vn
(
piJ,tn (y)− pin(y)
)
Gn(y)
)2
≤ −2 ((I) + (II) + (III)) , (4.11)
where (I), (II), and (III) are the corresponding terms to the ergodic theorem of Propo-
sition 4.1 in citeG2 when replacing hun(x) by Gn(u). We control these terms in the same
way as in the Verification of (A2). For (I) we get
(I) ≤ [ant]2
2n
(∑
x∈Vn Gn(x)pin(x)
)2
. (4.12)
For (II) we have
(II) ≤ [ant]
2n
∑
x∈Vn
∑
x′∈Vn
p2n(x, x
′)g(γn(x))g(γn(x′)). (4.13)
With (III) we proceed as in the proof of Proposition 4.1 in [9] and get
(III) = 2[ant]
θn−1∑
l=1
∑
z∈Vn
( ∑
x∈Vn
pin(x)Gn(x)p
l+1
n (x, z)
)
g(γn(z)) (4.14)
≡ 2
θn−1∑
l=1
((III)1,l + (III)2,l) , (4.15)
where (III)1,l contains the terms with x = z and (III)2,l those with x 6= z.
(III)1,l =
∑
z∈Vn
[ant]pin(z)g(γn(z))
2pl+2n (z, z). (4.16)
(III)2,l =
∑
z,y∈Vn
[ant]pin(y)g(γn(z))g(γn(y))p
l+2
n (y, z). (4.17)
For (III)1,l we have by Proposition 3.1 of [9]
θn∑
l=1
(III)1,l ≤ cn−2
∑
z∈Vn
[ant]pin(z)g(γn(z))
2 (4.18)
For the term (III)2,l we use the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Let ρn → 0 as n → ∞. Then there exists a sequence Ωτn,0 ⊂ Ωτ s.t
P
((
Ωτn,0
)c)
< θn
ρnan
and s.t. on Ωτn,0
θn∑
l=1
(III)2,l < ρn
(
E
(
[ant]
∑
x∈Vn
Gn(x)pin(x)
))2
(4.19)
Proof. Since y 6= z we can use independence of γn(y) and γn(z). By a first order Tcheby-
chev inequality we have
P
(∑θn
l=1(III)2,l ≥ η
)
≤ η−1∑θn−1l=1 E(III)2.l (4.20)
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Now we have
θn−1∑
l=1
E(III)2.l ≤ 1
[ant]
(
E
(
[ant]
∑
x∈Vn
Gn(x)pin(x)
))2 θn−1∑
l=1
∑
z∈Vn
pln(y, z)
≤ θn
[ant]
(
E
(
[ant]
∑
x∈Vn
Gn(x)pin(x)
))2
(4.21)
This yields P
(∑θn
l=1(III)2,l ≥ η
)
≤ θn
η[ant]
(
E
(
[ant]
∑
x∈Vn Gn(x)pin(x)
))2. 
Collecting all the bounds finishes the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
Now we want to analyze the terms appearing in Lemma 4.2 separately. In a first step,
we are interested in computing the expected value with respect to the random environment
as n→∞ and then show concentration around the mean value. We start by having a look
at (b).
E ((b)) = (b1) + (b2), (4.22)
where
(b1) =
[ant]
n
E
(
g(γn(x))
2
)
, (4.23)
(b2) =
[ant]
2n
∑
x∈Vn
∑
x′∈Vn,
x 6=x′
p2n(x, x
′)E (g(γn(x))g(γn(x′))) . (4.24)
For (b1) we know from the calculations in (A.12) that (b1) = C 1n(1 + o(1)) for some
constant C > 0. For (b2) we have
(b2) =
n− 1
n
[ant] (E (g(γn(x))))2 (4.25)
≤ n− 1
n
[ant]
(
eβ
2n/2
cn
)2
∼
√
n
cn
. (4.26)
Now we have a closer look at E((a)).
E ((a)) = (c′) + (f), (4.27)
where
(f) =
[ant]
2
2n
E
(∑
x∈Vn
∑
y∈Vn,x 6=y
pin(x)pin(y)Gn(x)Gn(y)
)
, (4.28)
(c′) =
[ant]
2
23n
E
(∑
a∈Vn
Gn(x)
2
)
(4.29)
We write
(f) ≡ (g) + (h), (4.30)
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where
(g) =
[ant]
2
23n
∑
y∈Vn
∑
x∈Vn,x 6=y
∑
x′∈Vn
pn(y, x
′)pn(x, x′)E
(
g(γn(x
′))2
)
≤ [ant]
2
2n
E
(
g(γn(x
′))2
) ≤ c2 [ant]
2n
for n large enough, c2 > 0, (4.31)
(h) =
[ant]
2
23n
∑
y∈Vn
∑
x∈Vn,
x 6=y
∑
x′∈Vn
∑
y′∈Vn,
x′ 6=y′
pn(y, y
′)pn(x, x′) (Eg(γn(x)))2
≤ [ant]
2eβ
2n
2nc2n
≤ n
2n
for n large enough. (4.32)
Now we finally look at (c′).
(c′) = (i) + (j), (4.33)
where
(i) =
[ant]
2
23n
∑
z∈Vn
∑
y∈Vn
pn(z, y)
2E
(
g(γn(x
′))2
)
(4.34)
≤ [ant]
n22n
[ant]E
(
g(γn(x
′)2)
) ≤ c2 [ant]
n22n
for n large enough (4.35)
(j) =
[ant]
2
23n
∑
z∈Vn
∑
y,y′∈Vn,
y 6=y′
pn(z, y)pn(z, y
′) (Eg(γn(y)))2 (4.36)
≤ [ant]
22n
[ant] (Eg(γn(y)))2 ≤ c2 [ant]
22n
for n large enough (4.37)
Finally we calculate E((c)) andE((d)) using the same method as above. For n large
enough this yields
E ((c)) ≤ c2n−2, E ((d)) ≤ c2ρn. (4.38)
Now we need the concentration of (a), (b) and (c) around there mean values with respect
to the random environment.
Lemma 4.4. (i) If
∑ [ant]
2n
<∞ then there exists Ωτa,b,c ⊂ Ωτ with P
(
Ωτa,b,c
)
= 1 such that
on Ωτa,b,c the following holds for all t > 0
lim
n→∞
|(a)− E ((a))| = 0
lim
n→∞
|(b)− E ((b))| = 0
lim
n→∞
|(c)− E ((c))| = 0. (4.39)
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(ii) If
∑ [ant]
2n
=∞ there exists Ωτa,b,c,n ⊂ Ωτ with P
((
Ωτa,b,c,n
)c)
= 1− o(1) such that for
n large enough on Ωτa,b,c,n the following holds for all t > 0:
|(a)− E ((a))| ≤
(
[ant]
2n
)1/4
|(b)− E ((b))| ≤
(
[ant]
2n
)1/4
|(c)− E ((c))| ≤
(
[ant]
2n
)1/4
(4.40)
Proof. Throughout the proof let C > 0 be a generic constant that is large enough to fulfil
all desired inequalities. We start by having a look at (b). Using again a second order
Tchebychev inequality we have
P (|(b)− E ((b))| > t) ≤ t−2 (θ1 + θ2) , (4.41)
where
θ1 =
(
[ant]
2n
)2 ∑
y∈Vn
E
(
Gn(y)
2 − E (Gn(y))2
)2
(4.42)
θ2 =
(
[ant]
2n
)2 ∑
y∈Vn
∑
y′∈Vn,
y 6=y′
E
(
Gn(y)
2 − E (Gn(y))2
) (
Gn(y
′)2 − E (Gn(y′))2
)
(4.43)
Hence we observe that the expectation with respect to the random environment of all terms
appearing converges to 0 as n→∞. First we bound θ1 by
θ1 ≤
(
[ant]
2n
)2 ∑
y∈Vn
E
(
Gn(y)
4
)− (E (Gn(y))2)2 . (4.44)
By explicit calculation we have(
[ant]
2n
)2 ∑
y∈Vn
E
(
Gn(y)
4
)
≤
(
[ant]
2n
)2 (∑
y∈Vn
∑
x∈Vn
pn(y, x)
4E
(
g(γn(x))
4
)
+ C
∑
y∈Vn
∑
x∈Vn
∑
x′′∈Vn,
x 6=x′
pn(y, x)pn(y, x
′)3E
(
g(γn(x))g(γn(x
′)3)
)
+ C
∑
y∈Vn
∑
x∈Vn
∑
x′∈Vn,
x 6=x′
pn(y, x)
2pn(y, x
′)2E
(
g(γn(x))
2g(γn(x
′))2
)
+ C
∑
y∈Vn
∑
x∈Vn
∑
x′∈Vn,
x 6=x′
∑
x′′∈Vn,
x′′ 6=x′,x′′ 6=x
pn(y, x)
2pn(y, x
′)pn(y, x′′)E
(
(g(γn(x))
2g(γn(x
′))g(γn(x′′))
)
+
∑
y∈Vn
∑
x∈Vn
∑
x′∈Vn,
x 6=x′
∑
x′′∈Vn,
x′′ 6=x′,
x′′ 6=x
∑
x′′′∈Vn,
x′′′ 6=x′,
x′′′ 6=x,x′′′ 6=x′′
E(((g(γn(x))g(γn(x′))g(γn(x′′))g(γn(x′′′)))
)
(4.45)
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Using the calculations in Lemma A.2 on the behavior of g(γn(x)) and the independence
of γn(x) and γn(y) when x 6= y we have
θ1 ≤ [ant]
2n
(
1
n3
+ C
enβ
2/2
n2cn
+
C
n22n[ant]
+ C
enβ
2
nc2n
+
e2nβ
2
[ant]
c4n
)
(4.46)
Expanding the expression θ2 we obtain
θ2
(
[ant]
2n
)2 ∑
y∈Vn
∑
y′∈Vn,
y 6=y′
E
(
Gn(y)
2Gn(y
′)2
)− E (Gn(y)2)E (Gn(y′)2) . (4.47)
We observe that when we know expand the terms involved in this expression certain terms
drop. Keeping the remaining terms we bound θ2 by
θ2 ≤
(
[ant]
2n
)2 (∑
y∈Vn
∑
y′∈Vn,
y 6=y′
∑
x∈Vn
pn(y, x)
2pn(y
′, x)2E
(
g(γn(x))
4
)
+ C
∑
y∈Vn
∑
y′∈Vn,
y 6=y′
∑
x∈Vn
∑
x′∈Vn,
x′ 6=x
pn(y, x)pn(y, x
′)pn(y′, x)2E
(
g(γn(x))
3g(γn(x
′))
)
+ C
∑
y∈Vn
∑
y′∈Vn,
y 6=y′
∑
x∈Vn
∑
x′∈Vn,
x′ 6=x
∑
z′∈Vn,
z′ 6=x,z′ 6=x′
pn(y, x)pn(y, x
′)pn(y′, x)pn(y′, z′)
E
(
g(γn(x))
2g(γn(x
′))g(γn(z′)
))
(4.48)
Now we use the calculations of Lemma A.2 on g(γn(x)) to obtain the asymptotic be-
havior of θ2.
θ2 ≤ [ant]
2n
(
1
n2
+ C
enβ
2/2
ncn
+ C
enβ
2
c2n
)
(4.49)
Collecting the bounds gives
P (|(b)− E ((b))| > t) ≤ Ct−2 [ant]
2n
(
e2nβ
2
[ant]
c4n
+
1
n2
+
enβ
2/2
ncn
+
enβ
2
c2n
)
(4.50)
To show the concentration of (a) we decompose (a) in the same way as in (4.27). And
show concentration for the two parts. The concentration of the first one follows in exactly
the same way as for (b). Looking at the second we observe that using a second order
Tchebychev inequality that we have to control
P (|(f)− E(f)| > ) ≤ −2E (((f)− E((f)))2 (4.51)
Expanding this expression and sorting them according to the amount of gn’s that are equal
we observe that the terms appearing are of the same shape as those in θ2 just with a smaller
prefactor which is given by [ant]
4
26n
. By a gross estimate we have the following bound:
P (|(f)− E(f)| > ) ≤ C [ant]
2
22n
(4.52)
Finally we have a look at (c). Using again a second order Tchebychev inequality
P (|(c)− E(c)| > ) ≤ −2(E (((c)− E((c)))2 ≤ C [ant]
n42n
. (4.53)
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Thus we have finally shown concentration of all Terms involved in 4.2. 
The following Lemma proves the concentration of E (Mn(t)) around EE (Mn(t)) which
is computed in the appendix. Its diverging behaviour is proven in Lemma A.3.
Lemma 4.5. (i) If
∑ [ant]
2n
<∞ then there exists ΩτM ⊂ Ωτ with P (ΩτM) = 1 such that on
ΩτM the following holds for all t > 0
lim
n→∞
|E (Mn(t))− EE (Mn(t))| = 0 (4.54)
(ii) If
∑ [ant]
2n
= ∞ there exists ΩτM,n ⊂ Ωτ with P
((
ΩτM,n
)c)
= 1 − o(1) such that for n
large enough on ΩτM,n the following holds for all t > 0:
|E (Mn(t))− EE (Mn(t))| ≤
(
[ant]
2n
)1/4
(4.55)
Proof. We use a second order Tchebychev inequality to get ∀  > 0
P (|E (Mn(t))− EE (Mn(t))| > )
≤ −2 (E (E (Mn(t)))2 − (E (E (Mn(t))))2) (4.56)
Calculating E (EMn(t))2 yields
E (E (Mn(t)))2 ≡ (d) + (e), (4.57)
where
(d) = E
((
[ant]
2n
)2 ∑
x∈Vn
g(γn(x))
2
)
≤ c2 [ant]
2n
, (4.58)
by the calculations in (A.12) and
(e) = E
((
[ant]
2n
)2 ∑
x∈Vn
∑
y∈Vn,
y 6=x
g(γn(x))g(γn(y))
)
. (4.59)
From our calculations in (A.12) we know that (d) ≤ c2 [ant]2n . Moreover we have that
(e)− (E (EMn(t)))2 = − [ant]
2
2n
(Eg(γn(x)))2 < 0. (4.60)
Thus we get
P (|E (Mn(t))− EE (Mn(t))| > ) ≤ −2c2 [ant]
2n
(4.61)
In case (i) the bound in (4.61) is summable and thus we get the desired result using Borel
Cantelli. In case (ii) we arrive directly at the desired expression. as desired. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
In this section we verify all remaining conditions of Theorem 2.1 , namely Condition
(A3’). We then conclude the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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5.1. Verification of Condition (A3’). We turn to the verification of Condition (A3’). We
define
λ̂δ,n ≡ an
2n
∑
x∈Vn
fδ(γn(x)) (5.1)
and observe that the quantity in (2.5) is kn(t)/anλ̂δ,n.
Lemma 5.1. Let cn be an intermediate space scale and take β = βc(ε) with 0 < ε ≤ 1.
(i) If
∑
n
an
2n
< ∞ then there exists Ωτ10 ⊂ Ωτ with P (Ωτ10) = 1 such that on Ωτ10 the
following holds for all t > 0,
lim
δ→0
lim
n→∞
λ̂δ,n = 0 . (5.2)
(ii) If
∑
n
an
2n
=∞ then there exists Ωτn,11 ⊂ Ωτ with P
(
Ωτn,11
) ≥ 1− o(1) such that for n
large enough on Ωτn,11 the following holds for all t > 0:∣∣∣λ̂δ,n − E(λ̂δ,n)∣∣∣ ≤ (an
2n
)1/4
, (5.3)
and
lim
δ→0
lim
n→∞
E
(
λ̂δ,n
)
= 0 . (5.4)
Proof. We apply a second order Tchebychev inequality:
P
(∣∣∣λ̂δ,n − E(λ̂δ,n)∣∣∣ > ) ≤ −2(E(λ̂δ,n)2 − (E(λ̂δ,n))2) (5.5)
Using that fδ(γn(x)) and fδ(γn(x′)) are independent if x 6= x′ we can bound (5.5) by
−2 an
2n
anE (fδ(γn(x))2) ≤ −2c1 an2n (5.6)
where we used (A.2). Again we are able to argument in the same way as in the proof of
Proposition 6.4 in [9] which gives us the result of Proposition 5.1. 
5.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Conditions (A1) and (A2) are satisfied P-almost surely if 2mn
2n
log n =
o(1) and in P-probability otherwise by the same argumentation as in the case 0 < α() < 1
given in [9], see the proof of Theorem 1.5 therein. by Lemma 5.1 Condition (A3’) is sat-
isfied P-almost surely if 2mn
2n
log n = o(1) and in P-probability otherwise . Thus Theorem
2.1 (ii) implies that, w.r.t. the same convergence mode as (A1) holds, Sn(·) − Mn(·)cn ⇒
Scrit(·).
For the second part of Theorem 1.2, namely Eq. (1.14) we proceed as follows. Theorem
4.1 ensure the finite dimensional convergence in law of Mn(·) − E(E(Mn(1)))(·) to 0
on [0, T ], either P-a. s. or in P-probability. Since Mn(t) is an increasing process with a
continuous limit tightness follows by Theorem VI.3.37 in [11]. Hence we get the weak
convergence ofMn(·)−E(E(Mn(1)))(·) which is equivalent to convergence in probability
since the limiting object is constant. This convergence also holds either P-a. s. or in P-
probability. This yields the result of Theorem 1.2. 
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6. CONSEQUENCES FOR CORRELATION FUNCTIONS (INTERMEDIATE SCALES).
Lemma 6.1. Let β = βc(ε) with 0 < ε ≤ 1. Let cn be an intermediate scale with
limn→∞
log cn
β
√
n
− β√n = θ for some constant θ ∈ (−∞,∞). If∑ an/2n <∞ we have for
all T > 0 and for all  > 0
lim
n→∞
P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣∣∣ Sn(t)E(E(Mn(1))) − t
∣∣∣∣ > 
)
= 0 P-a.s. (6.1)
If
∑
an/2
n =∞ the same holds in P-probability.
Proof. The claim of Lemma 6.1 follows immediately from Theorem 1.2. 
We define a˜n by
a˜ne
nβ2/2Φ(θ) = cn, (6.2)
where Φ is the normal distribution function and θ = limn→∞ log cn√nβ −
√
nβ. A crucial
quantity is the ratio a˜n/an which we can compute explicitly using (3.4) and (6.2)
a˜n
an
=
e−θ
2/2
Φ(θ)β
√
2pin
(1 + o(1)). (6.3)
Set
An(t) ≡ P
(
sup
k∈{1,...,ba˜ntc}
∣∣∣∣S˜n(k)− cnka˜n
∣∣∣∣ > cn
)
. (6.4)
We need the following preperatory lemma.
Lemma 6.2. If
∑
an/2
n <∞ we have for all t, s > 0 and for all  > 0
lim
n→∞
√
nP
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ba˜ntc∑
k=1
P(τn(Jn(k + 1))en,k+1 > cns|Jn(k))− a˜nt
ans
∣∣∣∣∣∣ > a˜nan√An
 = 0 P-a.s.
(6.5)
If
∑
an/2
n =∞ the same holds in P-probability.
Proof. Proceeding as in the verification of Condition (A1) we obtain analogue to Proposi-
tion 4.1 in [9]
P
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ba˜ntc∑
k=1
P(τn(Jn(k + 1))en,k+1 > cns|Jn(k))− ba˜ntc
an
νn(s,∞)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ > a˜nan√An

≤
(
an
√
An(t)
a˜n
)2
Θ˜n(s, t), (6.6)
where
Θ˜n(s, t) =
(ba˜ntc
an
)2
ν2n(u,∞)
2n
+
ba˜ntc
an
(
σ2n(u,∞) + c
νn(2u,∞)
n2
+ ρn [Eνn(u,∞)]2
)
.
(6.7)
Using Proposition 5.1 in [9] and (6.3) we obtain the claim of Lemma 6.2. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. Fix a realization of the random environment such that for all t, T >
0, for all x > s uniformly in x and for all  > 0
√
nP
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ba˜ntc∑
k=1
P(τn(Jn(k + 1))en,k+1 > cns|Jn(k))− a˜nt
ans
∣∣∣∣∣∣ > a˜nan√An(t)
 = 0 (6.8)
lim
n→∞
An(t) = 0. (6.9)
lim
n→∞
∣∣∣∣bantcP (τn(Jn(k + 1)en,k+1 > cnx)− tx
∣∣∣∣ = 0. (6.10)
and finally,
lim
n→∞
√
nP
(
M˜n(ba˜nt(1 + ′)/anc) < cn
)
= 0 (6.11)
Rewriting the correlation function gives
Cn(tn, sn)
= P
(⋃
k>0
S˜n(k) < tn, S˜n(k + 1) > tn + sn
)
= P
 ⋃
k≤a˜n(1+′)
S˜n(k) < tn, τn(Jn(k + 1))en,k+1 > tn + sn − S˜n(k)

+P
 ⋃
k>a˜n(1+′)
S˜n(k) < tn, τn(Jn(k + 1))en,k+1 > tn + sn − S˜n(k)
(6.12)
Using that S˜n(k) is an increasing process and (6.11), we have for all  > 0
P
 ⋃
k>a˜n(1+′)
{
S˜n(k) ≤ tn
} ≤ P ( S˜n(ba˜nt(1 + ′)c)
cn
< t
)
. (6.13)
By only counting summands smaller than δ and we bound (6.13) from above by
E (Mn(a˜n/ant(1 + ′))) . (6.14)
Hence we can rewrite (6.12) as∑
k∈T
P
(
S˜n(k) < tn, τn(Jn(k + 1)en,k+1 > tn + sn − S˜n(k)
)
+ o(1/
√
n) , (6.15)
=
∑
k∈T
{
E
(
1{S˜n(k)<tn}1{|S˜n(k)− cnka˜n |>cn}1{τn(Jn(k+1)en,k+1>tn+sn−S˜n(k)}
)
+ E
(
1{S˜n(k)<cnt}1{|S˜n(k)− cnka˜n |≤cn}1{τn(Jn(k+1)en,k+1>tn+sn−S˜n(k)}
)}
+ o(1/
√
n),
where T = {0, . . . , ba˜n(1 + )c}. We want to show that the summands including the event{∣∣∣S˜n(k)− cnka˜n ∣∣∣ > cn} are not contributing in the limit namely that they are of order
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o(1/
√
n). Using the following bound from above we have∑
k∈T
E
(
1{S˜n(k)<tn}1{|S˜n(k)− cnka˜n |>cn}1{τn(Jn(k+1)en,k+1>tn+sn−S˜n(k)}
)
(6.16)
≤
∑
k∈T
E
(
1{|S˜n(k)− cnka˜n |>cn}1{τn(Jn(k+1)en,k+1>tn+sn−S˜n(k)}
)
≤ E
(
1{supk∈[0,a˜n(1+)]∩N|S˜n(k)− cnka˜n |>cn}
∑
k∈T
P (τn(Jn(k + 1))en,k+1 > sn|Jn(k))
)
.
Using (6.8) we bound (6.16) by
a˜n
an
(
1
s
+
1√
An

)
P
(
sup
k∈[0,...,a˜n(1+)]
∣∣∣∣S˜n(k)− cnka˜n
∣∣∣∣ > cn
)
+ o(1/
√
n)
=
a˜n
an
1
s
An(1 + ) +
a˜n
√
An(1 + )
an
+ o(1/
√
n). (6.17)
By (6.9) we have that (6.17) is of order o(a˜n/an) = o(1/
√
n). We can bound the second
summand in (6.15) from above by∑
k∈[0,...,a˜n(1−)]
P
(
τn(Jn(k + 1)en,k+1 > tn + sn − cn
(
k
a˜n
+ 
))
+2a˜nP (τn(Jn(k + 1)en,k+1 > sn) (6.18)
By (6.10) (6.18) is equal to∑
k∈[0,...,a˜n(1−)]
1
an
(
1 + s−
(
k
a˜n
+ 
))−1
+ 2
a˜n
an
+
a˜n
an
o(1) (6.19)
In the same way we obtain the following lower bound on (6.15):∑
k∈[0,...,a˜n(1+)]
1
an
(
1 + s−
(
k
a˜n
− 
))−1
− 2 a˜n
an
− a˜n
an
o(1) (6.20)
By a Riemann sum argument we have∑
k∈{0,...,a˜n(1−)}
1
a˜n
(
1 + s−
(
k
a˜n
+ 
))−1
− 1
a˜n
1
1 + s
≥
∫ 1−
0
(1 + s− (t+ ))−1 dt
= log
(
s+ 1− 
s
)
, (6.21)
respectively∑
k∈{0,...,a˜n(1+)}
1
a˜n
(
1 + s−
(
k
a˜n
− 
))−1
− 1
a˜n
1
s
≤
∫ 1+
0
(1 + s− (t− ))−1 dt
= log
(
1 + s+ 
s
)
(6.22)
Hence we can bound (6.19) from above by
a˜n
an
log
(
s+ 1− 
s
)
− 1
a˜n
1
1 + s
+ 2
a˜n
an
+
a˜n
an
o(1) (6.23)
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and (6.20) from below by
a˜n
an
log
(
1 + s+ 
s
)
− 1
a˜n
1
s
− 2 a˜n
an
− a˜n
an
o(1) (6.24)
Putting those estimates together we obtain
Cn(tn, tn + sn) = a˜n
an
log
(
1 +
1
s
)
+
a˜n
an
o(1). (6.25)
By (6.2) we have
Cn(tn, tn + sn) = 1
Φ(θ)
e−θ
2/2 log
(
1 +
1
s
)
1
β
√
2pin
(1 + o(1)). (6.26)
So far we worked on a fixed realization of the random environment. Observe that (6.10)
can be rewritten as
ba˜ntc
an
νn(x,∞). (6.27)
Hence (6.10) holds either P -a.s. or in P-probability by Proposition 5.1 in [9] and the
observation that νn(x,∞) is a monotone function in x and its limit 1/x is continuous for
x > s. By Lemma 6.1 a nd6.2 (6.8) and (6.9) hold either P-a.s. or in P-probability.
(6.11) holds either P-a.s. or in P-probabilty because Codition (B1) holds P-a.s or in P-
probability. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.3 in [10] we have that if (6.8),(6.9),
(6.10) and (6.11) hold P-a.s, respectively in P-probability, (6.26) holds with respect to
the same convergence mode with respect to the random environment. This concludes the
proof of Theorem 1.3. 
APPENDIX A. CALCULATIONS
In the appendix we give results on the moments of fδ(γn(x)) and gδ(γn(x)) which were
needed before. During the verification of Condition (A3’) we needed to compute the
asymptotic behavior of anE (fδ(γn(x))) and anE (fδ(γn(x))2). This we want to state in
the following Lemma.
Lemma A.1. For all t > 0 and δ > 0 and for n large enough there exist constants
0 < c0, c1 <∞ such that
anE (fδ(γn(x))) ≤ c0δ (A.1)
anE
(
fδ(γn(x))
2
) ≤ δ4 + c1. (A.2)
Proof. We observe that
fδ(u) ≤ δ2 ∀u ∈ (0,∞). (A.3)
We decompose anE (fδ(γn(x))) in the following way
anE (fδ(γn(x))) = anE
(
fδ(γn(x))1{γn(x)>δ}
)
+ anE
(
fδ(γn(x))1{γn(x)≤δ}
) ≡ (1) + (2)
(A.4)
We start by controlling the behavior of (1).
(1) ≤ δ2anP (γn(x) > 1) ∼ δ, (A.5)
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where we used the definition of an and cn. Turning to (2) we have
(2) ≤ anE
(
γn(x)
2
1{γn(x)≤δ}
)
=
ane
2nβ2
c2n
∫ log(cnδ)√
nβ
−2√nβ
−∞
e−u
2/2
√
2pi
du
∼ ane
2nβ2
c2n
(√
2pi
(
− log(cnδ)√
nβ
+ 2
√
nβ
))−1
e
− 1
2
(
log(cnδ)√
nβ
−2√nβ
)2
, (A.6)
where we used that by (2.21) in [9] log(cnδ)√
nβ
− 2√nβ → −∞ as n → ∞. Using (2.21) in
[9] to expand we have that (A.6) is equal to
an
(√
2pi
(
− log(cnδ)√
nβ
+ 2
√
nβ
))−1
δ2e
− 1
2
(
log cnδ√
nβ
)2
= c′0δ(1 + o(1)) , (A.7)
where 0 < c′0 < ∞. Putting our estimates together we have that for n large enough there
exists a constant 0 < c0 <∞ such that
anE (fδ(γn(x))) ≤ c0δ. (A.8)
In a similar way we treat anE (fδ(γn(x))2). This time we truncate at one, namely
anE
(
fδ(γn(x))
2
)
= anE
(
fδ(γn(x))
2
1{γn(x)>1}
)
+ anE
(
fδ(γn(x))
2
1{γn(x)≤1}
)
. (A.9)
For the first summand we use again the bound on f and the definition of the timescale to
bound it by δ4. And for the second summand we use the same method as for (2): Applying
Gaussian estimates, expanding the resulting term and plugging in the exact representation
of cn. The bound we obtain is a constant. Putting these estimates together we have for n
large enough
anE (fδ(γn(x))2) ≤ δ4 + c1. (A.10)

To study the behavior ofMn(t) in particular to show Condition (B1) we needed a control
on the moments of g1(γn(x)) when β = βc which is done in the following Lemma.
Lemma A.2. Let cn be an intermediate scale.
(i) If limn→∞
log(cn)
β
√
n
− β√n = c for some c ∈ (−∞,∞). Then
anE (g(γn(x))) = Φ(c)
ane
nβ2/2
cn
(1 + o(1)). (A.11)
(ii) For n large enough there exists a constant 0 < c2 <∞ such that
anE
(
g(γn(x))
l
) ≤ c2 2 ≤ l ≤ 4. (A.12)
Proof. Recall that g(u) ≤ 1 ∀u > 0. First we proof assertion (i). We rewrite anE (g(γn(x)))
as
ane
nβ2/2
√
2picn
∫ ∞
−∞
e
√
nβz
(
1− e−cne−
√
nβz
)
e−z
2/2dz
=
an
cn
enβ
2/2 − [ant]e
nβ2/2
cnβ
√
2pin
∫ ∞
−∞
ey+log(cn)e
−
(
y
β
√
n
+ log cn
β
√
n
)2−eydy (A.13)
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Now one can cut the domain of integration into different pieces. Observe that in the region
y < − log n the integral is equal to
(1 + o(1))
ane
nβ2/2
cnβ
√
2pin
∫ − logn
−∞
ey+log(cn)e
−
(
y
β
√
n
+ log cn
β
√
n
)2
dy
= (1 + o(1))
ane
nβ2/2
cn
√
2pi
∫ − logn√
nβ
− log cn
β
√
n
+
√
nβ
−∞
e−y
2/2dy (A.14)
We now distingish several cases. If log cn
β
√
n
−√nβ → c for some constant c as n → ∞ we
have that (A.13) is equal to (1+o(1))ane
nβ2/2
cn
Φ(c). If − log cn
β
√
n
+
√
nβ →∞ or−∞ one uses
Gaussian estimates to obtain the exact asymptotic behavior. One can bound the integral
on the other part of the domain of integration to see that it is bounded by a constant.. This
yields (A.11). We now turn to assertion (ii) and consider E (g(γn(x))2). We will split this
into two terms:
anE
(
g(γn(x))
2
)
= anE
(
g(γn(x))
2
1{γn(x)>1}
)
+ anE
(
g(γn(x))
2
1{γn(x)≤1}
) ≡ (1) + (2).
(A.15)
For (1) we use the definition of the scaling an and cn and the bound g(u) ≤ 1 ∀u > 0 .
(1) ≤ anP (γn(x) > 1) = 1. (A.16)
For Term (2) we use exact Gaussian estimates
(2) ≤ an
c2n
∫ log(cn)√
nβ
−∞
e2β
√
nβu
(
1− e−cne−
√
nβu
) e−u2/2√
2pi
du
≤ ane
2nβ2
c2n
∫ log(cn)√
nβ
−2√nβ
−∞
e−r
2/2
√
2pi
dr
∼ ane
2nβ2
c2n
(√
2pi
(
− log(cn)√
nβ
+ 2
√
nβ
))−1
e
−
(
log(cn)√
nβ
−2√nβ
)2
/2
, (A.17)
where we use that by (2.22) in [9] we have log(cn)√
nβ
− 2√nβ → −∞ as n → ∞. We plug
(2.22) in [9] into (A.17) and obtain that (A.17) is equal to
an
(√
2pi
(
− log(cn)√
nβ
+ 2
√
nβ
))−1
e
−
(
log cn√
nβ
)2
/2
= c′2(1 + o(1)), (A.18)
where 0 < c′2 < ∞. Putting both estimates together we get that for n large there exists a
constant 0 < c2 <∞ such that
anE
(
g1(γn(x))
2
) ≤ c2. (A.19)
In exactly the same way one proceeds with anE (g(γn(x))3) and anE (g(γn(x))4) to obtain
(A.12) for l = 3 and l = 4. 
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Computing E (E (Mn(t))) at β = βc() gives
E (E (Mn(t))) = E
[ant]∑
i=1
E
(
τn(Jn(i))en,i
cn
1{
0<
τn(Jn(i))en,i
cn
<δ
}
)
=
[ant]√
2picn
∫ ∞
−∞
e
√
nβz
(
1− e−cnδe−
√
nβz
)
e−z
2/2dz
=
[ant]
cn
enβ
2/2 − [ant]
cnβ
√
2pin
∫ ∞
−∞
e
− y2
2β2n
−δeydy
= (1− o(1))c [ant]
cn
enβ
2/2, (A.20)
where c is some constant > 0.
The following lemma proves the general diverging behavior of E(E(Mn(1))
Lemma A.3. Let β = βc and an and cn scalings with
anP(τn(σ) > cn) = 1. (A.21)
Then
lim
n→∞
ane
nβ2/2
cn
=∞. (A.22)
Proof. We use that log(an) =
nβ2c
2
(1 + o(1)). Hence there exists some sequence f(n) with
f(n)
nβ2c
= o(1) with log(an) =
nβ2c+f(n)
2
. By definition of cn we have
log(cn)√
nβ
=
√
2 log(an)− 1/2 log(log(an)) + log(4pi)√
2 log(an)
. (A.23)
We have log(log(an)) = log(
nβ2c+f(n)
2
) and
√
2log(an) =
√
nβ2 + f(n). Observe that do
to the asymptotic behavior of f(n) log(log(an)) is positive fpr n large enough. Hence it
suffices to show
log(ane
nβ2/2)√
nβ
≤
√
2 log an (A.24)
Plugging in the expressions for log(an) (A.24) reads
√
nβ +
f(n)
2
√
nβ
≤
√
nβ2 + f(n), (A.25)
which is always satisfied and equality holds if and only if f(n) = 0. 
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